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IROVI~;Cl ~L L IBRARY 
PARLIA~EtIT BLDS.  
'~ICTOR!A B.C. 
INSPECTOR OF MUNICIPALITIES 
TERRACE AS A RESULT OF CHARGES 
Mayor Gordon Rowland, as interests 'in this sad affair'are 
directed by a resolution passed assured, 
in a Committee of the Whole Council, with the exception of 
meeting held at City Hall last Alderman Gerry Duffus voted 
Monday night, has asked the fullconfidence inAdministrator 
Inspector of Municipalities to Jack Hardy. Tbe matter came to a head at 
come to Terrace to investigate • Monday night's Council 
charges made by Alderman 
Gerry Duffus against City meeting when Mr, Jack Hardy 
left the Council area to enter the 
Administrator Jack Hardy as 
reported in a Kitimat gallery in which some 40 odd 
citizens were seated• He then 
newspaper on August 6, par- addressed the Coundil with the 
suant'to Mr, Hardy's request, 
When questioned by the following statement:- ' 
"Mr. Mayor, members of 
Herald, Mayor Rowland said, Council; It is with a feeling of 
that he will be seeking legal, 
advise and if it is required legal reluctance - regret and disgust 
counsel will be retained by the that I appear .before you 
city to assure that Mr..Hardy's tonight. - Relhctance because in 
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--BY GERRY DUFFUS 
these tactics), I have been 
accused of clouding issues • I 
have been accused of vague 
armwers to questions. I am not 
infallible n'or ere you - ff 
1~ years of public life I have in order to defend myself and 
adhered to the policy of the the appointed officials as s 
anonimity of public servants. - whole. I have no intention of 
Regret because of aspersions introducing my curieuium vitae 
that have recently been cast on but I think it suffices to say that 
myself and members of the I am • quite familiar with mistakes were made they were 
administration which, in turn, procedures., As to Bcarinot honest mistakes, Regardless of 
filtersdownandhasanaffocton having usedall of them= .a~d. your thoughts as to my ability in 
all municipal employees. - having assisted in .tht acting;In the best interests of 
Disgust because it almost ap- preparation of some - the ' the community - I say and I say 
ars to be art of a plan to proeedfires recommended have : forcefully because of stupid, 
di~.,~,.~J--^a""~°P"'~|"t~l nfflcia s :~=heenabs°lutelyaccordingt° t h e , , , ~  =v~" . . . . . .  , -assenine and irresponsible 
el the community, ;book. Perhaps the problem i's comments - character 
As a result of recent ecru- : some members ofCouncil being assasinations to foster the. 
meats attributed to a member unable , to comprehend career of a two bit neophyte 
of Council - I quote from the procedures, politician - I'm not a whipping 
KitimatNews Advertiser-Ifind I have in essence been ac- boy for votes, 
it necessary to resort to the cused on two occasior~ of lying 
same tactics- the public forum - to this Council (I do not resort o I am sure you have -but if not 
stop and consider the 
resignation of the llcence in- 
specter - the treasurer and this 
is only the beginning. Terrace 
cannot afford this turnover it 
costs $4,00O to advertise for a 
replacement, Every depart- 
ment head and employee has 
given more than you will ever 
know because they believe in 
this community and work to be 
part of its successful future. 
Under the present cir- 
cumstsnces this is extremely 
difficult. 
Because of Duffus my 
position is solely, in your hand, s 
and this is perhaps me mare 
.~erving Terrace an¢. area since July 11, 1908 
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CALLED TO 
MADE 
Gerry Dnffus quickly voted for 
the motion. Duffus stated that 
because the service is not there 
be could not vote in favour of a 
motion of confidence. 
Mayor Gordon Rowland then ~ 
set the matter over to a Corn- 
mitten of the Whole meeting. 
On returning from this. meeting 
into an open meeting once again 
the mayor indicated that the 
Inspector of Municipalities 
would be called in. 
Mr, Duffus telephoned the 
Council proposed a vote of Herald tostatethatheconfdnot 
confidence and all aldermen apologize because I|e did not 
present with the exception of know what to apologize for, 
reason for my being here 
tonight, 
l ask a resolution of con- 
firmation of confidence or 
otherwise, if negative then my 
next course of action is obvious. 
If in the affirmative then I have 
two requests to make. a 
public apology or retraction in 
the front page of the same 
newspaper. If this cloud is not 
removed I request a cpmptete 
investigation bythe Inspector of 
Municipalities. 
Following this statement 
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IONA TO PARLIAMENT POST 
Iona Campagnolo. who ended the development of the north, 
a 17 year tenure of office by The main factor in•northern 
New Democrat Frank Howard development is the settlement 
in Skeena, has been x~{..oguized • of the Nishgu Aboriginal Rights 
by Prime Minister Piece Elliot question which has in fact 
Trudeau as cabinet potential, resulted in a halt to any 
' The P.M. ndmed' Mrs. development of any con- 
Campognolo Parliamentary sequence because of the 
Secretarvralong withtwo other inability~ o f  the Canadian 
M:P,s. There,are Cglin Camp- National Railway route, north 
bell (Southwestern Nova program to get under way until 
Scotia) and Cliff McFdaac .such 'a  settlement has been 
tBattleford-Kindersley). The  ,reached. The Ntshga people, 
~ppohttments:sre fo  two year:,:'~ who)."maintain they:, are no~ 
The specific portfolios to 
which lena Campagnolo will be 
named has not as yet been 
revealed However political 
observers inTerrace hope that 
the Skeena M,P, will be named 
to the Indian and Northern 
Affairs Ministry in view of the 
importance of that Ministr.y to 
~0g, are nevertheless relen- 
lless in their decision not to 
allow C.N.R. surveyors or 
construction crews on the Nass 
watershed land, which they 
claim, until some kind of an 
agreement is reached with the 
two senior levels of govern- 
ment: 
Iona I)ampagnolo 
Williams Against Kemono 2 
Residents of the Nor~ are Water Resources thisweek he is operating at just about 
bewildered by what is gelng on re-affirms his position of op- maximum capacity with the 
in connection with the proposed l~nsing development of Kemano present power available from 
development of Kemano 2. In a 2 to allow Afcan to increase its its own power plant at Kemano 
letter written by Bob Williams, production. The aluminium 1, , In fact the firm uses 90 
Minister of Lands~ Forests and manufacturing plant in Kitimat percent of the ~ electricity 
produced~,vith theremaining 10 
percent being, sold to B.C. 
Hydro to service Terrace, 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert and 
other area communities. I - • 
: ' " : Ronald M. Gross, President.& 
* ' - -n  disclaims re-,uiring Chief Executive .Officer of 
~:'~'~" .... ' • ..... ~t  this •Canadian Cellulose Company, any aumuonal pew=, . . . 
time but' with the alamlnium e~rmRne~R~ afn u~oCedatn°d;Yr~l~e t 
market good and world demana ~:e . . . . . . . .  
this situation could ~=.=^..u.~=.o,.. ...~.=-.,=,s-ec°-'n'a-quart~er~0°~rS~:'o~l'°re lncreasi~ 
change at any time. 
• • . .  . . . .  to an income tax reduction on 
i ~;~.~..~..~.m,~.a ~,~o con application of prior years' 
,,--'o~-": " ' '~"? ' .  "~ '". losses, amounted to$7,445,000 or 
sistantlv stated that ne opposes • • ..,,  ~,(~..o. ~.,a~ ole,'tdc $,61 per snare on sales of 
=": ...... ~t ?:- . . . .  o ~ He $53,926,000 This compares to 
devel~nP~;:;Jt ~[n?nCy ad first quarter 1974 earnings of. 
Bas  ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =';"~ ~n the .$4,698,000 or $.30 per share on 
• " " " "he sales el ~39,992,000. Second 
uorntlnt v~o:lacee°~leelrr°~y~r o quarter 1973 earnings on the 
gin _ . • • same basis were $2,768,000 or 
Electric Power uevempmem - -  now under wa'  ' " ~.~ per snare'.on sales of 
• " : " $41,233,000. 
' Earnings for the 1974 second 
However; when A lcanwas quarter after inclusion of the 
granted the right to develop extraordinary income tax 
Kemano and construct its credit were $1~,,2~5,000 or $1,09 
'I~e two sole survivors of two slides 17 years apart, 
meet for the first time at the reception for Selma 
Murray at the Masonic Temple, Friday night. With 
Selma is Volkamar Zobel, rescued January 22nd 
r~.~ ~h,~ Mn~,fhrnnte Service Center avalanche on 
alumlnium plant at Kitimat. it 
was also given a Ilcence to 
undertake further development 
in a Kemano phase 2, This 
would mean that should Alcan 
decide to go ahead it can do so 
with nothing but a political 
lobby to contend with and of 
course the wrath of the en- 
vironmentalists, 
Another disturbing fact Is that 
B,C. Hydro has spent.S333,000. 
on studies on the environmental 
impact of the Hemano 2 
development on the Buckley 
Valley. Bob William is a 
dlreeter of B.C, Hydro and one 
is concerded as. to the sincerelty 
of Mr. Williams statements in 
view of this costly study, if he 
do?s, not in!end to a..l~ow this 
,'*" '.t:~::k ~ ~ ~ - ~  ~.:~. ~ . ~ . ~ ~ ,  .......... '.".,.UP'- ,-, ; := ' ;~!~:  ~o~ ~ ~ '  ~.  '~  ,,~ [ '~  
, Visitors to the Terrace dump have gone about their business, taking time out from 'their scavanging. It's not a bear problem 
lately under the watchful eyes of a number of bears. Three of the. . though, it's a garbage problem, 
bruins obligingly posed for a Herald photographer last week, 
C a  Ce! Profits ClN'e'NOTr to r?urs  ~ T  P U L L ' N ~ a ~ '  " " ' 
n : ,  :i i,. - prevalernt iYntown the Canadian '~sdr;:mr' Scht~uledrb:nc~Tt~:bY;! 
/.':{. :!::: Railway construction kind of bridge should be ,sea 
crew is not pulling up stakes under a particular set of cir- 
directprimaryaRentidnto,the and leaving town. This in- cumstances. 
improvement of all.key sa .~. ts formation has been confirmed 
of the Company's/existing in conversations with Lloyd ,Andther important field crew 
operati0ns:.'and' to sti'~ngt~en Hostland, project manager for at work  is that Investlgating 
its financial position. :He said the C.N.R. llne north to archeelegic sites and other 
that this approach, should put Groundhog where it will. link historical places along the 
the Company in a ~posRion to with the B.C.R. ' ' route. 
take advantage of Its l.ong-term • __ . . . . . . .  
opportuniti~ and ;:tn~Snend t~: w~e ne I~uml~°U:tla~e~dv~tr~[~e~ whichThe firStwill lnkPhasethe fNassthis Campr°Ute 
uompan,y s , p s his house for sale. The latter is area to the. main C,N.R, line 
progressing, sesking to sell his home but with running e/,st west across 
CanadisnCellnioseCompany, the.into.sties of purchesmg Canada involves two Indian 
Limited is a major producer of anotner m terrace L . . . . . . . .  Tribes. The sector Just north of 
kraft and suiphite pulp which is . A .~cnecz jen _~ .p~Ja~ Terrace crosses lands claimed 
marketed throughout North mcauonwomoseem tu u~u t= while the Nasa watershed is America, Europe and the Far that work is pr_ogr~sing bl~  by the Kitsumkalum peuple 
East, and also manufactures gearea aown.a ,wam.~. . ,  claimed by the Ntshgu, The 
lumber for sale in North results ot negouauons w|m me second phase involves the 
America and ~port markets. N~hg~na~;Ib~l s Council on Nishga while, the third phase, 
The Company s plants, all in S • could be the most involved with 
British Columbia, comprise a There is a top level tribal overlapping claims being made 
sniphite mill and a kraft mill meeting scheduled for Prince by the Ntshga and the Kit- 
Eddy Paper Company Limited 
and now Chairman of the Beard 
of British Columbia Cellulose 
Company, as an additional 
Dir ctor of the Company, and of 
Messrs, D. P. BesL and R. J. 
Duncan, as Senior Vice- 
President, Operations and Vice- 
President, General Counsel 
respeetivdly. Mr. Best was 
formerly a Vice-Prssident of 
Georgia Pacific Corporation 
and President of K.V.P. Canada 
Ltd., and Mr. Duncan was 
formerly a partner in a major 
Vancouver law firm. 
Commenting on the Com- 
pany,s future prospects, Mr. 
Gross said the market outlook 
for kraft, and sulphlte pulp 
continues to be Very hivourable, 
although it is expected that 
supply and demand will come 
more into balance by  the 
fourthquarter. Lumber prices, 
which at present are of lesser 
significance to the Company 
than pulp prices, have recently 
declined considerably. 
He said that, until the likely 
course of world economic 
conditions becomes more 
certaln,the Company plans to 
near Prince Rupert, a second, 
kraft mill and a lumber mill 
: near: Castlegar, other lumber 
mills at Terrace and Kltwanga, 
and woods operations 
headquartered atTerrace and 
Nakusp. The,Company's shares 
are traded on the Toronto, 
Montreal and Vancouver stock 
exhanges. 
Bettle Royal 
per share. 
Mr. Gross stated that the 
increase in sales and earnings 
in the second quarter over the 
1974 first quarter resulted 
primarily .from higher sales 
volumes and prices for pulp, 
Second quarter earnings were 
unfaveurably affected by 
rapidly escalating raw material' 
and labour costs and a seven- 
day closure of both pulp mills at 
Prince Rupert due to a work 
stoppage. 
Mr. Gross also stated that 
funds provided b~' operations 
have enabled the Company to 
fully repay short-term bank 
lea|is. 
On behalf of the Board of 
Directors Mr, Gross announced 
the appointments oi Mr. W, C. 
W l a .ae  ra~,m#,r Pres ident  of 
A fracas that began in the group of East Indiana and a 
Lakelse Hotel's bar-room .and group of Anglo-Saxons tangled 
ended up in the streets of verbally and then physically in 
Terrace sent six people to the bar.room, In all nearly ten 
hospital August third, One of people were involved In the 
the ~iix had a broken ankle, the free-for-alL 
remaining roup suffered from RCMP investigation i to the 
broken Jaws. fracas is continuing but to date 
The fight broke out when s na charges have been laid. 
Rupert on Friday, August 19 
and there Is some optimism that 
some sort of agreement 
guidelines can be adopted so 
that the C.N,R. can get a full 
head of steam upon ground 
swveys and the beginning of 
actual construction. 
In the meantime en- 
vironmental and ecology sur- 
veys continue all along the 
proposed route wiJ.h the 
knowledge and sanction of the 
Nishga people, No permission 
has been received to undertake 
actual surveys however. 
Particular attention is being 
paid to fish streams with con- 
sultants making recom- 
mendations as to i~ow each 
stream is to be crossed. This 
means their opinion on whether 
waneool tribes, 
No posltive progress on the 
cbnstructlon can be made untll 
the land claims are settled or 
that .the native people can be 
satisfied that they will receive 
just compensation for any lands 
that they relinquish claims on to 
make way for railway con- 
struction. The only Immediate 
hope is tha.t Frank Calder and 
his Nishgu Council can come to 
some sort of plan during the 
course of the' August 16th 
meetings in Prince Rupert. 
In the meantime the C,N,R. 
boys are doing what they can 
along the route without 
violating and tribal territories 
without the express permission 
of the Councils involved, 
J t 
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Parking :Officer 
Coutd  ou.h 
Some forty interested citizens 
attending last Monday's 
Statutory meeting of City 
Council left wit.h some ap- 
prehension as to the true func- 
tion of the city's new ticket 
officer. 
Codncii approved an 
agreement with Pacific• 
Security Agencies Company 
turning over the parking en- 
forcement by-laws to an officer 
in the employ of that firm. What 
disturbed some of th~pedble" at 
tendance was the fact that thss 
employee is first of all referred 
to as a Traffic Officer and the 
second was that this person or 
persons will be carrying a baton 
and handcuffs. 
The Herald checked with the 
N.C.O. i-c of the Terrace 
Detachment S aff Sergeant Ran 
Woolger and we were assured 
that this l person or persons 
would only be involved with 
perking violations and will not 
be responsthle for traffic 
control, Secondly it would 
appear that we willstill have 
the Option of paying the regular 
fines for traffic violations and 
the fact that these parking 
officers Carry a "shillelagh" or 
baton as stated in the 
agreement and handcuffs does 
not mean that a person caught 
parking too long will be belted 
about he head and dragged off 
handcuffed tothe police station. 
It was explained to the writer 
that this is part of the per- 
miesable quipment allowed by 
the Attorney General's 
Department, and since these 
(t) The Company agrees that 
it will provide a uniformed 
traffic officer during such hours 
as determined by the District at 
a fee of six (6) Dollars per hour. 
(2) The Company agrees that 
its employees working within 
the District of Terrace shall be,. 
responsible to and take' 
direction from the Chief ofl 
Police of the District for the 
enforcement of the traffic' 
regulations set forth in the 
District of Terrace Traffic By- 
law and amendments hereto. 
t3) The Company further 
agrees that it may at the 
request of the Chief of Police 
and-er the-District of Terrace 
provide other Security Service 
by mutual consent in which case 
the fee shall be $8.00 per hour. 
(4) The Company agrees that 
it will provide an automobile 
equipped with first aid and fire 
emergency kits if and when 
required on a mileage basis. 
t5) The Company agrees to 
provide its employees atno cost 
to the District with such items 
as flash lights, batons and 
handcuffs as in the opinion of 
the Chief uf Police of the 
District are required. 
(6) The Company agrees to 
provide its main office premises 
for the Administration f traffic 
tickets, at a fee of Seven t7) 
Dollars and Fifty (60) Cents per 
hour if required. 
(7) The Company agrees to 
keep full records and reports of 
all Administration duties 
carried.out in the performance 
of the Traffic By-law, 
officers can be used in other (8)TheDistrictagreesthatas 
protective capacities they can carry this persuasive gear only. . soon after the execution of this 
I t ,  is not required, despite agreement by both parties as 
clause 5 of the agreement, tobe may reasonably he done, the Clerk of the District shall advise 
carried by parking infercement the Company of the days per 
officers. In fact it is quite week and the hours of the day 
passible' that the person em- 
ployed in this capaity could be a 
woman as is the case in 
Kitimat, 
Since the general publichas 
become accustomed tomore or 
less.free parking in the com- 
munity,Council has decided to 
advertise the signing of this 
agreement warning citizens 
that 'it is once again illegal to 
pare in certain areas or for 
certain lengths of time or at 
specific hours. Mayor Gordon 
Rdwland felt that it was not 
necessary .to advertise that 
existing laws were going to be 
enf&:ced but the Council felt 
that ~the warning was fair in 
viewbf tfierfact that the by-laws 
have not been enforced since 
last December, All aldermen 
voted in favour with the ex- 
ception of Alderman Gerry 
Duffus who once again voted 
nay. 
In the general interest of the 
motoring public we publish the 
agreement in its entirety:- 
that it is to provide services of a 
traffic officer, and any change 
in the schedule so established 
shall require 72 hauls notice to 
the Company. 
(9) The District agrees to 
provide gasoline and oil lathe 
Company for the traffic of- 
ficer's automobile, while in the 
Annual Riverboat 
Days Parade 
President Joe McNaughton of
the Terrace Centennial Lions 
Club invites all local 
businessmen Io take part in the 
Second Annual Riverboat Days 
" Parade in conjunction with the 
.:Riverboat Days celebrations at. 
the Terrace Arena on Labour 
Day, September 2,
President Joe notes that this 
is only one of two parades held 
,in Terrace this year and it is his 
• Nass Val ley 
School 
District 
:Approved 
Eileon Daftly, Minister of 
Education, has announced the 
boundaries for the newly for- 
med Nass River School District 
which has been numbered 
School District 92 (Nishga), 
The ,new school district 
created to serve a population 
which is ninety per cent native 
received cabinet approval on 
August 2, 1974. The bounddries 
of the new district cover me 
general watershed area of the 
Nass-R iver ,  excluding the 
mining community of Stewart, 
Mrs. Daftly. said the Nishga 
: District will operate under the 
'same regulations as all other 
public school districts in the 
.province,' but will be able to 
provide greater oppt)rtunity for 
meeting the specific 
educational r/eeds of native 
Indian,children. 
The:Nasa area was officially 
cut from the  Terrace School 
District ' through Order-in- 
Council 2593 which redefines the 
boundaries of School District 88 
formerly, known as Skeena- 
Cassiar, The name of the 
SChool-District was also 
changed this time by Order.in- 
Council 2594, The official name 
of the district is School District 
No, 88 Terrace. 
,~t~-, uw~ At'.n q'I~.RRAEE. B.C. 
. 'WEDNESDAY, AUGUST t4, 197,; 
A Sad Day for B;C. 
= Frank Howard said today in • B.C. as being a source of federal 
than a Terrace that yesterday's income rather 
Federal Cabinet shuffle was beneficiary of public 
blatantly discriminatory Programs." 
against Western Canada and "I know," said Mr. Howard, 
against British Columbia in "that people will point to the 
particular, Mr. Howard saldl "The CabinetpesittonheldbySenator 
Cabinet changes announced by Ray Perrault as being one from 
Prime Minister Trudeau B,C,, but Senator Perrault has 
yesterday leaves four' Western no administrative function, no 
policy making decisions to 
Provinces with only three .makeandnoauthority except to 
representatives in the Federal pilot Government legislation 
Cabinet and B.C, with only one. through the Senate. Senator 
Once again Mr. Trudeau has 
shown that he considers the Perrauli is really an agent of 
Western Provinces to be in- Prime Minister Trudeau and 
• significant in his scheme of not a representative from B,C." 
things," "Yesterday was a sad day for 
"Not only has he restricted B.C., t have known for some 
B.C, to having one member in time that Prime Minister 
the Cabinet but he has made Trudeau has had very little time 
that one member the Tax for B.C. and perhaps now the 
collector• To me," said Mr. people of B.C. will get that 
Howard"that isvery telling for same understanamg.- con- 
it indicates that he looks upon cluded Mr. Howard• 
It took Ron Watmore of Tuscon Arizona a full hour 
to land his f irst ever salmon, but it was worth the 
battle. The thirteen year old visitor to the North west 
hooked the 56 pound fish in the Skeena River near  
T imberland Trai ler Court in Thornhill, where R o v is 
staying with his grandparents,  Mr• and Mrs. ~teve 
Watmore,  also of Tuscan, 
Ran donated the fish to Timberlancl Trai ler Park 
for their annual  fish bake and social evening which 
was held for the residents of the Park  last Saturday 
evening, --' 
Status 
Housing Minister Lorne citizens units, 737 non-profit 
Niooison released today the special care beds, 906 par value 
first status report on provincial co.operative units, 76 buildings 
housing programs since the co-operative units and 17O 
Department of Housing was remote area hoo.'~ing dwellings. 
established late last year. The status report also shows 
that the provincial government 
The report indicates that the is creating 4.627 lots in sub- 
Report on Provincial Housing 
1974, 21,556 grants and mort- operative units, and service 
gages were approved compared t,000 home lois in crown sub- 
with 18,366 in 1973. divisions this year. From the 
Mtge. Nicoison said that the way the Department of 
figures in the status report do Hoasing's program is shaping 
not include a number of very up, it is clear that some of these 
large projects in the Vancouver targets will be exceeded. But, 
and Victoria areas that are still this will not deter me from 
Weekend Specials 
. Hunters 
Weekend Packs 
. Freezer Packs 
. Family Packs 
Specializing In... 
. Beef  Sides 
* Pork Sides 
performance of traffic duties Department of Housing had divisions throughout the in the conceptual stage. He rapidly expanding the I I 
. I~ l l  11,740 units of social housing province, added. *'last :February I an- Department's activities as long 3_-J_ L3_-_-_ _- -- ----:----- --------------------: 
when re.quir~. . . . . . .  under construction or in the The Housing Minister also nota~£edin~the Legmlature that as the n.eed for .better_ac IA#~ ~|e~ Wi ld  GQ/~O . ,~ " " " . . . .  cu t  & wrap  it0) The District agrees _,___,_.., . . . . . .  r A...ct t . . . . . . .=a  =h., =h..Denartment ,h..~nv;n,~elfitended loin,late commooaunn remains o great 1 wm~' ~ . . . . .  1 • • • .plunmst$ ~taSc =o ~. . . -~ . . . .  .,,,,~.-~, . . . . .  ,~* "'~ ~" "~ ~"~-"~7" • • ' ' 
,t wi l l  provufe viola.ton tl.cke!s, This fugure .includes 5 534 of Hous,ng has made a record 2 500 family rental units, 3,000 m man.Y " Britssh- Columbia ' 
LHJUh~ ' - ' ' report zorms, leuger . ? ~rovincial family units 1654 number of home aeqnisitlon~ senip~ citi~ens~units;~i',500:~Co - -cqmmuqu!es.,: ' it~ -~ '~ " - ' ~ - -  
receipts, co~t torms.anaanY~, ,VnrGvincial,.sehlor~itizensrenial, g~intsa~.secoadmortgages:. ~;~;,;~.; . i ; . : .•. ; .~@~:~:;~: :• ' :" : :  "~ ~'•~' " /  v;~.~L=,.p~:'~;,~t,.,u '='~{~:: - ' ; : ,  " '" "; " 
the Trafflc By--law an- Forest Fire Surnmory ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...... / :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  forcement. 
(ll) It is mutually agreed that 
any material and-or equipment Prince Rupert Forest District for continued rying over the • .. :~:: ::-:i':i -' "!" : 
not specifically provided for fire Summary [or the week next few days• :i!:i~ . 
herein shall be negotiable, ending August 2, 1974, Five new fires have been 
t12) This Agreement shall Our weather over thepast reported uring tbe past week " British Columbia take effecton th  date first weekhas been generally clear bringing o  season l total of . 
above mentioned and shall and warm in most areas of the 47. 4 of these were man caused 
terminate on the August 31 day district with the exception ofthe with I of unknown origin. 
of 1975. 
desire that this be a successful 
event, one of which Terracites 
can be proud, 
There is no entry fee for 
participation . "All that is 
required is that the firm 
prepare a float, or a truck or 
any rig that can move along the 
parade route, 
Awards will be made for the 
best industrial participation, 
the best commercial, the best 
non-commercial, the best 
overall and awards fur the 
children. 
Further information can be 
obtained by calling Wes Pigeau 
al 635-3443 or Gordon Hamilton 
at 635-6357. 
far Northern Region where we 
have had rain and some 
lightning activity reported, 
Fire hazard rating is now 
moderate to high in me Interior 
DI~tB~, ,  I ~ u i o n ~  wi lh  forecast 
We would again ask that you 
be especially careful with your 
cigarettes and campfires while 
enjoying this warm weather. 
Have a pleasant weekend. 
An 
announcement 
to all 
British Columbia 
Parity Bond 
Holders. 
The in teres t  ra te  on  a l l  i ssues  o f  par i ty  bonds  
w i l l  be  ra i sed  to  8 1/2%, payab le  unt i l  
matur i ty ,  e f fec t ive  September  1, 1974.  
Hydro and Power 
Authority 
Parity Bonds 
are now on sale. 
f < ' "  - ,  
-This is a new $25 million issue of British 
Columbia Hydro and Power Authority parity 
bonds. 
'~ . . - i ,~  . ,"  " 
-, ...... The bondsl redeemable at any time, will • 
: i, mature on September  I, 1979. Interest is a 
i ! , .  .... , ful118 I /2  % compounded quarterly. 
' :~!~ ..~:i,, •Because  this issue is designed partic- " 
.'.% 
• :~ " : ,  " ' "sold on a first come first served basis: 
_ The bonds may be obtained from any  
. .  ...... investment dealer, (rust c0mpany::o~; bank~~~:~!i 
in British Columbia.  - 
L,  / L '  " 
' )  * 
, •v  
k 
New FordModels Operate 
on all Types of Gasoline 
President Bill de Jong of 
Terrace Totem Ford Sales 
Limited, 4631 Keith Avenue in 
Terrace advises the Herald that 
he has been assured that all 1975 
Ford engines, with one optional 
exception, will operate on any 
type of gasoline. 
Speaking to the writer Mr. de 
Jong said that he was been 
assured by Ford Motor Corn- 
)any of Canada President, Roy 
F. Bennett, of this advance in 
.~ord Technology. Mr. Bennett 
in fact made this annm neement 
: over the weekend from his Oak- 
ville, Ontario office, In this 
statement he assures that "- 
With the exception of one 
optional engine, all lines of 1975- 
model cars to be introduced this 
' fall by Ford of Canada will 
operate op any type of gasoline - 
.~.,j regular , premmm and 
_ unleaded, They will not be 
.~ equipped with catalytic con- 
verters' whlcff are emission 
~.. control devices requiring .the 
~. use'of more expensive unleaded 
:~ fuel. - " " 
~.': lfl addition, two-thirds of the 
~;~ company's sales Volame of 1915 
~ I ght conventional nd van-type 
."" tru~ks will not require catalysts 
Bill de Jong 
lor unleaded fuel or converters. 
To achieve this unique-to- 
Canada goal required 
s ign i f i cant  eng ineer ing  
changes, additional complexity 
in our North American 
assembly plants, and special 
on some light trucks, as noted 
above, 
Any ear or truck requiring the 
converter will be equipped with 
a special fuel tank filler pipe, 
designed to accept only the 
smallhase nozzle on pumps 
dispensing unleaded fuel and 
not the larger, conventional 
nozzle on pumps dispensing 
leaded gasoline, A lable, both at 
the filler pipe and on the dash- 
board will read: "unleaded 
gasoline only," "-- 
The oil companies have in- 
dicated and the Department of
Industry, Trade and Coinmeree 
has confirmed that unleaded 
fuel will be available at only 19 
percent of service stations in 
Canada by October '1 of this 
year, and only 29 percent by as 
late as the summer of 1975, 
Although availability of 
unleaded fuel will be somewhat 
better in urban markets, only 38 
per cent of stations in such 
areas will have unleaded fuel by 
October l of this year, and only 
about half of them by July of 
1975, In other than urban 
eentres, availability will be 
programs to certify that our 
~::. or unlead .e.d fuel, 1975 models will meet emission, 
,.:: Ford of Canada's decision to standards 
'~ minimize the need for the " 
i~~. converter reflects our very real We need such devices as air 
.~,"awhreness of the limited pumps new and improved 
~: availability of unleaded fuel in carburetors, exhaust gas 
~.~ Canada:: ~ .-' ' recirculation forcontro l  of 
;,i. We beheve there will be oxides of nitrogen, electromc 
~" •-large number of motorists who . ignitions and the usual positive 
£' will not find uneaded fuel crankcase venilation and 
~'. avai lable' in their normal evaporative emission controls, 
driving and fuel-shopping 
.~.' patterns. This. could be par- The important result of this 
~ ticularly'worrisome for those costly effort is that, at new 
~! who travel in rural area. r model intrdduction, virtually all 
~ Further, the buyer~of a 1975 of our 1975-modnl passenger 
.~:~ Ford.built car will be able to cars will operate on. lead~ 
~ avoid the cost penalty for gasoline('which is avaimme at 
$i: unleaded fuel; one major oil all gas stations and is priced 
i '  company has already an-  lower than unleaded gasoline, 
~i: nounced that the retail price of . : . 
~ unleaded gasoline will he three In terms of miles per gallon, 
=/~ cents a'gallon~higher than the' impro~,ement ,will be • made 
price of regular grade, possible by a ~,combination f 
The Canadian government engine adjustments, axle ratio 
pav'ed the way for minimal use changes and introduction-, of
of catalysts by. adopting.more radial ply tires as standard 
reasonable emission standards equipment, Thesechangnsw 11 
than those in the United States, be introduced on all our cars, 
evdn thouga the Canadian whether equipped with the 
st~tndards a of January I, 1975. catalytic onverter or not. 
will be~.40 per cent more 
stringent than in 1974. . Although all of our car lines 
': This action by the govern- will be available without he 
:: merit .enabled us to launch an .,, cqn.~ert~r,~it will .b,e .standard 
i-extensive program t0 meet the ;': equlpmen.t .on .oneeOnPstlO~ 
t975standards without the need engine ano win also o 
limited to only about one in ten 
stations by October I and one in 
five by the summer o f  next 
year. (Advertising Feature). 
Pedestrian 
Seriously 
injured 
Carl Eugene Boyd of Terrace 
has been charged with driving 
with a blood alcohol reading 
over .08 percent following a 
serious pedestrian-vehicle 
accident Sunday. .  
Police are still investigating 
the collision which sent twenty- 
year old Fredrick Noot of 
Terrace to hospital with 
multiple injuries after he was 
allegedly struck by the Boyd 
vehicle. Noot's injuries in- 
cluded fractures to beth arms 
and legs. 
Few details are available on 
the accident which oecured at 
the corner of Lakelse and At- 
wood shortly before 2 a.m. 
Saturday. 
HOUSE AND 
GARDEN 
THE HERALD, TERRACEi B.C. 
NURSE CINDY COBURN who graduated  on Ju ly 
30, 1974 f rom Royal Jubi lee Hospital  School of Nur- 
sing, Victoria, B.C. Cindy is the daughter  of Mrs.  
Jean  Coburn fo rmer  long-t ime res ident  of Ter race .  
Miss Coburn was born and ra ised  in Ter race:  
Fo l low ing  graduat ion  f rom Ca ledon ia  Sen ior  
Secondary School she went  to the Royal  Jubi lee. 
Dur ing "the second year  of t ra in ing she  was  nominated  
to represent  the school at  The Internat ional  Congress  
of Nurses  held in Mexico City las t  May.  Later  that 
year  she was  awarded  "The  The lma Bovin Award"  
for outstanding Ach ievement  in Nurs ing  and was 
presented with a large s i lver tray.  Cindy plans to 
further her nurs ing  educat ion in the field of obstetr ics 
following one year  o fgenera l  duty in B.C. 's  Southern 
Interior. 
S U 
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Mark F. Wagner 
Proudly presents the al l -  new 
spectacular', thrilling 1974 Edition o' 
M.F. WAGH ER SHOW 
Park 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
.~UCOPTER ~mE 
August 
19-20-21 
Sponsored by 
Terrace 
Shrine Club 
SP ID I :K  
, ~ ~  Entertainment 
for all 
Ages  
~ g ~ , ~ d l i ~ f , ~  .- ~it~_ddOai  ~ W' . . , . . ~  ....... ... ~ ", - ~  . 
Reduced • - '. " . . . . . . .  " 
Prices 
August 21 
LIES 
" * 2 
Push Mowers 
Hot Illustrated $29' 
I" 3.5,h.I). LAWNMOWER 
~ugge 
enginq 
trol c 
sturd~ 
trent 
GRASS OATOHEi 
For Eleotric~ or 6as 
Lawnmowers 
.ELECTme. LAWNMOWER 
Not illustrated 
67,88 
¥NMOWER 
9,88 
. . .18" I : ~ , i  . (  ' : ELEOTRli 
.... • . 8  - .... . . . . .  : : i .  LAWNMOWE 
88 , ' ' " .  
,"--IL 4606 LaZelle Ave ,, Terrace .635-  6576 [ 60eeoa & ANDERSON LTD. 
Closed 
Mondays 
. .  - -  . , . . 
"°  . . . . . . . . . .  • "  ~ ' • ' " . . . .  V 
;i "q 
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City Hall Happenings 
dedication of an 80 foot road at 
. .The Stat£tory Meeting 
of the Dis~icY of Terrace 
Municipal '  Council took 
place on ~Monday August 
12 with Mayor Gordon 
Rowland in the Chair. All 
Aldermen, were present 
• with the exception of 
A ldermen Hank Bun- 
combe. More than forty 
citizens were in the 
public gallery. 
Cow Problems 
Mr. C.M. Gianna reports in a 
memo to Council that many 
bitter complaints have been 
received by the Recreation 
Commission of animals (cows) 
which have crushed graves and 
made a general mess in the old 
cemetery. These animals come 
in the evenings and on 
weekends when there Ps no staff 
* there. As a recommendation f r 
the old cemetery the only 
possible solution is the erection 
Of a proper fence. Mr Gianna 
obtained a quote from Van-Can 
Industries for the construction 
of a fence in am an amount of 
• $3,168.00 supplied and installed. 
Supplyof materials onlywould 
east $1,379.00 
Aldermen Norah Jacques and 
Richard Green wanted this 
matter 1o be handled im- 
mediately because of the nature 
of the problem and despite the 
fact that the money had not 
been included in this year's 
budget. They were out - voted 
however as Alderman Cliff 
Duffus and Maror~ey wanted the 
matter to go tp the Finance 
Committee before any decision 
is made. 
No Help  
Alderman Ev Cliff was more 
than pessimistic nregard to the 
city getting any financial aid 
from the government for the 
cnnstruction of major services 
in  Terrace. He commented 
during last Monday's Council 
meeting **Terrace will have to 
go it alone." There is no sign of 
-relief from the government so 
let's just turgotthis angle." Mr. 
Cliff made the above comments 
during dicussien of the Norman 
Enterprises project which saw 
three readings of a proposed 
land.us_e contract by-law pass 
~ 'C0tifi'~li ":."~/i'fli :"fi 11 ' •alderman 
,~votihg.,in.. favour. The final 
xeadi/~g Was,giyeti at a, spi~cial 
'mestilig/ff Couneilori Tuesday 
-evening ifi the Council Cham- 
bers. Ted Hidbcr, one of the 
.principals in Norman En- 
i terprises said it is possible that 
some eanstruction could get 
under way this year but felt that 
this is unlikely. The firm will 
concentrate on installing the 
necessary serwces as long as 
the weather holds up with ae- 
. tua l  residential unit con- 
struction getting under way in 
i the spring. The multi-million 
:dol lar development will be 
phased over the next ten years 
in five steps. The development 
Will include all types of 
. residential construction from 
apartment blocks, through 
:'eondnminia, terraced apart- 
'menls up to luxury type homes. 
: Community 
College 
Mr. Fred Wilson of the B.C. 
-~Voeational School, Terrace, 
speaking nn behalf of Ed 
Redmond, Principal, pointed 
out the need for expansion of the 
B.C. Vocational School on the 
Norman Enterpr i ses  
~Development and said that in 
fact the Department of 
Education has been requested 
• to purchase some of the land in 
the event it is required to when 
.the Vocational School complex 
becomes a Community College. 
Another School 
!:~ Mr, Vte Jolliffee speaking in 
.:'regards to the Norman Ea- 
r .  teprlses project mentioned the 
(ileed for another public school 
.:in thearea s it develons. It was 
revealed at this time that the 
• city has already approached the 
Terrace School Board in this 
regared to ascertain their 
future needs in the area. 
Danger 
The traffic hazard at the 
corner of Munthe and Sparks 
was again brought before 
Council and the petitioner was 
advised that the matter is 
presently under study by the 
Police and the Traffic Com- 
mittee with the awareness that 
the corner is a potential disaster 
area. 
"Parade 
The Terrace Cen- 
tennial Lions were given the 
permission to hold a parade in 
conjunction with Riverboat 
Days celebrations on Labour. 
Day, Monday September 2.
Pubs. 
Help 
The Terrace and District 
Communi ty  Resources  
Society's Crisis Line statistics 
show that 54 calls were received 
during the month of July. 
Paving 
Administration was in- 
structed tn go ahead with this 
year's Local Improvement 
project- 1 when only 5.923 of the 
residents petitioned against he 
project. At least 50 per cent 
must object to kill the project. 
Water Line 
The city will install a 
requested waterline to servi~e 
lots owned by Mr. H. Manthey 
and Mr. H. Sehultz in the Cedar 
Crescent Area. The agreement 
is subject to the owners con- 
"structing a roadw~ty up to 
gravel standard and the 
~IE  HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
the owner's expense. 
Buys Land 
The,city has agreed to pur- 
chase a piece of land valued at 
$3,000  leading to the water 
tower on Eby Street over which 
flows the water line from the 
tower. 
Another No 
Alderman Gerry Duffus was 
the only recorded negative vote 
against a proposed by-ldw 
designating 4717 Walsh as.,~ 
Development Area through the 
three readings at Council on 
Monday. The fourth" reading 
was passed on Tuesday eveuing 
at a special meeting of cbuhcli. 
This paves the way for the 
tabling of a land-use eontrae;. 
enabling Ln-rsen Contracting 
Ltd. to build a 15" unit" con- 
dam;alum on the Davis St., site 
once the bid passes the public 
hearing stages. 
All aldermen with the ex- letter to the 
ception of Alderman Gerry 
Duffus voted in favour of 
allowing neighborhood pubs in 
Terrace. Mr. Duffus voted 
against the proposal because as 
he said he did not know enough 
about them. 
KIll Machine 
Approval-was given to pur- 
chase an eloctnthenator f r the 
disposal of animals at the City 
Dog Pound. The cost Is $1,480. 
Garbage 
Road Grid 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Sirs, 
I have read with interest he 
proposed road grid and ac- 
companying sketch as shown in 
the Herald of July 31st. 
Especially of interest is the 
proposal to continue highway lq," 
from the new bridge crossing to 
the vicinity of Frank road, with 
an overpass at that point over 
the railway. This is the same 
proposal put forward by the 
former Provincial Govern- 
ment when Phil Gaglardi was 
Keith to the under-pass could 
follow along the present bank or 
et very little extra cost strike 
boldly out into the river cutting 
off five acres or more, which the 
sawmills would be happy to fill 
with their waste from yard 
clean-ups, so, instead of 
spending up to $200,000.00 tobuy 
property, this reclaimeo 
property would have a similar 
.value on the.credit side of the 
"ledger. Also, this has been a 
source of expense of the •railway 
over the years ,  and further 
erosion at this point will mean 
further large expenditures .to 
protect tbeir grade, sn they may 
be willing to eo-oporate in a 
A proposal to make changes 
in the garbage collection rate 
structure was deferred to the 
next meeting of Council 
Cool Water 
Minister of Highways. This scheme such as I have 
would entail the purchase of ' proposed, by supplying a large 
Alderman Ev Cliff obtained large tracts nf highly valuable portion of the heavy rock 
I00 per cent support for his property and high, long un- required. They did rip-rap the 
motion to have ice water on sightly approaches on. both bankhere forabout half a mile 
council chamber desks in- sides of the railway and present in the 1940s and the higher bank 
eluding the press table, highway. The land on the south upstream from where Keith 
side o[ the railway is well below would meet the river, where 
Station .- the rail level making a deep fill they were able to dump more ,Gas .... , " .... ~'~ ~d,-:,~,,,-~, " - " ' rock;,has stayed all these years, 
" ..... ..... " ' " . : "  "~" "':': ".~'[~'th%'~im.e Mr~ Gagiar~i was giving - protectlon"~¢o!-what 
A" !request ' for rez0ning to ' .  attei~pting tosdlve'ttie problem rem'~Im of !th e ;arm m mat 
permit a self-service Shell gas of an overpass or unuerpass at area. 
station af Lakelse and Ottawa this end nf the valley I made a I.realize this is a bold scheme, 
streets was turned over to the different proposal to him. As and when one leeks at it at first 
Building Inspector and thence 
to the Planning Committee for 
recommendations. 
A BIll 
the matter was dropped at that 
point I do not know what his re- 
action was. I proposed that the 
highway continue down Kelth 
until almost o the river at the 
west end. then an easy swing 
north along the river front and 
under the railway somewhere in
the vicinity of Griffith road. 
Even the lowest part of the field 
along this.point wasn't flooded 
in the high water of 1936, and a 
rough measurement of the 
The City received a statement 
in the amount 0f$766.93 for its 
share of the $3,233.26 cost ~ of 
having the firm of Russell and 
Dumoulin act on behalf of 
several communities in regards 
to the application for an in- distance between 1936 high 
crease in natural gas increases, water and the bottom of the 
Mayor" Gordon Rowland said railway ties at this point shows 
that though e does not approve about 24 feet of height, plenty of 
of this type of Regional District 
action he had to say that this 
was a job well done resulting in 
a savings of 18 per cent to 
residential consumers. 
Rent Relief 
room for an underpass• If this 
underpass was at a north-west, 
south-east angle it could be 
possible to move the highway 
over enough to make a con- 
neetinn here without the 
necessity of a large circular 
swing over private property. 
The road from the end of 
itseems impractical. However, 
the rock fill needed isn't much 
larger than a lot of those on our 
present highways. Large; 
heavy rock would be needed to 
break the force of the current, 
but behind that the grade could 
be built up with smaller eek or 
gravel. A supply of heavy rock 
would have to 6e readily 
available for a couple Ol years 
as the current has a tendency to 
undermine the rock, causing it 
to settle and further rock must 
be added until undermining 
ceases, 
Well, there are always 
alternative ideas to all 
problems, and this is mine, to 
the problem of where to go with 
the highway once the present 
overpass is no longer con- 
sidered adequate. 
Sincerely, 
F. Frank 
The B.C• Automobile 
Associatinn says the average 
driver travels approximately 
been referred In administration 500,000 miles in a lifetime 
for more information, di driving period of 50 years, and 
Giovanni wants to increase the' at the rate nf 13.4 miles per 
rentat Sunnyhill Trailer Coufls gallon, he would consumer 
A request from Mr. dl 
Giovanni of Madig Construction 
• 'Ltd. and G & K Holdings Ltd., 
for the exemption from the 3 per 
cent maximum rental increase 
on both these businesses has 
from $55•00 to $75.00 and rot 
units from $200. to $225. 
about 37,313 gallons of gasoline. 
If proper driving habits were 
learned in driver education 
courses, the BCAA says that 
figure could be reduced by 10 
percent, saving 3,731 gallons of 
gas per driver over a lifetime. 
If you're age 40 or over, the 
B.C. Automobile Association 
reminds you to have a ihornngh 
eye examination. The motoring 
organization says this cheek is 
especially important if you do a 
'lot of night driving, since your 
night vision decreases as you 
grow older. A driver at age 40- 
needs more light than a person 
of 20, and at age 60 or more he 
needs a considerably greater 
amount. Mr. Giovanni's taxes were 
increased to $6,251.70 this year 
as compared to $852.50 last 
year. 
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The Skeena R iver ,  seen  through a sc reen  of leaves .  
the new Skeena Br idge,  now under  const ruct ion .  
",~*.5 . ;~ . ,~: ,~tP . , :~  . . . .  ~ , :  ~ : ' ,~ . "  ' ' - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ "~"  
MY WIFE CALLED 
ME "DEAR" TODAY 
by Bill Smiley 
Summer reflectit~ns: some 
good, some bad. First we'll 
give the good news. then 
the bad, as the current erud 
goes• ,If you don't know 
what crud means, ask your 
ramily doctor. Or somebody 
else's rami!y dpctor, if you 
don't trust your own. 
A family doctor is some- 
one in the family. That 
means you try to get every. 
thing for free. So if he 
tells you that you have a 
little headache once in a 
while,take an aspirin, relax, 
you know you have a 
monumental brain turnout. 
On the other hand, if 
you take somebody else's 
family doctor, beware. He'll 
probably tell you that you 
have a possible brain 
turnout, that you should 
relax, and take penty of 
aspirin. 
Well, ! hope that takes 
care of that. I didn't really 
mean to get onto doctors• 
Grand chaps, actually. 
But I have a lingering 
resentment against a R.A.F. 
doctor who Insisted on giving 
me my annual anti-tetanus 
shot ( a dirty great injection 
in your shoulder) the night 
of our passing-out party, 
from a training course, (.111 . 
Spitfires. .... 
I told him I had a bad 
back. u wrenched knee, a 
toothache, phlebitis, and 
pneulnonia. 
lie said, "Jnlly good", 
and sank an olephant needle 
into my shoulder. 
I had the" satisfaction of 
seeing him stunned by a 
coffee cup hurled from 
behind the piano. It was 
thrown by our C.O.. who. 
despite the fact that he'd 
had his pants pulled off 
and,,beer poured liberally 
t v_ 
WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 14, 1974 
The photograph was  shot  fac ing  west ,  looking toward  
I 
Bill Smiley:: 
over his lower torso Wss that  is what nlakes yonng 
"'"" re-  muchalive -: ! ' -  i : .  people-tick today. II • they 
~. .  t.v , , 7,. '" [ : " t ick.  Some of them don't 
And a m0meni-latei'i I ' 
had the satisfaction of  seqing 
the  C.O. caught right. 
between the eyes by a 
dinner-plate flung by a New 
Zealander who said 
"Whizzo'.' when he saw the 
Commanding officer" fall to 
his knees, trouserless. 
This was in the good old 
days. when it was more or 
less expected that you'd 
smash up the mess before 
you graduated. 
It wasn't vandalism, in 
the modern sense. You had 
to pay for everything you 
broke, and you took  full 
responsibility for what you'd 
done. 
It was a wild, free, 
careening sense of'destrt.¢- 
tion, perhaps based on the 
sense that you were 
destructible and were going 
to be destructed. Perhaps 
oven Seen] to be Wound. up, 
let alone tiekl 
As usual, I've gun~ ,~, 
fium my theme. Tile good 
news and then the bad news. 
It's like a Newfie or Polish 
joke, both of which I 
despise• 
Gnod news? it's not 
raining; the town: engineer" 
is not going to cfit down 
31 maple trees until he tries 
again next year. My grand- 
baby is a little do~'il. One of 
my students wants to come 
around and talk. My wife 
called m¢ "Dear" today. My 
bursitis is not hurting too 
much, There's a rose bed in 
the backyard which liasn't 
prQduced a rose in three 
years, but thisSunlmer has a 
fine touch of green (three 
baby elms). I don't have a 
heart condition, thougli I'm 
not sure about me liver. 
The electric storm last night 
didn't hit my oaks, The. 
plumber gave us a big bag of 
:0  
f= 
• ~? : ' : i : / !  : r  "~!6= ~ 
fresh beans 'i~tff ~:i6f: ifi'~ 
garden. '':'r~'.!'i?:--:'!':'~i ;'''•i(~." 
Bad news?,Mygr';/ndbahyl 
is a devil. Ite and his'nn~tli& 
are-living in it dogie (IR'~ 
lights, q n water, no eli:ctric!- 
- i y .  nil toilet)2 J :  left an 
$8•t)5 libr-try hook out Ol| 
one of tile lawn dutir~ 
yesterday and:it rained alp 
night•. There's, a~ nest uf. 
yell6wjackels upqfi the rodf '  
and ,'the" ro ffer.>will quit,, 
after ho:s'iaken',Irall: the 
shingles off. Two stings will 
do it. The boys who are 
going to do the paidting 
will all have fallen off a 
ladder and broken " their 
eight arms by the time. 
they're ready to go, 
My mistress bus the 
mumps, My doctor has a' 
needle, My wife has a 
tongue• My cat is hetero,- 
sexual. , My daughter is 
cheerful. My son is cheerful. 
(This is bad news because 
it means they are hath going 
to make a touch). 
All in all. it's a pretty- 
average sumlndr, st) far. 
The Argyle Syndicate Ltd• 
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" Accident Study Planned 
,;~: . • -Hlgliways Minister Graham 
. . . .  • Lea today expressed grave 
concern at the mounting rate of 
k>,- ' . - " . ;  .. - . 
fatal highway accidents In the 
Province. 21 people were killed 
in automobile accidents during 
the B.C. Day weekend, The 
Minister noted that In the month 
of Augustlast year a total of t17 
people died on British 
Columbia's highways. 
Referring specifieally to the 
high accident toll over the 
holiday weekend, Mr. Lea said 
that in cooperation with other 
authorities involved, his 
Department plans to do a 
detailed investigation of all 
serious highway accidents 
which occurred. The findings of 
the investigation will be made 
public when it has been com- 
pleted. 
However, you cannot limit a 
study of highway accidents to a 
single holiday weekend" said 
Mr. Lea. "i have instructed my 
Deputy Minister to contact he 
Motor Vehicle Branch, 
responsible for driver-training 
and licensing, and the Attorney- 
Genera l ' s  Department  
responsible for enforcement of
traffic regulations, with a view 
to reinforcing existing safety 
programs with an all-out 
cooperative ffort to reduce 
accidents on British Columbia 
highways. My Department's 
involvement in the study will be 
under the direction of our 
newly-appointed Highway 
Safety Engineer who joined the 
Department last week. We are 
already planning detailed 
engineering studies of possibly 
hazardous curves and we are 
' ac t ive ly  cons ider ing  
designating certain secti6ns el 
highway as test areas for 
lowering the speed limit. '~ 
"Before the accident rate ca. 
. . . . . . .  .................................-.............:.:.:.;.:.:, 
:i:i:i:~i~iii'i:i:i:i:i:i'!:~:i@!:i":!:i~:i~i:!:i:i~:!:!:~:~:~:! 
• CASHI 
close to the highway. What 
percentage o i  acc idents  
resulting in death or serious 
injury involve people not using 
their seat bellS? There are 
some statistics available on 
these and other factors hal we 
need a great deal more in- 
formation to formulate a~ ef- 
p 
problem are much greater than 
the engineering problems: "I 
am sure w~ can |•prove the 
safety standards of the high- 
ways but without adequate 
education and enforcement, 
drinking drivers and drivers 
who speed will continue to cause 
accidents," 
i ~,,~ >.~.. ~ :  . . . .  ==,~._~,~: . ...... .: .::~ ~; :  ,_:~ 
- , 
~'  ~ "I/~,,...-W"-..~', ° ,,.=~-~,~ .., . ~. ; 
Preparing for the final ,pier of the new $keena Bridge 
Phone your 
• Sniffer the two escape from the 
uotorlous bad guy. The show i-~ 
designed for maximum News Tip tO 
audience participation and 
should prove a great favorite. 
At the end of the performance 
the children will receive a 
booklet and a safety decal. 
Show times at 2:30 p,m, on 
August 16 at Clarence Miehiel 
Elementary and tO a.m, August 
19 at Cassie Hall Elementary, 
There will be no charge for ...........~.~ ....::::........-.v........,..:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.: • :-...v'.:..~;.:~:.:.: ..:.1..:.1.1::.:.1.:.:-:.:.:..'.'.'.'.".'.';" 
636-6357 
The herald 
be significantly reduced we 
need answers to some pretty 
complex questions" Lea co.- 
tLnued, "There are many dif- 
ferent kinds of accidents. A 
multiple car crash may be the 
result of too many drivers out 
on a holiday weekend but a 
single "car leaving the road on 
a curve may have any number 
of causes. Was the driver 
speeding? impaired? unskilled? 
Was the road in good condition? 
Perhaps the car had some 
mechanical malfunction, Why 
is one driver killed while 
another 'driver in a similar 
situation gets off with a few 
bruises? It may be because 
excessive speed is involved or 
because of some obstruction too 
4609 LAKELSE AVE. - TELEPHONE 61S-6'31 
- TERRACE, eRtTI~ COUb~OIA 
A J. ~OI .L  - NOTARY PUBLIC 
Rotary Governor  Addresses Luncheon 
Mr~ Roy Anderson, Governor the philosophies of newly in- Mr, Anderson expressed natto~llsm and patriotlsrd, He ternationai, members eotlld 
of:Rotary District 504, was the stalled International Rotary concern at the lessening of susgested that nationalism can exchange information and get a 
guest speaker at last Wed- President Bill Robbins and his friendly relations between ibe hafn~fulwhile patriotism is a better understanding within the 
nesday's regular weekly lun- theme "Renew the Spirit of Canada nd the United States. Ihealthy sentiment. Rotary Clubs. He Urged 
oh•on meeting of the Terrace Rotary". The District- He mentioned the growing " Heurged membersof Rotary members to refrain from ac- 
Rotary Club' held at Gim's Governor suggested two ways de•re•of nationalism inthe two to combat this. problem and tie•ties that lessen good 
in which members could countrles, and m~de tha point of stated that since Rotary is in- relations between the two 
Restaurant. -' - " countries, respond to this theme: First d i f ferent iat ing between 
Mr. Antlerson is a resident of encourage new membership of ' 
Bellingham, Washington, He high quality••die•duals in order 
became governor of the District tokeep the Clubstrungand Puppet Show Promotes Safety 
July tst, 1974 and is currently growing, secondly, to Utilize the 
making his off•clair•sit to the 40 older experienced members as A puppet show emphasizing Corporate Affairs. 
odd clubs in his jurisdiction. He much as possible, is a past president of the bicyelesafety, home safety and' - The show, aimed at children 
hazardous products ymbols betweea the ages of five and ten 
BelUngham Rotary Club and is Mr. Anderson said that will come to Terrace for two years, will be run by two 
a retired sales manager of the Rotariana can be a tremendous showings this Friday and next students both days. 
Puget Sound Pulp and Paper force, because Rotary is a" Monday. • Basically it concerns the 
Mill. unique organization, a simple Binkly and Doinkel will star villanous R, Pugsley de Push 
In his address Governor direct force of 750,000, capable in the one hour long show being who attempts to capture Binkly 
"Anderson lauded the beauty of of tremendous achievement, co.spensored by the Terrace and Doinkel to children from 
District 504 which stretches "Dedicated Hearts lead to busy -Department of Parks and outer space, de Pugh wants to 
I re•  Everett, Washington to hands" commented the District Recreation and the Canadian put them on exhibit in a cage 
' Prince Rupert, He discussed President, Department:, ,,, ,,, ..,°(' Consumer and but heroic efforts of space dog 
Just Listed ' I 
Quality home on beautifully landscaped'corner lot. Owner J Ira•starred. This home is complelely finished with two 
fireplaces, nice rumpus room and exceptional yard - with 
fruit trees, etc. 
Gossan Creek 
Cosy two bedroom home on almost two acres - nice garden 
area. some fencing Wall to wall carpeting eledric heat, etc. 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE 
Pr ime Residential Area 
Almost new three bedroom home on large corner lot. Full 
bosomont (lots of windows) Natural gas heat, well to wall 
carpeting, fireplace, sundeck etc. IMMEDIATE OC. 
CUPANCY 
Good Lot 
Located on Scoltan Road - off Queensway - 120 ft. x 200 ft. 
PRICED AT S$,$00.es 
Acreage 
lO Acres on Eby Street next to school and Park. Has horse 
barn on property. Some fruit trees, etc. 
GOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTY. 
/ 
LIST WITH US 
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MAHAGI~MENT 
APPRAISALS CONVEYANCI'NG 
The Specialized Reality service 
ii i i i i • l iB i l • l l l l  g • l i l l  l i l l  l l l lB i i i i i i iM•• l i• l l  I I i iMgMag••  BaBE ME• g BE•  B • | B M •BBBMBBI IMBIB••  ~ J admission . . . . . . .  " " 
• " m TmOE 
,. . r i :•:! 
• " ' : '  - • m 
• ~ • 
• • : :S ; : :  ~: f : r  :ta~k~n ~q~:~F: ; l ; ° : f f  D(! ;mmf f i~ , : "~=~.  _ " . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _~ 1 welcomes all p • 
: SO MUCH FOR SO L ITTLE  ?CHOOL TINMtEJS n ~lEs:oElleared for 3 bedroom home : Cro~;s &>Roya~ L i fesav ing  Soc ie ty ' s  C l in i c  on theL! 
situated nearby school bus stop It features 4 Hurry enog _ m • 
: "AoefldraCJimV:, h°me ,2Dams carper, anus,•,of,-..= . . . . . .  . . . . .  r~n'thesilate, sso centrallvlocatadnearschools. LIving room and all bedreems _m [ ]  The Law.  The purpose of th0s" cl,nlc" " I STO near .p l  
m_ ~:~i~: , ,~O0:ay .  Ot'siocated,nTbornh'n!w"hUowtnxes. :::;a"~::::~°~dr!~'e~!!~!~srnde:~°a~d:::'r'::nae i g • ~Pen~p li::d~:~rpret~;::sl°°nd:h:ulsesg;ll~;~:s°jwL~twei 
• ' , dealt•hie Iocailo . • " - 
• - ~ ' • _•  of reaching a consensus. . . . .  
• L . ~  ~,~,~ ~ . . . . .  I l l l  1 . . . .  • • , ~ , ~.,,. , • . . . . . 
• . r ' . !  ' , ' ,  " "  • . L ' " 
[ ]  " ~ " " 
• " . . • ~ . !n  I •  . , . . , . .A l l  persons holding a Red Cross o r  Royal L i fe  in 
• ,  : : ' ~ ~  • [ ]  AwalMs are urged to attend this clinic, along with anyone"  -; 
• ' " ,. ' ,  . '-, "~-? " • m teresled in working at the Terrace Pool this fall .This w i l lbe  the'i 
• ~ WANT LAKE L IV ING?  ' . STATEL# B'ENCH PROPERTY jm • f i r s t  s tep  i'n obta in ing  Certification foraRedCr0ss . . . .  
• Itflshing, swimming, boating and,,all,,those things.turn you Space, Luxury, Comfort, Quiet Living are some of the • [ ]  Award. . • , . ,-' , • , .:.-. 'L' , , '  " 
m on, this is it. Awell constructed A. Frame.con.age : I~  features this property offers. Large home with 6 bedrooms, ~ I I  " . . . . . .  i " 
: offer, asking price iS $32,000 0 " , " . 1 -- : r . . . . .  " ' ~ " ' .~ ' >~ J n ~ ~ ' 
• Sx ulslto In'aver roe ctl 4 bedroom home featuring o m • . . . . .  , . ' " L ' " , " ' " , ' . " ' ' 
.~.• . . . .  ' . wh te granite f replace opal• rs and a rock f r ip ace In • 1 . . . .  • . . . .  " "" : 1" . ; ' ' " "  ~'~" 'r"" " "  " "~ ~ ' 
. : - •  . " . family room AI carpeted with Impeccahlo Interior. Has 2 • 1 " b , • " : , - . . 1'::,  ~ , '  : , " '  ,~: ~ ' *.~ .,~ ' ;,' Id:, ' ' " *~  ` ~ '~ ~ 
: .  . . . .  . bathrooms. Family room has a raised bar. Appealingly • 1 ' - -=-= *-~' - - '  S-'nior ritizens Room ': " 
• m . ' andEcap~d, thts property has a garden tool shed end a rock 11 1 ;. , JVV  , iu r r~;u ,M~mo,  - = ,,, . .. ) / '~!~ i~! ,. ? :: ,- 
. • . ' . . . .  FOR RENT: . " ' ,' - • i .'- , ,  " ' , ;•,i*, : . . . . .  • ;  ":'}~*~;;:'>:~, ::'~.'. 
1~ i'''' ', ;'''~ ' ;'I~ "k" ', 4'~. ' " ; '' ' n ' r k ~:~:~'  ln0.~ht0r=:l.t~l:ea~"t~OrOamc~lr:J :r.~.~:pIF~ndg~ &rkr:r~:: , .~m ,,me: 9:00 a.m.- 12:00 noon. ~. 'i"' :L~'; ]4"'' ~ " ~'' ' -  "P'' ~]'~'~ ".~' ~'':'" ';~ 
'BN. n " n n ' . ' q ~ l ' p n ' .... : . " : ;)'B:'j ~ ~' ~d 0~:' B.''n ~,~ n J" ~ = ~ ; ; ~;" "; ~ "'r .:~ 
• Even ngs • " " : .* • . J " ; ' "/ ~"  ' ~ . . . .  
• ~ ~ W I G H ,  A N ~ :- - -  ' - k , r  ' 635-6361 ., . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...  , 
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Horsefly Lake Now Class "'A" Park: 
A 365-acre Class ,,A,' ' munity of Williams Lake. It is development: program i s  : 
provincial park to beknown as ' about 40 miles from the hil~h- completed, the park will~ 
Horsefly Lake Provincial Park way to the park. . ~: provide, an additional:~ 
hasbeen established atthe west Some basic work has been recreational i'ea for ~esiden(s 
end of Horsefly Lake, 40 miles doneontheplannedday-useand of the Cariboo and visitors to the 
northeast ofWilliams Lake, it is camp!ng facil!ties. When the region. 
announced by the Hunourable 
Jack Radford, Minister of 
Recreation and Conservation. 
The new park has about a 
mile and a half of frontage on 
the north shore of Horsefly Lake 
and also has two small lakes 
with in its boundaries. • The 
lakes and- iakeshore lend 
themselves to swimming, 
fishing, and other water- 
oriented activities. The upland 
area of the park is forest~i and 
suited for campground 
development. 
Acces~s to Horsefly Lake 
Provincial Park is via secon- 
dary road and the Quesnel Lake 
Forest Development Road from 
Hil.~. . .... o.~ =~,,*h nr  *h~ ~nrn .  
Fo~est cut way down-  
According to the Prince 
Rupert Forest Cut Report for 
the month of July the harvest is 
running more than 25 million 
cubic feet behind last year's 
cut. 
To the end of July 1974 the 
total cut stood at 174,185,065 
cubic feet comparing un- 
favourably with the 201,o84,716 
total reported to the end of the 
same month in 1973. 
The favoured tree during the 
month of July 1974 was hemlock 
with a total of 8,482,532 cubic 
feet falling to the power saws. 
This was followed by spruce 
with a cut of 4,955,300 cubic feet,: 
balsam 2,114824 cubic feet , .  
.ceda'r ~2,019,494 cubic feet, "~ 
Iodgepole pine 865,336 cubic feel' 
and fir w th a total cut of 129,062 
cubic feet. A cut of 1,582,307. i 
cubic feet is listed in the report 
under miscellaneous. :,. 
The number  of employers" 
reg;stered with the Workmen 
Compensation Board grew to 
52,907 in 1973. The assessable 
payroll increased to an 
estimated $5.4 billion, an ,in- 
crease of $634 million over 1972. 
City Tax Assessor David KoLane happened on this 
scene while visiting in the Port Edward area last 
week and snapped this pleasing nature study. This is 
the type of photo that could win any one of our readers 
the $5.00 weekly prize, or the $10.00 monthly prize or 
even the $50.00 "Best of the Year Award." The 
Terrace Herald is paying these amounts for the best 
news tip or photo on a continuous basis. Phone your 
tip into the Herald or bring in that exceptional photo 
and make it pay off. (David K. Lane Photo) 
Alcan Declares "Forces Ma jeure"  
Aluminum Company of purchase of high purity ingot to of the extraordinary operating 
costs and the loss of previously 
Canada, Ltd, principal sub- 
sidiary of Alcan Aluminium 
Limited, today announc~d that 
due to force majeure, or cir- 
cumstances not reasonably 
within its control, it is unable to. 
produce aluminum ingot fully in 
accordance with its 1974 
production p!ans. 
• . At present, it is expected that 
during the next 6 months' the 
tonnage, of primary metal 
produc~d at  the Canadian 
smeltei's will be.about 6percent 
less than planned. In addition, 
metal purity is below normal 
levels which limits the 
production of high purity 
products and gives rise to some 
tonnages below normal com- 
mercial purity. The full effects 
of the purity deficiencies on 
specific product lines have not 
yet been determined. 
The Company confirmed that 
The production difficulties, 
which are occurring mainly at 
the Company's Arvida 
smelters, are due to delays in 
deliveries of certain new 
equipment and difficulties in 
the maintenance of the 
equipment to be replaced: a 
number of labour factors in- 
cluding high turnover: the 
necessity of accepting some 
substandard raw materials 
because Of ~v0rld-wide.~sli0r': 
rages, all compounded by 
unanticipated delays in 
bringing the plants back to 
normal production after the 
labour problems last summer, 
which themselves gave rise to a 
force majeure situation. 
The ¢ompany acknowledges 
the support of the .great 
majority of its employees and of 
the leaders of the trade unions 
in its Saguenay Plants in 
seeking to improve the 
situation• 
mix with metal now being 
produced by the Company, anticipated profit through 
thereby up-grading it. reduced sales of ingot and semi- 
However, because of the fabricated produ~s, but Alcan 
generally strong market for hluminium Limited estimates 
aluminum, adequate quantities its net income after tax 
of high purity metal are not provision may be affected 
available for purchase, adversely by an amount of $8 
It is not yet possible to assess million to $10 million dollars in 
neeuratelv'the financial impact the second half of 1974. 
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CAMPERS & TRAILERS 
• Also In Stock 
HUNTERS & FORD 
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~, Of Pickups! . . . .  , : 
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,kes ' ~ . J" ~ ~'~~:i~ 
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Happ iness  o Car  F rom - 
TERRACE TOTEM FORD 
1973 DATSUN ~ 1974 F0RD 
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FOREST FIRES HiT°' ":  ERRA'CE AREA 
c. 
J 
I . 
.~ : : :  ,. - , .  : • 
Four hundred acres of timber were destroyed last weekas a forest fire raged across a mounting slope in the  Zimacord.River area. 
down forest operations for almost a week to devote their attention to the fire. 
Twin River Timber shut 
/ 
tanker trucks Used tO(ci 
Forest Fire Blamed 
The first major forest fire of 
the year ripped through 350 
acres of forest in the Zimaeurd 
Valley last week all because 
someone decided they needed a
Twin River Timber gas tank. 
The fire broke out shortly 
tanl~ on the pump had been 
stolen, leaving the pump in- 
operative. With only one hose 
they could only stand by and 
watch the fire burn Until help 
arrived from Terrace. 
By Thursday evening at 8 
before 4 p.m. Thursday when p.m. the fire was burning over 
sparks caused by a running line 150 acres; by Friday morning it
from a grappler gnited the had spread to 280 acres of dry 
forest~  ,Workmen at:  tbe':site!~itimber~::\B~fore:it:w~as:bro.ugh~) 
• e:t0 containrthe-~ni_tial :-,..tmaer¢ontrol earty.uuswee ,~t - 
wer~la~iaze using 0ne'~umP added a further:70 acres t o it's 
until the wind came up.':'?When tom . : " '-. 
they tried to employee asecond 
pump against the spread of the " Yesterday morning a crew of 
fire..the Workers found the gas some fifty Twin River Timber 
employees were at the ~ scene 'iI feet Of hose ~ere;ilus~i '~:~ 
engaged in mop-up operations. The B:C, Forest Service made 
Barring unforseen  cir- 
cumstances such as high winds, 
the fire would appear to be 
completely under control. 
Twin River Timber has been 
devoting it's entire efforts to 
combatting the blaze and 
logging operations throughout 
the Terrace area  'had been 
stoppedby thecompany. Crews 
of up to seventy men wcre sent 
in against he fire, a scant fig 
teen miles west of here, and five 
truck tankers and some 35,000 
two Corvair A-26:water bom- 
bers available which dropped 
twelve loads of fire retardant on 
the fire Thursday evening. The 
bombers.stood by all day 
Friday and part of Saturday but 
were unable to make further 
drops because of heavy smoke 
eonditions~ i . . . : '  . , 
. AS' well' as 'the bombers, an 
Okanagnn helicopter with a 
Monsoon bucket was also put 
into oper~ition against the 
spread of the fire.• 
.{ 
:i 
Pictured above is the grappling yard where the four hundred acre Zimacord fire had its starL 
Dev-  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -1 . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
f i re  in  the Queensway area .  The  f i re  ~vas be l ieved  to 
• ii: : A'n 'acre of forest near Lean-to-Creek on Kalum, caught fire, The driver escaped injury. B.C. Forest 
• e Road went up in smoke Friday when a gravel Service personel managed to control the blaze. Numer°ussmal l  pumps were used to move water to 
~ii~i .... spot fires throughout the area. 
• ~ .~ul~k went out of control, plunged over a 75' bank and ' ' ' ' 
wlih 
~laze 
to an area ot aDout "In square ~eut. 
. :, : , . . . :  , ,. • ~ ~ ~. - : . ' . "  . ~+'+." , : . ' : :  . . . .  . . .  
. . . ,  . • • . , . . :  • 
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+::+ +:  : + : :  ++:+:+ ::+:++:++ : +:::: : +.:+ ++: +:::+:::: ++ ::::::::::::::::: :++.: : Summer  u lymDIc  n .CTV 
. :  : :~ :  i : :: i ; i : !  ' i '  ;i: : The Consumer Electronics & support part ieularTy in 1976 company that manufactures 28 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ; : : ~ : :  = + ~:+ =~:. :!~i :=  ?~: = +~ ?=~ ? i ~+=+:: : ApplianceS: Division = Of RCA when Canada will be hosting me per cent of all the=television 
+ . .  : . . . .  : . :: . i+': :: L imi ted . .w i l l  spend ap. summer games."  productsmadeinthtscounry . .  
: ~ : : :  : • . . . .  ' :  ~ : : :  .... + :  ::: : : " :  . ~: :.: proximately$S50,000 to sponsor ,"I! also presents us with an He added. ' 
. : : : . .  CTVcoVerageofthe1976Winter iueat opportunity to provme our The CTV Olympic Sports 
. . .... . . . . .  : . : .  : : :~: : andSummerOlympieGames, it television, steree and appliance package will run for a total of 
' : : . . . .  : was announced today by Don dealers across Canada with the eight months, extending from 
: : " Bell, Manager, Advertising & kindof advertising backupthey January through to August, 
• : Marketing Programs,  RCA have come to exoect from a 1976. 
Limited. 
Mr, Bell explained that, under 
the terms of it~ deal with CTV, 
the Canadian electronics firm 
will receive one-eighth spon- 
sorship of the television net- 
work's 1976 Olympic Games 
package which will include 
prime time coverage of the 
Winter Olympics from Inn- 
sbruck, Austr ia,  and the 
Summer Olympics from 
Montreal, Quebec as well as I0 
Olympaid one-hour 'specials'. 
"This is the most expensive 
single media buy RCA Limited 
has ever made, " he said, "but 
we think the Olympics are 
important and deserve our 
A contract has been let to Archie Bobsien Construction for the 
building of an activity room on E.T. Kenney Primary School at a 
NO BEER! 
BUT LOTS 
OF  GAS, . .  
63,'/='a' reg. 
cheapest gas in town 
at 
THORNHILL 
HOME 
971 River Drive 635-9168 
cost of $271,543. The Bobsien was the lowest tender received. 
Work, as can be seen above, is already under way. 
News Briefs 
The Herald has learn,~l 
that the Thornhill Junior 
Secondary School which 
was scheduled toopen by 
September will be 
delayed until at least 
mid-October. School 
officials blame labour 
problems in part but a 
large portion of the 
blame is lain at the door- 
step of the Kit imat- 
Stikine Regional District 
because of the political 
hassles in regard to the 
over-size water system at 
the school. 
The auditorium is also 
behind schedule and will 
not open until the middle. 
of October 
Tom Chesterman,  
former insurance agent' 
and hot line broadcaster 
is the successful can- 
/ 
didate for the ~positioff o  
enforcement officer with 
the district of Terrace. 
Mayor George Thorn of 
Kitimat has called a 
meeting of all Northern 
mayors in Kitimat this 
weekend when the whys 
and wherefores of the 
provincial governments 
announced pla ns to 
develop the north, now 
seem to bbe switiching to 
the east of the province. 
Mayor Gord Rowland 
will attend. 
The s.P,C.A, animal 
shelter has been closed 
down due to an epidemic 
of distemper. All- 
animals lodged in the 
shelter were destroyed.. 
TERRACITES THIRSTY 
Terracites, who rely on beer 
to quench their thirst especially 
during this warm spell, are 
remaining thirsty unless ~ey  
get to the doors of the Terrace 
Liquor Store quite early in the 
morning. There is very little 
beer finding its way into this 
community, in fact into any 
B.C. community. 
Customers who arrived at the 
Liquor Store after noon on 
Saturday were advised that all 
beer was sold out. Those who 
• salted patiently over the hot 
" weekend and did not make the 
local outlet by noon were also 
disappointed as the delivery for 
the day was sold out. 
A memo to all liquor stores 
from the head of the Liquor 
Commission directs that no 
customer be sold any more than 
~ -  --.-+ 
TIIOItNnlLL PRE-SCIIOOL 
The Thornhill Pre-School Committee is working hard at establishing a pre-scheel 
program fo:" three and four year old children in the Thornhill area, A starling date has not 
been set as yet but we hope to get started in the early part of September if everything oes 
according to plans, 
The spaces available in the program are limited, Therefore, we would appreciate the co- 
operation of all Thornhill residents who have children that are three or four years old or will 
turn three before September 15and plan on using the Centre. 
The information will help the committee in drawing up a schedule of those children that 
will not be attending the program every day.- 
Please fill in the form and send it to: 
Thornhlll Pre-School Committee 
Box 421 
Terrace, B.C. 
Please phone 635-5597 for further information. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name: 
Address: 
Phone: 
Name(s) of Child(ren): 
81rthdate: 
Session Preferred:.. 
Morning (9 - 12) 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday ,. " ~ + ~: + 
Thursday 
Friday , : 
Afternoon (1 - 4) 
Will you bring the child to the school yourself? 
• + 
yes. no 
two dozen at any one time. 
Local warehousing officials and 
Liquor store manger are very 
tightlipped about the situation 
due to regulations and con- 
fidentiality of information and 
no indication of when an  im- 
provement of the situation can 
be obtained. 
It was learned thai the supply 
at present can only meet in the 
neighborhood of ten percent of 
the demand for this period of 
the year.  As best as we can 
ascertain the northern com- 
munit ies a re  not being 
descriminated against  and we 
are ~etting our fair share. 
Most hotels a re  not selling 
beet + and are relying On harder 
stuff to keep their customers 
happy: 
I DOIARS &'l 
GOOD lENSE I 
by WILLIAM J.MARTIN ' | 
S0ec l l l  O001~I  I 0  I 
. I kv~o r i~ l  I l l  541fVk l l  l 
New carpeting can be one of 
the most expensive home fur- 
nishings you're likely to pur- 
chase, but now is the time when 
you should be able to save t,p 
to hundreds of dollars. 
July and August are tradition- 
ally the best months to buy car- 
peting when savings of up to 
50% offregular retail prices are 
available. If you need new car- 
pets, either wall-to-wall or just 
area rugs, this is the time you 
should seriously shop around 
for some true bargmns, 
Wool .is the 
siva carpeting ; 
material but it 
is durable, re- + 
silient, fire re- 
s is tant  and / / ? 
easy to clean.' 
Nylon is less resilient but a 
little more durable, and aeryllcs 
are long wearing as well as fade 
and soil resistant, Rayon is the 
cheapest carpeting material but 
doesn't hold up well under 
heavy use. 
Since carpeting can run from 
a couple of dollars a square 
yard to well over $25, it pays to 
shop carefully before purchas- 
ing, Shopping this summer 
should net the best buys of the 
year .  so start looking now if 
you're In tl,e market, 
Smart shoppers not only com- 
parison shop for all major pur/- 
chases, hut they know when to 
look for certain items. These 
two combinations will make you 
'a  wise=' purchaser and save b, 
substantial amount of 'money 
over the long run. 
New dog pick-ups are  
being lodged in the local 
animal clinic. 
Park and Tilford 
regional awai'ds were 
announced yesterday 
with the Terrace 
swimming pool taking 
top honors m this area 
Six other buildings in 
Houston, Smithers and 
Terrace received Cer- 
tificates of Merit. The 
Terrace recipients are 
Finning Tractor and the 
Barvarian Inn. The 
provincial award winner 
will be announced at a 
Banquet in Vancouver on 
the 26th of next month. A 
representative of the 
swimming pool and. 
Terrace *Mayor Gord 
Rowland will be !nvited 
DISTRICT OF TEHAI)E 
NOTICE 
.. Not ice is hereby g iven thata  Publ ic Hear ing  wi l l  be he ldon  proposed 
Land Use Contract  By-law ADP.02.4029 (Walsh Avenue Enterpr i ses ) .  
The proposed By.law is as follows: 
..To enter  into a Land Use Contract  for the parcel of land known and 
descr ibed as:  Lot A, D ist r ic t  Lot  361, P lan 7292 being 4717 Walsh Avenue.  
.The proposed By. law may be v iewed dur ing regu lar  business hours  at  
the Munic ipa l  Hal l .  
..The Publ ic Hear ing shal l  be held in the Council Chambers of the 
Munic ipa l  Bui ld ing on Wednesday, August 21,1974 at  7:00 p.m. 
..All persons having any interest in the proposed By.law aforementioned 
shall take notice and be governed •accordingly. 
Jack Hardy 
CI.e rk .Admin is t ra tor  
D is t r ic t  o f  Ter race  
to attend.- , ..... _: 
(b) A Canadian Citizen or Brit ish subject;  
; : : {c) a res ident  of Canada for 12 months, and in the Province 
- of British Columbia for the past six months; 
(d)  a resident of the Distr ict  of Ter race ;  
and have not been enumerated and - or registered as a 
Mun ic ipa l  voter  in the D is t r ic t  of Ter race ;  you are  e l ig ib le  to  
complete the required voter  registrat ion form,  Which maybe 
obtained at the Mun ic ipa l  Bui ld ing,  3215' Eby St, Ter race ,  
. . . .  B.C. 
1:he Munic ipa l  Off ice is open for voter  registrat ion purposes 
Monday  thru F r iday  f rom e:30 a.m.  t0 4 :30p .m.  
. . . . .  -i~, . .:,!: .. " . J .A.  Hardy 
+ ....... ~i:~: i+ ~ : C le rk -Admin is t ra tor  
, :,~ •~ ; Distr ict of Terrace 
S.R. 
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it all together 
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. .  
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?: rts 
Native s0ccer finals 
There will apparently be a 
native soccer final in Terrace 
ithis weekend hut details of the 
meet are sketchy. According to, 
'posters going up around town 
the event is a provincial final 
.and will be held at Skeena 
be ten teams in town'for the matters are just not available'; convenience too many people in 
event hut details as to draws,. We hope that this lack of the Terrace area who are 
schedules and other related information does not, in- planning to take in the games. 
finalReds in Smithers Secondary School on the 16, 17 
" d 18. ' . .~{*~J~ ~ ~ 
ian,~h e. Heralc~:~,has.,-made,~-~ .............................. 
the B C. Native Spar a . . . .  ;.. r tournament weekend, the 24 and ~. ' -" -uff ,,,.t .... three game series, in ezthe . . .. 
.!Federation since hearing ahou! semis=hal plf~o..  -Utters Smithers or Houston on the 25 of this month in Smithers. 
met usa.=~ .,~ •- ~the tournament bUtfrustration hal mie" weesena" "~"''''wo~tnut z~ ' be in Labour Day weekend. $650 in prize money will been 
~with naught but ' - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , Between the semis and the the line in that tournament." 
.~he man in charge, a .Mr, Terrace The zenm wm ~v.~v= • " . 
Adolph, is rarely in his offiee to SmithersSufldayfora two Hockey Saturday .and he failed to respond to game total point series to decide 
~h~essages l ftwith him. When ' which team will advance to the 
he is in 
"-¢..,..,,I h im nn Ihp I ph=nhnne The other semi-final match  , 
pits the Smithers Highlanders 
against the Houston Bees in 
\ 
The two winners from this 
Saturday evening is Hockey Night in Terrace as pick-up teams 
from Terrace and Kitimat get together to widd up the Scotty 
Munroe Hockey School. 
The game willget under way at 6:15 p.m. in the Arena with a St 
, admission :charge. Proceeds go to the minor hockey and the 
Terrace Centennials.. 
Among players you can expect to see on the Terrace squad will be 
Jim and Chris McMasters, two members of the NHL, Ji~h from the 
Atlanta Fismes and Chris from the California Golden Seals. 
his office, invariably we finals. 
~found hi  on the telephone 
:~tslking to someone lse and 
';:unable to talk to us about the 
tournament. Houston. 
,: :We do understand there will 
Local lad will 
? ,7¸¸ (  
" tch  " 
~ii: e ~[~: it~ ~ I ~ : . There'll be a' couple of the Calgary Centennials as well in the iipn in  -:;.' persons of Denny 'Red' Mael-,ane and R.ues F._a, rwell, rer.ry. S~en: 
' ~ ( ~- ~ ~.. . .  ;;. :sland and Mike Fynn will repreaem Jas~ year s ~:emenulars nn 
:,~;,::~,:.~;:~; . "~"~ . ~ Metzmeier, a thirteen year  there'll be a chance to see some of this year's Cents, local boys who ~:°~;-'~"~:::~i~~i old pitcher was so im ress lveat the  re entB.C. Finals that the havehockeyCOmeschool.to the at ention of the team during the three week 
: ki .... ~ i i  coaching staff of the Kennedy- 
:~~;'k,! "~(: Delta team decided they could A Warn  Winch  i s  use his arm , in the-western a 'i 
i ~"  player from Outside the Lower 
I : Ma nland to be picked upby the m.et far fn,,r.whARIRr.  • . . . . . . .  , . , : .   
: .~ ' '~ ' !~ i["::,, team~and one of the only two 
~ : ~ i ~  "! . picked up. The other player 
~ • ?" ; ~ comes from the Delta area. 
: i!; ' ,~ ,.: i :~, ~ .  = 
~i i~: i~ i i i i :  Kennedy-Delta will par- 
~* : i i~ i~¢/  ticipate with Castlegar and 
~ L : ~  ' team from Alberta, Manitoba 
~ " ~ . ~ - :  ' ~rwl ~n~kntoh~wnn i n  the  
i:~i l Canada event. David is the only 
: ::~.: and  Sas atchewan i  
i:.:i: ' ~ ' weekend tournament to decide 
::'; The Western Canadian who' will advance to the 
.'. brat co minor baseball finals ,'C anadian Finals, La~a T Day 
:i:Will be held this weekend in weesena].n ~ova ~co . .  ni 
~: Delta on the Lower Mainland. . Metzme=er ~svery promz;e. 
~! And one of the players taking on the minor sports scen in 
-ill)art in the double knock-out Terrace, not only in baseball 
L:!':toarnamentactionwlllbeDavid but  in hocke~', track and field 
• Metzmeier of Terrace. and other sports; 
[ aotio red e ,, e to Inn s 
must for four-wheelers 
. . . . . . . . .  but an 
absolute 
" 
Y 
" fortwo- 
wheelers 
If even 4-wheelers need a'Warn Winch, thinkhow useful"' 
it'll be on your 2-wheel drive p ckup. Now you can get in' 
and out of hard-to-reach places thai have the bes! i 
camping best huntin 9 best fishing, Best of all, the . 
Warn Winch fits any pickup. It doesn't matter what kind 
of dr ve or transm ss on you have or what make you- i 
own, there's a Warn Winch to fit it. ' 
• 8 000 pounds*of pull, * Electrically-operated * Fits aft 
light rucks. •Exclusive 2-year Warn-T. • Exclusive dun! 
cohtrols, , Approved by nil leading truck manufacturers, 
WARN WINCH 
OUR OiSTRIBUTOR 
IN TERRACE IS 
KALUM TIRE SERVICE 
LTD. 
4808 HWY. 16 W. 635.4902 
• PasSenger Tariff 
I 
KALUM KABS LTD., 4S48 Railway Ave, Terrace, B.C. 
.. Have made application to the Dept. of Commercial 
Transport o increase their tariff rates. Rates to be as 
follows: For a vehicle with a maximum carrying capacity of 
five passengers exclusive of driver, 9So flag, 10c every one- 
sixth of mile thereafter, and 10c ev0ry 30 seconds (waiting 
time) , ~ • 
..For a vehicle with carrying capacity of 6 and 12 
passengers exclusive of driyer; 45c per travelled mile, 614.00 
per hour waiting time, andS!.10 flag. • 
.. Proposed rate change tO I~e ffective August 211974. 
~.Application is subject o consent Of Motor Carrier Com. 
mission. 
. .Objections must be field with the Supt. of Motor Carriers, 
Dept. of Commercial Transport, Vancouver $, B.C. within 14 
days of this advertisement. 
Kalum Kabs Ltd. 
:~  ' L  : ! i  ~ • 
two days of tournament un- ln the third spot, Doreen Duff of Kitimat won 
defeated, with a first round bye ~'rmea George did dominat~ acclaim as  the best pitcher, 
and then victories over Prince the player a~ards, however, with•Midge Montomergy nf 
George and Ktllmat to enter the taking four of seven trophies. Granisle winning the award for 
finals. The Prince George team Kay Stelnhack was adjudged most sportsmanlike player 
had a rougher trail to follow, best catcher, Edna Stitt's .440 daring the tournament. . 
winning their first over batting average won her the The lone Terrace winner of.a 
Smithers, dropplng their second hitting, crown, Terri LeFevebre player award was outfielder., 
match to Terrace and then was named best infielder and Gaff MeKay. 
entering the finals through the Sharon Bruce was named Most The tournament was Well run 
hack door with. three straight Valuable Player for" her per- and well attended with plenty of 
games on Sunday. formances from the mound and spectators on hand for all 
In the final game the Terrace from the outfield, twelve games. 
squad scored first but by the 
end of the initial inning Prince 
George was ahead 2-1. That 
lead didn't last 'long though as 
the locals put the game away in 
the top half of the second, 
• scoring five runs on [our hits. 
They never leek/x] back. 
Prince George made it 6-3 
with a single run in the third; 
Terrace got that run back in the 
fourth, Prince George pulled to 
within two rune" with a two run 
fifth• inning rally but S.R. 
Munson capped it all off in the 
sixth with five more runs, 
coming on three hits. 
The Prince George team was 
obviously tired throughout the 
game, a factor that helped the 
local girls to their first place 
finish. All - Traus did pick up 
second place prize money, with 
last year's champion's Kitimat - 
III1  PRUDEN & CURRIE LTD. 
Real Estate & hsurance 
4646 Lakel.se A.ve Terrace B.C. 
635.6142 
Large Chalet Style Cabin 
On West side of Lakelse. Good beach and dock. 
Road access to within easy walking distance. 
Cabin comes complete with all furniture, 
propane stove, fridge. Full price $14,000 to Guy. 
lease which is $110.00 per year. Phone Dwain 
McColl and try your offer. Sign Posted. 
Want to Be Close To The Arena & Swimming; 
Pool " 
Yet in a nice residential area? This 3 bedroom 
home at 4504 Cedar Cres. may be the answer• It 
is located on the bench above the arena. It 
features a double garage/ensuite plumbing, gas 
heat, carpeting throughout, and 1,157 sq. ft. of 
flgor, ar:e a. ~Two more basement rooms are also 
finished..' The full price is $44,()00.00. Call Tom 
Slemko fur further details. 
Well Kept 3 Bedroom Home 
Located within easy walking distance of 
down)own area. Features large fenced lot, fully 
landscaped, paved driveway and walks. Wall 
to wall carpet in living room: kitchen. Drive by 
4515 Scott and call Dwain McColl for  ap. 
pointment o view. 
If You Want Room To Breathe And Privacy 
This executive home at 4009 N. Munroe St., 
would be for you. The 1/2 acre lot has 166 ft. of 
frontage; The house is located so that an extra 
lot could be subdivided sometime in the future. 
The house is immaculate and features 2 bedroom 
up and one large bedroom down, rumpus room, 2 
bathrooms, fireplace, and oil heat." Tom Slemko 
wi l l  provide further details and arrange an 
appointment to view. 
Two Bedroom With Suite 
Well constructed two bedroom home on Soucie 
Street with wail to wall carpeting, oil furnace, 
double windows, concrete patio and fully land. 
scaped. The one bedroom suite is accessible 
from an outside entrance and is fully developed. 
For  viewing phone Bert Liungh 635-5754. 
I! 
4714 Loen Avenue 
Brand new lust 'waiting for you, convenient 
location. This 3 bedroom home is top quality, 
carpeting in living room, d in ing room all 
bedrooms and hallway. The living room has 
.attractive features. View anytime. Call Bob 
Sherld;Jn. 
RUSTY LJUNGH 635-5754 
BOBISHERIDAN 635; 2664 
JOHN CURRIE 635-5065 
Quiet Secluded ~,rea 
Attractive 3 bedroom home located at the Very 
end of Munthe Street. Hardwood floors in living 
room: 3 bedrooms. Beautiful grounds c.w fruit 
trees, shrubs, large garden. Double garage with 
overhead do0rs.; concrete f loor .  Property has 
295" frontage on Mu'nthe be 128' deep. An ex- 
cellent buy at a~low price of $42,000,00. Call 
Dwain McColl for  more information. 
4929 Park Ave. • 
Near new three bedroom home with full 
basement close to schools & town, wall to wall 
carpeting, eating area in the kitchen, dining area 
and double windows, Existing• mortgage is 
approx. $22,500.00 with 91/4 per cent interest and 
payments of $253.00 monthly: Including taxes. 
Full price $39,000.00. Contact Rusty Ljungh 635- 
5754 for viewing. 
Quality Cathedral Entrance, 3 Bedroom Home 
On South Eby. Home has two bedroom suite, in 
the basement with bath, kitchen and living area. 
Separate meters. Drive by 2713 S• Ebyand call 
Dwain McColl. 
Gossan Creek Subdivision 
Fully modern three bedroom home with full 
basement, carpet, wall to wall carpeting in the 
living room, dining room and bedrooms. 
Electric heat, double windows, double sinks in 
the bathroom, extra bedroom and rumpus room 
in the basement. Approximately 2 acres land- 
scaped around the house and also a vegetable 
garden. Dril led well supplies the water and 
there is a garden workshop. For appointment to 
view phone Ru~ty Liungh at 635.5754. 
Lovely 3 Bedroom Home 
Located on Halliwell Ave. features two 
fireplaces, rumpus room, games room, wet bar, 
bath and large'sauna. Home has carport, lar~le 
sundeck, greenhouse on la,dscaped lo t .  This 
exclusive listing. Has ~1~ "sign posted. Call 
Dwain McColl for more information. 
4928 Gair Avenue 
Here's a lovely home in a quiet residential area 
close to elementary school, 3 bedrooms, full 
basement, fireplace, plus roughed in downstairs, 
patio doors to sundeck, living room and all 
bedrooms carpeted. Very at t ract ive ly  
decorated. 85' frontage on this lo t .  Existing 
mortgage at 91/2 percent. Asking $43,000.00. Call 
Bob Sheridan. 
BERT LJUNGH 635-5754 
TOM SLEMKO 635.3366 
DWAIN McCOLL 635.2976 
: " " ' ' T 14, !974 
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l i an~do ?deg(~ on od[ ~ p eP~di;~o tbegHfl~d ~dan e ~i;lSdOnlrYa;pekite~ nh~s ek~ky, i foun d Dave in t he ." ~ . , i ~ j r 1 ~ ~  ~ ~ ~r'~:~ , I 
• be interested incovering it and acting as offic!ai "There's no wind up there," he.told us as he . .°r- "" " :, '~" d '  ~ ,~ 
I ' witness? Why not. John Dand.o from CRFTwKa~aS tied the kite up: "Lance won't be able to stay.up • i ~  ; , .  ~- I~ . .  '- L~'~t': '~'~'' '~"~. ]~ i 
' ~}Sc~oaL°%~et.o.Srea~.~polot[nondW't~S~e it to }he m~e.l°n%g;~ less than ten minutes hiter ~nce ' .... '~  .(-," " ~; P,:,~..~. [~ .  ', 
I launching siie.. It had taken half an hour t° c Itire turneo anu maoe a pass over tbe toP of the ~ ~ ~ ' ~ [ ~ ' ~ J ~ , ; ~  i 
I Pk teh °°u:ta a nbda hf u [°th :[ t w;n k;e   nu i ~°nU:t;(~riHeusW~S°S~: ~e ~tr aP b~r:redhef ~maS ~I~8~ " " ~ ~  ~ i [ ~ ~ ; ~  ~ ~  I 
struts andwireeintoptaceanamedereadyt°g°" .of sp~.Hebankedintostmrpturnandlanded ' - i 
. . . .  . Lance Edgson _was the f irst one .off the oc~a.e~hs e attem t failed and the current ! ~ i 
: ' Lance~tra d Canadlanreeordholde . ~" ~; . ;  :" .... ~,'~ ' ~, ~ ] ' ,~k~* , ,~ i ! '~~ Dew Toop tes ts  the wind speed mountain With Dave huldi,g two guy wires that • • P r can hold his title for a" 
~o~ ; .  • kite into while. But Dave Too p . . . . . . . .  , e . ~ . . . .  ~ '~' ' " ~ "~ :~' • ~e; ~ '~ run from the nose of the k)te, ppe . and Lance Edgson wdl no "~" l~ } ~." "" ~ ~t.A '- ~ ~ :"~ ~ ~": - ~'- hi ..... lf,.,tohlsseat. They walked the. .  " "a  am Anct after that, maybe '~ ~ "  ~ ~ ; ~ ' R - ~  ~'~ i~ '~- '~ j [ l '~  
- -  the wind; .Dave releaseu the guy wires and doubt go a f te~ ~li htl more than ten hours J 
• steppea out ot the way and.Lance soared, away the world ree " g Y Lance  Edgson  prepares  to soar  into thin a ir  l fesavers and from tbe face two thousan~ or more ee f t above aloft In a hang glider LI  , , . I 
I :the Law Top racing slated for Terrace . | 
i ~ A special clinic, scheduled for this Sunday morning, I~s been , . ~ ^ t . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . .  , , , - -  ,r,~,-r,oe Sneedwav Racing will be held Saturd y 
~" called by the Terrace Department of Parks and Recreah.u,, The Claimers, super stocks ann ~ ,,!th,o v,~-i . . . . . .  II . . . . . .  ~'~ ": . . . . . . . . .  ec~e(I in Terrace night and Sunday afternoon, i 
• ' Snciet's Clime on Ihe • from T~rrace this weekend for a big Cars are exp , Clinic the Red Crossand Royal Lffesawng ,.Y- _ . modified stock cars ' ms Lake uesnel Time. trmls are at 6. p.m. I~  
uardandtheLawwillfeatureapane[ofexpertsfromvarmus throughout the northern parts two day race meet at the (ram W illia "a "'rhQ~fanc[ Saturday with racing at v 
, rL~[e~edfields ivn opinions and interp,=tati,-= o, th=legalities rrmeeueorge, v nae s( Sundaytime tr ialsareatlp.m. 
• ~ of lifesaving and the ~mplicat~ons ot the law. . . . . .  i~t~l |~ l r f l l l f l  n closes soon  local racers for the Terrace w~thraemgaehonget mg i g g . . . .  . Smlthers to challenge the be • • " t' under 
• cnssl0n inVOlVln all members of the panel a.u . *~.~- , , - - - - -  . . . . .  - -  ' ' - - In a way at 2 p m 
: au~;;Pe d~i!l discuss these vi~gws and reach a consensus ol vamous The registration period for will run tr.y-ou.t camps for his B l~e~a~;n l :  p '~c°!~Y . ,.. ~ It -romises to be another / 
[ ]  ~ : .  aspects of tl~e proo~em, the T~rrace Summer Athletic provincial, oas.Kelnau teem tar As wel.l as the big t.nere, De exciti~" weekend nf racing / 
hecliniewillbethefirststeptowards, oblaining.Certifieat!onfor School wdl end soon and m- ~OrmaPeaU~lOne~n. next year~ heats, ¢lasnes anreeOmers ~ce~ aetion~,this weekend at the i f  
• ~ T , - • : terested nun stars m the • meludtng s m p 'm two .. a Red Cross Leader s Award and w~ll be of.parucular interest o Y g ' ed to Interested youngsters can howl s b ten B rhb:lffied Terrace ~peeewa.y w~_ . . . . . . . .  l i  
I ~ . . ...g. . . . . .  register now ff they want to * g . . . . . . . . .  ~-- ~'errace racers ram. . . . .  the best from the norm western I f  
" thosewishin to work in the Terrace pool ih~s fall and wmter °n a Terrace area are bemg urg re ister or obtain further in- s ng f y the Pantera aaysofflat.out.racmg.~ea~-,~ / 
pa~;r  lXaUcl~ omethed.'ct~nic is the Terrace Arena's Senibr Citizens p%rt~eLP~at~, . . . . .  frnm August ~rt}maa~[~e e~"~fatPmark's and S I~e~wayn~ wVilalnn°nernonloovL~et t and north central areas of B.C. / 
l~  : Roomandit' i lrunfrqm9a.m, tot w.elvenoonon~unuaY: . . . . . . . .  26"3'[~at"~eena-an'd.-~aled~nia Recreation t635-2o42) or ny see some top notch.racing but . , .~  l 
All those in[eresteo indle.guaromg ormstrucung swtm,m,~ a,~ h;,h ~hnnl~ hag already phoning ten Harrington at 635- will be el,~,ible for a ~ate prize The Greeks believed tiler the / 
I ~ urged to attend the meeting, re~i~t~ri~s;orm~w~ntfy.ifiv~ n 63t6: ~- . - , . J=~ ~ihet draiw;~d r sSpVe~'~aa, l pO:hee L ~:'e. °r .,.em,ms eurtd sn°,ke- . ......................................................................... :.:.:.:.:.:.: : :-:-:':~:::::~;,'.. I 
"m 
i 
i 
. nun stars from out< ...... • Y g . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ...............-.. . . . . . .  :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.;. • : ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i:~:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:!:i:i ~!~':: 
, "  . ' ! and a further seventy,fiveor so r ~ d ~ l ~ k ~ ' ] ~  :::::::::::::::::::::  : :: : ::: :::::::::::   :::::::::: ::::::::::  ::::::::::::.~: :::::::::  :: ::: ::::: : ::::::: : :::::: :::: :: : ::::::: ::: :: : ::: :::::::::  ::: : : ::::::::::: ...... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':':':':':':':':':':':':':':':': .........  
~;. . ..... " - ,  . . . .  • . . . .  ..__:a^ ,~.^ town limits ILq~-w~....~rT e.II I" ,? 'R'A~ ::::"':':':':':'":::" ' ':...... :::::::::::: "":'":'"':":':':'":':"" ........................................ :~! 
ar ty  a eomplet  h 
l i . e  of by ,  feed,  
gratns and feed  
supplements .  
YELLOWHEAD HAY 
& GRAIN 
SEE US AT 747 CLARKE RD. IN THORNHILL 
will be able to register ight up ' 
until the school opens." 
The camp will feature three 
sports, with basketball in the 
morning and volleyball and 
soccer in the afternoon., All 
students will l)articipate in the 
basketball program and then 
break down into two groups for 
the afternoon sessions. 
A number of local instructors 
have already confirmed they 
will be in attendance. Among 
them are Skip Crank, Prince 
Rupert Rain Maker coach, Bill 
Dickson from the Queen 
Charlottes, and several local 
teachers. Provincial basketball 
coach John Olson will also be in 
town during the camp for a two 
day period, During that time he 
British Columbia is more than just your Province. 
Itsyourhome. 
% 
~ I  • o 
~ ~  The Quahty Veh,cJes 
.MaeK i l lnon ,  MaeLe; in ,  Mac-  
Leod .  The  ch l l l sn lcn  w l ) r ( ,  ;l 
k L suitable for climbing tl~e 
roug ~ hills: a,d a plaid bhm- 
ket for a cloak. Each clan 
h d its oWn colorful pattern-- 
called a tartan--for weaving' 
ch)th. 
A and where waves pound down~". 
on long beaches. '; " : 
A land of deep green foi-ests filled with fish 
and game. And silence. 
A and of mountains that disappear 
into the sea, " " ' , 
A land of clean cities and clear air: 
A land of valleys full of friendly faces 
and warm handshakes. A land where 
fresh.fruit ripens in warm summer sun. 
A land of highways 
and backroads that beckon. 
A land where history still lives with 
today's way of life• 
A land that offers to those fortunate enough 
to live here, the qualities of llfe that 
tourists travel mlles to experieme. 
In a world that's belng elvillzed out of it's 
senses, come back to yours this summer. 
Take the time to look around you, 
At a land to love. To be part of, 
To be proud of. 
Your land .. .  Brltlsh Columbla. 
74-506-E 
See it thisYear. 
For  more  travel  h l fo rmal lon ,  visll an~ Br i l lsh Co lumbia  ]n lo rmal lon  Cen l te ,  or ~.vrile: 
Brillsh C01umbla Departmenl o[Travel lnduslry i019 Wharf Slreel. Vl¢lorla. B.C, VSW 2Z2 
new 1974 'MAZDA' 
Construction Type Trucks 
Rough & Tumble Pick.ups that Let You Truck for the Fun ot 
it. ... 
Lets of Clearnace & Stamina ~:: 
With the Piston Engine Models " i!! 
Starling at Only $3383.00 iiii! 
From Japan ~ ~ i  
The,nly Pick-up TruckofitslKIndlt:th~tW~:dl~ ~;~a: ~ ~ ~ i i  
Wide Track for Road.hugs g Y : ~ ! { ~ . , ~ k ~  --- ~ -- ;~,:~ il 
Frame Heavy.Outy.eox-Construdlon. ands ~ * ~ i ~ ' ~ i l ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ L l ~ l i :  
With Extra Clearance to Match the Hlnterl ~ii~!:~i.:' 
With Sports Car Features " ~ ! ~ ; i ; ~ S i l l ~ [ ~ / ~ ~ ~  !! 
And ,i~R~eA i !!ukr~.~ ;n g i n e i 
This Rotary Engine 'MAZDA' will Haul Your Import Class Camper 
Beyond Your Expectations. 
• ' ' " • II | '  
3 year/50,000 mile Eng,ne Warranty Only by MAZDA 
For Carefree, Pleasurable Travelling Terrace, B.( B.C. 
New 1974 Mazda '808 Stbtion Wagon i s  
powered by a strong 1600cc cross flow 
overhead cam .engine, 5r main bearing. 
crank shaft, it deliverssurprisingly good 
.performance and mileage on regular 
gasoline. Tinted glas.s, electric defrost. 
Reclining seats, power brakes, lai'ge 
chromed shock absorber type bumpers. 
With autohnatic transmission for only 
$3986.00 FOB Terrace, B.C. 
f ;  ?L~'~, d 
Radio & Air Conditioner Are Optional 
We Also Have Some Late Model Campers 
in the Used Line to Save You SSS Dealer LIe. No, 08.273* 
. . . . . . . .  .................:.-.-.'.'.'::.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.'..:.: .:.:.:.;.'........°-....:-...:.................:. 
:::: :::::: ::::: :::::::::::::::::: :i  i: ::: ::i: :::: :~:i:i:i:i:i:i:i~-!ii!i ! i i i ! i i!iii!!!i!~i!i! ~  i ii~i~!!!i! ~ !ii~i ~i! iii!i!~ii ~ii~i!!~!iiii~i!i~i~i~!~:!:~:~:~:!:!:~:~:!~:~:!:~:~:~:ii!iii~i~i~i~i~i~ii!i!;!i!~!~i ili!i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .................................................................. 
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WesPheli,psioves.toc oach Letters to 
season. Phil Parsons and Wes 
Phillips will be sharing the 
duties as coaches ,  but in the 
public eye Parsons is bound to 
be the one that rates the at- 
tention, he's a manwholoves to 
talk hockey, a extrovert with a 
comment or two for almost 
everyone he meets. 
Wes .Phlllip.s~ on the other 
hand is less verbose, but just as 
~uch in love with the game. 
He's also a hard worker as last 
year's Centennials will tell you. 
Wes handled more than a few 
practices for last year's team as 
assistant coach under Fred Seh- 
weitzer. 
Like many young Canadian's 
wo~, barker, exnerience was 
hockey in the Regina area. 
While in Regina he also coached 
a midget A team to second place 
provincial finals• Since coming 
to Terrace [our years ago 
he's played a season of hockey 
with the old Skeena Tigers and. 
for parts of last season with the 
commercial league's Mantique 
Blazers• He's a rugged hard 
working defeeseman o  the ice. 
"I love coaching," he said in 
an interview on' Friday. "It's 
hard to explain the feeling you 
get when everything's working 
just right, It's hard to explain 
the feeling you get when things 
aren't going wrong, too." 
"Two coaches are better thnn 
one. We'll be alternating behind 
operation here. I'd like to see As it stands at pi'esent Wes is rating in the final Standings. 
theteamfinishflrstorsecondin being groomed by the Both are concerned with the 
the league and see six players organization to take corltrol of development of players and' 
move up next year and another the Terrace team in the future, both love the game and their 
ten motivated to play hockey. But. for how long? He loves the jobs as coaches. 
For mysdf I'd like to move up game he loves coaching and - _ . . . . . . .  . . 
too, coach Tiei" one hockey if I working with kids. A couple of Tne  eommne,~....enorts oz 
,nnd~-m~nnhur~,nndhe'll beon varsons anti L"n l lUpS snouza cnn." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n "One of the most important ~is • way, ..working -his way ,  hold the Terrace Centennials i - 
places a coach has to work is on through the ranks to Tier one good stead thts year beth in 
the bench. He has to know when hockey. : . ' .~. : terms of development of playea 
to send out what players, how to "Phil has his ideas and I have r and in accomplishments as far 
re-act to the players on the my own about hockey ; how it. : Mthestandtngsareeencernen.v . '; " 
bench, pick them up when they ,~hhOeruledarl~e;;maCeha~e:;dhPelra~ e ,~erW~eu~d 
need it, help them with their rapp~s tanr°Uin~*f~aat 
problems 6n the ice. You can't maynot be in agreement but • ~o,n work th,~m out I like • the season of some ntertaining and 
juststand behind the bench and . . . .  . "'~. " ' .  . . . . .  excitin~ hockey with the 
change lines, you have to know two coaen system ann t tnu~ o 
whatyou need in a situation and - it'll be better for the team." Terrace Cents under Parson., 
react o it." ' Differences between Parsons and Phillips. 
Lake. Ann, a graduate of the Outdoor Hecreatlon ~vxanagemem 
Program at Capilano College is co-ordinating camping programs 
throughout he North-west .this summei'. (See article). 
completely enclosed from the 200 yards. 
Deaf,Jr: I felt that the childish article travelled throughout B,C.' and 
1 tn an article put in your paper was uncal]ed are well known for their ex- 
This Is in rep y , . . . .  ., .^.a~..,,a,,,~, . . . .  , ,m,,,,~ eellent nerformance insoccer, 
I 1974 i our ~ur  u.u ~v.u~.~- - , ,#  ~ . . . . . . . .  printed July 3 , .,  n y . . . . . .  ~... ~.~...ot, ,~ ~ ,,-;-ted There has been many slan- 
arsin me ~u~i, . .uu ,o . .~ ~ t. . . . . .  S~P~-r-.~^s~,,regwahio~g was Mter all, soccer is a man's derousarticleap.rinL~andnone 
~'!~PL"? ""~'~"_::"-=::. sol) -ame and ff you cannot ake a have 9ampen.eo..me..~u~L~ 
Oil [ i |uu~) ~u • ~ • eotte(l oyan an y . .  ,..•. z~..z ~, . . . .  = -,Ithout snlrits in fact they locx lorw.aru 
uei tan ~=w ~a,  . . , , .vo --. . , biag and grieving Maa .' ' ,--...--- th,m 1 g.=~est that the to September 22, 1974, when 
The reason l am answering ~w- . t ; ,  . . . . . . .  oo . . . .  -. -- - - -~ ~ '"ted . . . . . . . .  ^, ,~ ,~d;g~p swi tch  to  mey meet  the  ;e r raee  u - ,  
this article is hi,cause .1 .am a "~',~'-'~"-~.*",~;~:~.o hl~ ninkleg on their home ground and their 
n and l con- auu.,c, o~. .  - . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . . .  Kispiox Eagle f~ ,. - "  ~'^ ~-fe . own offlcating. ' " ' .  • 
slderthemoneofthen.estt.ea.ms w~he~ °I~is:tox Eagles have Every Labour Day Weekena 
i  the North West and interior v B C . " we held an annual open $1000.00 
• • , . ~oceer Tournament and if the 
• . • . .m . ,: " Terrace Uni ted  is as good as 
n C ' their editor says they are - then Ph, l leps ,  ra rso . . ,  challenge them to,enter the 
to  Ca lgary  
Terrace Centennial co- 
coaches Wes Phillips and Phil 
Parsons will spend some time in 
Calgary later this month and 
early nex.t montl~, getting 
together the nucleus of tills 
year's team. Parsons will leave 
Terrace at the end of the hockey 
school and Phillips is expected 
to follow shortly after. 
The Calgary Centennials 
rookie camp will start August 
26th in Calgary with other try- 
outs rnnning into the early part 
of September. The local 
coaches will get first pick of the 
players not grabbed off by the 
Calgary squad or junior A 
coaches• 
It is expected the Parsons and 
..'?hinips will bring the players 
back to Terrace oa or about he 
10th of next month. They'll go At right, Ann Peele, one of the staff members of at the Recreation 
Summer Camp is leading an environmental education program at into training and try-out camps 
Mollice Lake. Ann will be co-ordinating all ca~iiping and riding , for local hopefuls will he held. The first action the team will 
Summer Camp near Burns 
)r0grams at the August 18th - 24th akels Lake 
Molice Lake scenelLatrines on L e 
mp i ~an~i~,mS~U~rSienm~ehuels~n~.eienar ~ ~rStrb elik~r~me~V;t~u~m~i! .  ' 8. Every outhouse shallhave of summer ca . . . . . . .  two paddles and on  life jacket per pilot. Centennial Lions will host the so on,". he said, "we can really 9. All pilots and contestants 
A recreational summer recreational counsellor and~ to first annual outhouse race on have a successful race.'.' 6. The outhouse must not be must be able to swim at l~ast 
Kispiox Seeeer Tournament and 
try their luck against teams 
from various parts el B.C.~- 
GOOD LUCK! ~ ' • 
see is slated for the 28 and 29 of 
September with exhibition .ANONYMOUS K isP IOX 
games. As yet opponents have EAGLE FAN 
not been finalized for the t~vo 
meetings: The regular season (Despite our .policy not to 
'int letters to the editor that 
earn, aimed at youngsters provide anopportunity for the Lakelse Lake on Sunday, The race is open to anyune but 
betn~n the ayes of twelve and youngsters to develop basic September 1st. - you have to regis!,er by Augus! water line down. At least part 10. All entries must comply 
~ixtesn has been scheduled for leadership skills. " • S~rtingat I p.m. that,lay the 2Sth to assure y0urselqta p~c~ of the back, sides or front must with the spirit and intent of the 
~: • wall take to  the In the startmg.||ne-up, rue be in direct contact with the 
~T!m~ic!~!i~i~MBelce~!~l~f~i~~;!ii ! ~eknre laa ; !o i i~ur f ! i  ~ : i i i ~ n ~ o r  ~ waterwhenthecraftisstopped, outhouse race. ~c .7~ I~aeh out ouse shall have at Furtherinformation can be 
~tieast"~ne pilot on board during obtained from John Davis at 
• ,., : . , • 635-2287: 
interior center.~will run ~-- Under:the aquatics"s~cldlit~"" '3Jx;eady :' :; : g .~ " - ' . . . : . .  . . . .  . . . . . . .  ~_:_ -'the race, . • 
the 18th to the 25th of August. ounRsters would receive in- firmed entries for the raeeand °u.[n°us°~'~bmfnesAm~a~]~u = [ _ _ I 
An information sheet sYtru~lon on sailing, canoeing, . others, including some tram .-:-~,-'o,,, . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ........ 
for the Centennials. opens the 
weekend of October Swith a two 
game home attd away series 
with the Kitimat Cohoes. 
The B.C. Automobile ' 
Association says spark plugs 
are the most important i em in 
an engine tune-up. New, 
properly gapped plugs result in 
seven to 10 percent gain in 
engine and fuel economy. 
pr  
arrive in our office unsigned, we 
felt the above should come to 
the attention of Terrace sports 
fans. The anonymous KIspiox 
Eagle fan' is somewhat 
mistaken in his idea that the 
press release •incorporated in
the text came from a Herald 
writer. It, like the letter, 
arrived on the sports desk 
unsigned. When your sports 
editor wrote the article he was 
neither 'sobbing' or 'greiving' 
nor a Manuel fan! Ed.) 
_ _-  | 
receivedbytheHeraldlists four swimming, life saving and out-of town, are expected, depth3.6 inches. . .  
purposes of the camp. They survival swimming, The out- The winner will take home a 3. ~ax.nmum norflep.ower 
are: to provide outstanding tri ping speciality offers two trophyand 30.perc.ent of the I~ ~oweaw~l~oet~.~.~y~,~?~L~ 
camping o ortunities for di~sion, trail rides and:bacK money ($5 per entry). ~eceno r.,m,.,;o ,?,,, . . . .  , ..... "~.~..~,, 
nun enplePPloprovi.deop" hacking Ancilliaryactivities, place finisher picks up 20 commerc, a lengmeswnmno Watch this Space Y g P ; - ~ " . . . .  ' ace en ine bore greater than 40-1000 
pertunities to develop outdoor mcludewater sknng, bas|crock percent and the third pl g . .  , • .  " O~'~ ~ a ~ e x  
recreational skills; to provide a cl robing, skin diving, archery outhouse wins 10 percent." The - ot.!.an^lncn ~v~n lno~oslpele ~ 
ualtygr°upexperienceunder andartsandcrafts -remalning40percent'ot~me"~u~|~"~'~"rl°~a~re~'~r' "~ r the t 2 Weeks. 
tqheguidanceofn well-qualified Registration forms 'ann entry fees goes.to me ~en- .~?:..:w ...- ~--,-- --. ~"  V e  
further information concerning tenniel I.;ions to meet expenses m~ttea. . : 
• the summer recreational camp, and for their charitable works. 4 Stabilization for the crafts ' "E  T E R P R  ES  ' Rele available at the Terrace Davistold the Herald that.he ,outriggers. pontoons~./',etc.) . 
y l Recreation Department bet- has been incontact with Lions pr0videdtheyareintegr~ltothe 
ween the hours of 9 and 12 a.m Clubs throughout B.C.' in -an design.' . . . .  . . :.~i 
and from 1 - 5 p.m. tram effort o get entriesfrem out of 5. The inside bottom .of the , ~ Rorke  ,,o.da, ,o -,d,. CO N IS, 
for NHL I I used ears D : 
On September two Terrace aHII I F '~ i lu~ , ,, area men wm leave here f°r | m L o n d o n ,Otario and t e r°°kie - -- _ _ _=, . . . . .  ' - - . . . . . . - - . .m.  " J " '" , , .  
try utoamp,'or the NHL's I I  FRONTIERSNtAN tlU,'K L :) I I  - p lus  new o 
Washington Capitols. Joe ml  , . . . . .  |1  
Rarke and Bill Riley have beth - 
been inviled to the camp by n |  ' .~-  ~nz~uv,qw. . -  _ ~ | |  
Burke p,ayed-h ke, two over 16' Std, Prospector II 
seasons ago for the Skeena 
Tigers until he picked~up a i l  " -  ~ " O ~ e ~ , , , I , e ~ r  " In 
suspension from the league. He 
attempted to play. commercial suspension.h°ckey y ar was S katchewnn before co ing to hockey blo kedRrklaSt n year North The cause yedin (wenty-three T rrace Bat leford,juniorof but eB " ~ "  ~ "  ,, . . ~  m ~  ~ -| [~ ~ e m > t _   \ "'" ""_ ~]" [ ] 'e  I ]9"/4 Le| SU R| 0 RAFT T'n)Tr',,o. wi," Spa-W"ee' ..o ~/~ Ton C.m., Spe~, , $129~ 
v ,  Auto, PS., PB., .~ .~_~.~. rmoo 
.1973 FORD Radio, Dual Tanks Etc. • . ,qp, vvw~.  
• .Riley also came to this area 4 years ago und slnce has made I - ' - -  ~ . - . .  I 4nqO n | ' l 'O l l lH I  PickupwithWinnebag°KapC°ver;l~adib'New'-~PR-~R 00 
• his presence felt. ]n three full - • years with the KitJmat Eagles I 10%- .  , ' U7O I i o | o  uH|oU l l l  T ires,  Low Mi eage * ' ' ~1 ~ ' v v v  
Of Hockey League he has P cific' North West I OiscOunt' : ) i sc°unt  I 1972 ROLLAWAY,,. oot. m.. w,h  ,owe .$3"95. 
all three scoring titles. He oo'o' I - -o . -  o.L. 
A hockey, in Nova ' . - Theiwowill,,.outo ;erra.   i sTAR~] .~]  ' • ann  F'"' * ,  tonV8,  4 Speed, V8, PS., PB, Radio, Oua'l .~91( IK00  
for the camp, wneremeY.eW ~ | - " : : ; - _  . . . . .  RUNABOUTS 1969,F-,.. TanksEtc . .  . " L : ' '~ '  ' '  " i  " V V 
battle for a place on me. I  i RUNABOUT5 ,~~.~. , -~  i'N:: ,,. , oli,. 4 a"~ H~dHIOi~ ~' ' |  ig l~A 2 Dr' HT' ve' Aut°' PS" PB;i Radial ' "~ i -~ROO 
' Tirese Dark Green, Only 10,000 Miles ~ip, v~i~vv  ;' IU /@ runuu.L  vvu  
' Ho i |doY_w~h,  i~5 H 1 Phone ErnJo 0rWayne , , , :63§ -4313 " " 
in the far Y ' " I k I - - . . . .  I A~ U- - I ;~ l , , , , . .  ~ . ' 
 !il ! Used_ E_.x.N_e ws :n4;roHyil::hY ,OOHP ' 1049 IIWY,, 16 US' " " 
._ t i. ': gENTLE DEN IS RAGE, , 
| '. \ 
• ,4  
r 
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Crews were busy late last week putting a coat of black top on the. down on the amounts  of mud and dust "being tracked into the 
southern parking lot at the Terrace Arena. The paving should cut Terrace Arena and Swimming Pool. 
PETANQUE LATEST sPORTS CRAZE 
The newest sport around acceptance in the Colonies, • 3,000 in France. There is a circle from 1'2" to 1'8" drawing the circle or 
, ain't exactly a bouncing goes back to France in International Petanque diameter on the ground at placing the wire circle, and 
baby game. Petanque, a 1910. Now there are over Federation which holds a least 3' from any obstacle, throwing the first pen- 
wide-spread activity in 170 petanque clubs in yearly world championship He throws a small wooden tanque bell. 
Europe and a sport gaining Belguim alone and over and which is pressing to ball called a goal from 20' The set ends when one 
have the sport in- to33'. It must land at least team has won either 13 or 
1'8, away from any ob-. 15 points. '[ corporated into the 
I , o  , ,  I o .++_.  - -e+- - - -+  . - -+ . -  TOO Late ass  Petanque is now being in the circle and, without or feels an over-powering , introduced into B.C. lifting either foot until the urge to get involved in 
13. Pers--"---onal o chlckeh barns, workshop through a Vancouver based ball strikes theground, petanque, phone 327.,1840 
and garage. Interested persons organization. They give throws a metal petanque for more information. 
To Whom It May Concern: only. Phone635.58~)7aftdr 6p.m. five reasons for the ball to come as close as growing popularity of the possible to the goal. Both l~ '  
I will no not be responsible for (P.3S) sport, People (reads a feet must be entirely in the 
any debts incurred by my wife, circle whilst he throws the I$ Dorothy Anna Zllinskl, from For Sale: Unfurnished 3 bdr. brochure from the group) this day on. July 18, 1974. (P- house on I acre lot. Four miles can enjoy their leisure ball. 
341 Armand Eugene Zillnski out of town. Apply after 4. 
Phone 635.3t35 (P-33) 
Widower, new in Terrace, 
wishes to meet women 22 - 32 For Sale: 16 x 32 - 2 bedroom 
years for outings and cam- house. Must be movedi Wallto 
penlonshlp. Am sincere & easy wall carpeting. New stove and 
going: Interests are fishing & frldge. Ideal for couple with no 
outdoors. Write Dez Warren, "children. Phone 5.3884 (p-36) 
Gen. Del., Terrace. (P-33) 
14. Business Personal 49. Homes for Sale 
Anyone wanting carpetner work &RE YOU SEEKING EITHER: 
done. Phone 635-~5~ (C-33)~ A spacious new 3 bedroomed 
- home with a completed 
basement suite• with private 
19. Help Wanted 
Wanted: Medical Secretary for 
permanent position in a local 
clinic• please phone 635.7234 
Salary commensurate with 
experience. )c-35) 
33. For  Sale - Misc.  
Cherries for sale: 
Phone 635.5896 or call at 4919 
McDeek. (P.33) 
1 -T.V. cotour Spanish walnut 
nnlsh cabinet, lye yr. old Phllco 
make S650.00 Phone 5.7791 (P- 
341 
~-. ~...~-\-':------~ "d-~--~- ~ .... .~"I 
]South American Indians would shoot arrows at tile ecnp." ~ g 
sun to get it to stop. It always worked, too! 
_ 
KArUM iT!RE  SERV!CE 
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PYRAMID ROOFING 
8, Insula~tion Ltd. B 
AT THE ,LOOAL / 
_ C.UR0m j 
5AL,'TION'RM ! 
IS1 Greig 
Caofain: Bi l l  young 
9:4S Sunday School 
I1:00 Morning Worship - 
i7:30 Evening Services 
7:30 Thursday Night 
"Bib le Study & 
Prayer Meeting 
For into on other activities phone 
i'";;. =:H;W:; I 
i -(~ItURcH " 
4726 Lazello Av .nu . ,  Terrace 
Angl ican Church of Canada 
Sunday Services: 
9:,,lets a.m• 
end Sunday School,11 a.m. 
Pastor: John Stokes 635-5155 
37. Pets 
entrance providing rental In- 
come to assist meet mortgage '
payments, 
or 
specious" new 3 bedroomed 
home with separate ac- 
commodation within the house 
for elderly relatives. 
or 
A group living home complete 
with seven or more bedrooms 
and four bathrooms. 
This unique property, designed 
by the owner specltlcally for 
any of the above purposes Is 
now available for sale. P, hone 
the owner evenings at 635.5250. 
(P.33) 
52. Wanted to Rent 
2 month old pigs 515 e head 5- 
6026 CTF 
For Sale: EIkhound-keeshund - 
/cross pups. $50 each. 635-7084 
Ip.34) 
1 41. Machinery for  Sale 
For Sale: 1965 D6C 76A 2653 
Phone 997.30B3 N~Kenzle. (P- 
34) 
45. Room & Board Wtd. 
Wanted room 8, board for girl 
going to Caledonia. Phone 635. 
2065 (P.33) 
47. Homes for Rent 
For rent: 3 bdr. single family 
No pets allowed, Close to town. 
On Davis St., Phone 635.7902 (P- 
341 
48. Suites for Rent 
For ttent: '1 bdr. furnished 
be©room suite. Private en- 
trance S min. walk from 
downtown shopping. Phone 5- 
2385 (C.33) 
Wanted to rent: Immediately 
one or two bedroom suite. 
Furnished. For working girl 
Phone ~15.6330 (P.33) 
54. Business P roper ty  
Building Lots 
Several ots with nice river view 
available. Phone 635.3677 (P.34) 
57. Automobi les 
1970 Triumph Bonneville 10,000 
miles Like new• View at 2303 
Pear St., 635- 
3464 (P.33 
Ideal Holiday vehicle 1972 VW 
Westfalla bus camper Phone 
635.$250 evenings. IP-33) 
For Sale: 1964 Internatlonal 
Tandem Dump' .truck, Phone 
635.4282 after 4:30 p.m. {C.34)-- 
Spotless 1969 Parlslenne, 
Power steering, power brakes, 
power windows, extras. Phone 
635.3677 (P.34) 
58. Tra i lers  
For Sale: 1969 12 x 52 2 bdr. 
Suite for rent. Frldge & stove. Glendale trailer• Furnished, W- 
4724 Straume. (P.33) dryer, Included. 0 x 0 porch. 
,_ Good condition. Phone 635.4282 
September let. 2 bedroom,suite after 4:30 p,m, (C.34) 
tar Pent. Furnished or un. 
furnished Prefer worklngi 8x 37Trailer doubleaxle No, 19 
couple. Apply after 4 Phone • 1019 Queensway Phone 5.7496 
~S-313S or see at 2215 S.; (C-33) 
Kalum. (P.33) Legal 
2 bdr, suite private house with 
own separate entrance. Suit 
young couple or 2 - 3 friends 
shar ing .  Non .smokers  
preferred. Phone evenings 635. 
5250 (P.33) t 
49.  Homes ' for  Sale 
MECHANICS LIEN ACT 
TAKE NOTICE that 
Terrace Chrysler Lid., 4918 
West Hwy. 16, Terrace, B.C. 
further to a,notlce published In 
this paper on June 12th, 1974 
hereby offers to sell a 1966 
Mercury pickup, Serial No. 
1991028L-218583A by Public 
For sale: Immaculate 6 bdr. ' Auction at 4918 West Hwy. 16, 
family home with full Terraces B.C., on Saturday, 
basement, 1Ve bathrooms on 2V, August 17, 1974, at 2 P.M. 
acres fullylandscaped property GRANT & CO. 
fully fenced, Large vegetable Solicitors for Terrace ChrysLer 
garden, in addition there are Ltd, (C-33) 
i 
/ ' .r ) )  
hours in the fresh air and 
obtain healthful exercise 
agreeably and painlessly. 
For example, dUring' a 
normal afterneon's play of 
two or three sets, a player 
walks up to four or five 
miles and bonds his hands, 
knees and waist many 
times. 
Petanque (the brochure 
continues) is an amusing 
add soclalable sport, Which 
brings the sexes and 
generations together. 
People of all ages from 11 
up can play. 
Third reason - From two 
to eight people may par- 
ticipate in a game. 
Petanque differs from lawn 
bowling. It's a faster 
game. The balls, are 
thrown at greater speeds 
over shorter distances. 
Much skill is required in 
throwing them in ac- 
cordance with the 
topography of the ground, 
The fourth reason is 
another lengthy one, 
Unlike many sports, eX- 
pensive equipment and 
facilities are not required 
for petanque. The only 
equipment eeded is a pair 
of metal balls ap- 
proximately 3" in diameter 
nd weighing approx, 1% 
pounds each, ' and a 
carrying case or straps, 
Petanque is played on any 
bare or gravelled even or 
uneven ground at home, 
campsites, public parks or 
clubs, It may be played 
under cover during winter 
months. 
The fifth reason- 
Petanque tournaments are 
a lot of fun and wonderful 
money-raisers for groups, 
organizations and clubs in 
need of money. 
That's why you should 
play petanque, As for how, 
here's the rules: ' 
There are two teams, 
each having on.e, two or 
three players, If there is 
one player, he has 3 or four 
bells, if two players, each 
player had 3 balls gnd if 
three players, eachhas 2 
balls. 
There is a toss to 
determine which team 
starts the game. A winning 
team member draws a 
circle or places a wire 
A player on the opposing Rev.: Martin Oohm-Smldt - 6ss-seTo 
team then stands in the PHONE FOR FREE ESTIMATES Church: 635-9019 
circle and tries t° place a ~ m'  C INSTALLATIONS 
ba. nnarertethegoa]or 4630K Pork 635-7742 Terrace, B.C I CATHOLIC I 
kno k the o her team's ball " , , , lYbrN 
away from it. The ball •  C.v , - . . -  I 
closest to the goal is known Lakelse Avenue 
SUNDAY MASSES as the leading ball. , , 
Members of the team that '~' Carpets - _ ,  _ _  Residential  s:30a.m. 1o:0oa.m• 
does not have the leading t,}:lSa.m. 7,~0p.m. 
ball throw bails until they Vinyl:T. i les 635-g482 & Commerc ia l  I EVANGEL ICAL '  I 
have a leading ball or no "~' + . . . . .  • FREE CHURCH J 
unthrown, bans :  Then, " ' * ..... ' " + FH " ' I I  
the members of the other "" " *+: " "=, .  DELICATESS__ 1 tea~m dothesame'thingand .1 BERT'S . -  ~ car. P~k Ave.end Sparks St• 
haveS° on.beenUnttlthrownall the ndballSthe ~ , Fine quality foods from ' 9:4sSunday School I I  :00 Mm'nlng Warship 
game is therefore ended. ~ ~"~e 7:3OEvenlngServices 
The team with a ball all r the world wedno,.vT:.n.m. 
closest to the goal has won '460' -a rk  - " 635-5  prayerend 6ibleStUdy 
a point, ff a team has two -/;-3 r 440  Rev. W.H. Tatum 
or more balls closer to the ,~M Park Ave. 
goal thanany of the Other' DURACLEAR RUG & UPHOLSTERY PhOne 63S-ellS team's balls, it has won two 
CLEANERS LUTHERAN ( ;HURCH a member of the winning 
team throwing the goal, Clean is Clean when we do the job Cer.S~arksst•&perkAve. 
,,e W, i ---- I 
', nd 4646 Scott 635-4847 Terrace pesforO•Kalser 
Morning Service at I1:00 a.m. i ! S°nd'y 
• i?on' JL MOTORS ,,y~r Friendi~ Femiiy Church" 
th Repa i rs  and  Serv ice  
-+. Motorcyc les ,  outboards,  snowmobi ies UNITED CHURCH 
• 4419 Legion Road 635-9444 .,,07 Lazelle Ave. 
Sunday School 
• Canal, ice Bergen has been Senior .12 & Up 10:00 a.m. 
signed to co-star with Seen Votre Centre Recreafif Estival -Under 1211:00 e.m, Worship Service 11:00 e.m. 
Connery and Brian Keith in o.s. Lewis 
-The Wind and the Lion," R was - -  U PM D:I I announced to ay (29) by Daniel TERRADE EQUI ENT SALES • Min,., ..e, 
Melnick, MGM senior v ice  n 
president and world-wide head 635-6384 4509 Greig '71ON BAPT IST  
of production. The film is CHUR( :H  
scheduled to go before the " 
cameras August 19 in Spain Car. Sparks& Kelth 
with Herb Jaffe producing and ' 636'9383 •l |SundoyPastOr:schoo~Clydeg,4SZim~lmena.m.. I I  John Miltus directing fromhis TERRACE OUSTOM TOWING • , Morning Worship IhS0 a.m. 
original screenplay. 1271 Substation Road 24 Hour Service SundayEveningT:0Sp.m. 
"The Wind and the Lion" BibloStudyWed.7:SOp.m. 
deals with the confrontation Fast  - E f f ic ient  New TrucKs TO ~erve 
between the United Sates . • CHRIST IAN • 
government under Teddy IREFORMEO,~HURCH . 
Roosevelt played by Brian 
Keith and the last of the Bar- 
. " Rev. Arthur  Hel leman bary Pirates, portrayed by Scan FLEET QUAL ITY  USED CARS Sparhs St. ' l  Str lvme Ave. 
Conpery. Phone 635.2621 
American glrl who is Bergen w ll play an SERVICE Are  our  Spec ia l i ty  SundaySchooI-Tnrreceloe•m. Sunday School Rome - I p .m. 
by Connery and the Pirates, ih00e.m;WorshlpServlce 
"The Wind and The Lion," an 6 3 5-7 6 6 5 s:oo p,m• WorShip Service MGM-ColumbiaPicmresco" LTD., 49;0 Hwy 16 w I i 
production, will be released In 1 ~ , ~ ALL IANCE 
the United States and Canada C n M LAURSEN CONTRACTING U by it  Artists and by LTD.,  i GOSPEL CHAPEL I Columbia Pictures in all other v, ,  g tO:00 a•m. • Bible School te r r i to r ies ,  Const ruc t ion  Management  Sunday 11tOO a.m. - Morning Wor- ship 
Land Development, Leasebacks. 7:15 p.m. • Evening Service 
4603K Park 635-3821 Ter race ,  B.C. T Wed.preyer/:S0 p.m. "Bible.jS.tudy end 
B T 
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T IRE  STORES 
='~.  - "  ~ - _ . " . " -'Z ~ .- " Z - 
4917 K£1TH 635-6235 TERRACE + 
ADVERTISING PAYS 
Phon0 
636-6367 
For Your Space 
Pester Munro 
S0W Agar Ave. Re$• 635-3470 
Jet C.dets - 7:30 Wed. 
Whirly Girds 
0i i 'PE.NTECOSTAL TABERNACLE 
4647 LI Ie l Io  Ave. 
Service Schedule. 
' / Sunday 5ch~,ol IS:GO a.frl .  
R 
Morning Worship I1:00 a .m.  
Sunday Evening 7:15 P.m. 
Bible Study 
" Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
Youth Night Thursday 7:30 p .m.  
;,,o;~": " 
y ONIco; 635-24S4 .pg,t0r:~ 
Home:63S-SS)6. . +M. Kennedy 
Thnend of your search for a f r l ,nd ly  
church 
l~lm - • . BB im 
/-' 
J 
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Serving Terrace and Area i 
We Came to Town 
- t l 
THE HERALD,  TERRACE,  B.C. !, 
.... : '  dlk . " 
25 Yenrs Ago 
Saturday, August 1Oth the 
Herald Celebrated it 's 25th 
anniversary since moving from 
New Hazelton to Terrace. The 
newspaper, 66 years old, had its 
first Terrace issue on the 
streets on August 10, 1949 after a 
41 year sta)' in the Hazelten 
,~ea. 
It was in 1908 (July llth to be 
exact) that two new comers to 
the Hazelt0n area published the 
first ever issue of the 'Omenica 
tlerald', as it was then known. 
The two, 'known" only as L, 
DeVoin and D. Coyle, wrote in 
that first issue: '~With this issue 
to make our bow to the people of 
Hazelton and stand forth to 
perform for them the service of 
producing a newspaper, We 
have not a gt:eat deal to say for 
our selves, fully believing that 
our support' will be in exact 
accordance with our deserts." 
That support, needless to say, 
came readily and staunchly and 
has yel to leave the Herald in 
it's 66 years of service to the 
Skeena River area, 
19t2 De Vein took over tlae 
newspaper and moved it to the 
boom town of New Hazelton, 
some five miles distant. The 
cartoon reproduced on this page 
captured the moment forever. 
It was shortly after that move 
that the Omeniea .Herald 
acquired a new owner. Chuck 
Sawle, who ran the newspaper 
until its sale to the Fraser's and 
its move up river in 1949, Sawle 
was a pioneer newspaperman in 
every sense of the word', l ie 
became the Terrace Omenica 
tferald, and, twenty-five years 
ago the first issue rolled off the 
press. 
Since then the paper has been 
through changes. Tom and 
Cathy, and later Cathy alone, 
managed and produced the 
paper for some twenty years. In 
1969 Cathy, retired, November 
30 of that year. 
For  the past twenty-five 
years  the Herald has grown 
with "the community, 
Repeating the Words of Le Veto 
and Coyle:, Our support has 
been in exact accordance with 
our d~erts,  Seeing the support 
we have within the communtt~ 
brings ,a g low Of  ac-  
complishment fdrl the past 
years as well as  a great ex- 
pectancy as to what will be done 
as this area grows. You can bet ! ]  
the Herald will" be growing 
along withTerrace and the vast 
north-west of this province, 
We carry with us the hopes, i . !  
thoughts and dreams of those 
who built this newspaper. ! 
through long hard hours of 
work. And we carry with us the 
support of the people of 
Terrace. 
To once again quote those two 
venerable gentlemen who 
started this newspaper: 'In the 
end the people of any com- 
munity make the newspapers 
that furnish the news ...... we are ~tv 
qu i te  ,content  to take our ,~ 
,~hances .with the people '~, 
here....We'hope that bur public ~': 
will not, fail to see any good 
points that: we may have ann 
treat our failing with leniancy.' 
We say  it aga in  a f te r  66  years  
The founders of the Herald any cam.rankLy make the oe- 
published the following in their wspapers that [uroish the cows, 
although some editors may for a. first edition and we would sort 
of like 10 repeat it again as our 
own intentions, 
Witlr this issue we make our 
how to the people of ilazelton 
and stand furth to perform for 
them the service of produciog a 
oewspaper. We have not a great 
deal to say for ourselves, fully 
believing that uu,' support will 
be in exact accordance with uur 
time have the Idea that they are 
doiog it. We are quite coutent to 
do tire best we ca|l toward satis; 
fyiag the dentands of this se- 
ciion as they luay develop, 
without, endeavouviug to 'be 
other than a servant of our rea- 
drag public. We have no axe to 
griod or uo special interests to 
serve, We did oct come here to 
publish a few land imtiees attd 
deserts, io the end tbe people of thei= quit in the .fall. We believe 
~-~" '  ~ '^ " l "  " 
,,,rote ,he stories, sold the ads, ": ~ ~ ! [  
layed the paper out, printed it ., 
on a small, hand fed press and 
no, doubt delivered it to the 
stores in the area. When he ' r ~  i wantedavacatlontAhout;   ..... " !i 
three years) he would g . '" , .\ ,, ~,;..,,:, -,.::,i . ~m. ' :~ ,~= 
.... a'fld~ ,, ~:011ect' -enougn ~, . . . . .  :- ". ' . . ' . : , .  , r '  " " 
money from his advertisei's to :: '  ,~ 1..;.? ~ ~.__ " ;~ ,  
pay for i t  ..His pi'~e~W 'a~ ~ . '~;:~(~",':: .:i~:A,.' 
colorful andl~e ~,as not a man to ~ " • 
let h s opln arts remain h dden, . ~ .  :~  I~ :11  ~ l  
lnoneissue duringaprovincial ~ ~"' I 
election, he devoted half of the ~ i ~  ' ;~ * ~ d ~i i~' :~'"  [,; : .  ~! 
front page tO a mock-up of a ~ "~, ~ I  ~'['. :~ f ]  _ ~ J l  
ballet, clearly marked with Ibe ~/ : t !~ ~ ~ ~,~]  
Manson. The Headline read: ,~¢ . . -~ .~ ~ 
featured a bit of everything : [~ i ,w ,~m~*, ,m, . - , , , ,~  
seriali~ed novels, news enu 6. W. Hamilton Pat O'Donaghy 
sports from Lhroughout the 
district, hard biting editorials Pub l i sher  . Ed i to r  
and a page entitled Terrace 
News, which gave the hap- 
penings of Terrace and 
surrounding area, 
The Omenica Herald featured 
commonplace store, light 
hearted looks at strange hap- 
penings and on- the  spol 
reporting of history in the 
making -bank  robberies, the 
trial of Simon Gunaneet, the 
optimsim of the times with: 
mining, timber• and the people, 
But the end was in site for the 
ttazeltons when the Herald was 
sold. The optimism never 
• matched the developments, The 
mines that ;inged the town were 
closed down and what had been 
a major population center in the . . . .  
northwest, became a ~ small 
sleepy town, " ":-Elreen Toovoy 
Enter Tom and Cathy Fraser 
who bought the p a.per,_and P. ien. lnt ion 
moved i
in this country and its resour- 
ces. While waiU,g for our plant 
to coale up the Skeeoa River we 
were eoabled to see somethiug 
of the district iu a mineral ned 
agricultural ~'ay. On the 
:streogth of what we saw we are 
quite coetent o take our el|au- 
tos w~tl t ie  people here,-and 
look upon the future with 
equauimity. We hope that our 
public will oat fail to see aoy 
good points thai we may" have 
aud treat our failings with all 
leniency. 
""5 ,;:' ,,i 
J 
~,~:.~. ,.  '~, 
Mark, Hamilton ,::~, 
Sports : 
From 1949 to 1962 this building on Lakelse Avenue 
served as home for the Terrace Omenica Herald. In 
1962 the paper moved to Lazelle and then to it's 
preseqt location some two and a half years ago. • 
Cathet'ine M. Fraser (Cathie) publisher of the 
Terrace ,'Omeniea " Herald from 1949 to 1969• 
receiving =i portable typewriter from her friends in 
Terrace and district on the occasion of her 
retirement as paDllsner el unu pap¢= u ,  ,, . . . . . . . . .  ,30 ,  
1969. The  presentat ion was made by J. Fred Weber at 
a surpr i se  re t i rement  par ty  he ld  that  even ing .  
~ooD 
• f r~; .  
'3' 
k" ? : '  ' 
.~  :~...I " ~  . . . . .  
[ 
Highly coloured, luscious B.C. Red Haven Peaches, flavour-right for fresh 
summer eating. They're at your grocer's right now and will soon be followed by 
the popular B,C. Vee Peaches - ideal for all your home-made peach preserves, 
Orchard-fresh B.C. Peaches - now through September - and cheapest' 
by the box. 
#"-GOLDEN PEACH PUDDING "~ 
vanilla tapioca pudding ~ teaspoon almond extract 
3 cups milk I cup whipping cream or 
I tablosnoon lemon juice 
Prel~are pudding as directed on Pac pple luice Ior , . 
liuuld. Add lemon Julce and almond 0xtraot; sttr; let c°° 15minutes. l ~k ~ J 
Pour into 10" X 6"dish or a 4-cup Jelly mould, Chill thoroughly overnlgliL i 
Wh p cream until stiff dr prepare wh Dped topping according to package | . ~ .  ~v l~="~ 
directions, Unmoutd pudding onto a plate or platter. Ice wilh the whipped , ~ I~[q i J _  % ~ l l ' "  . .~d l l~  ' ! 1  } -{ D =m 
cream or lopping. Surroun0 pudding on platter w Ih fresh, sliced p e e o h e ; ~  i l ~  111 i i  i -  
.- and garnish top with additional sliced peaches Serves 8, zc ,=v l l ' [ -  tul l,, 
Remember, now through September is the time to buy lots of Clump, juicy 
B;C, Peaches for all your home preserving and freezing needs. 
of our "Sunshine Meals" booklet on preserving and Iroezlng all S.C. tree fruits, send your name, address ,I 
FOrand.25¢yourincop~'coln. to: B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., Department 'N', Kelowna, B,C, ~ , 
I 
; 
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. MacMillan Bloede. Report Book RevneWs TerraC  L' r° Y 4 ' J .  guideto U,...C " • B.C. Federation of Labour in this matter in every possible 
FIRSTIIALF . 'June 15, 1974 'and, followl'ng eucalyptus reaching cutting • ' ~ , '~- , .~~ Secretary-Treasurer Len Guy way. To assistunemployed 
The oonsolidated net earnings pro longed negot ia t ions ,  size in from 6 to 7 years and • ~ today announced publication of workers to obtain their rights, 
of MacMillan Bloedel Limited agreement was reached on a somewhat longer than that for. • ~ "A Guide to Unemployment we have now public "A Guide to 
Insurance Claims". At the Unemployment  Insurance for the six months ended June new contract involving sub- pines. Brazilian investors will 
30. 1974 amounted to $50.217.000 stantial increases in wages and participate in both the plan- same time. Mr, Guy attacked Claims". A similar pamphlet 
or S2,37 per share ($2.31"on a 
diluted basis) as compared with 
$50,775,000 or $2,43 per share 
~$2.41 on a diluted basis) in the 
similar period .in 1973. Sales 
and other raceme were 
$720,927,000 in the first half of 
1974 as  compared to $605,932,00~ 
in 1973. 
Selling prices for most 
building materials exceeded 
those levels obtained in the first 
half of 1973 but escalating 
logging and production costs 
resulted in decreased profit 
margins in this sector of the 
Company's operations. Lower 
shipments caused by a 
reduction in construction ac- 
tivity and production disrup- 
tions further depressed the 
profits from building materials.. 
This was, however, offset to a 
large extent by  the increased 
profit contribution from pulp 
and newsprint, International 
and domestic markets for these 
commodities remained in a 
short supply position 
throughout he first ham of 1974 
with resultant upward 
movements in price levels. 
Similar tight markets existed 
for linerboard and strength in 
both price and •shipments 
partially compensated for the 
production volume lost during, 
the first quarter strike at the 
Pine Hill mill in Alabama. 
Despite difficulties in 
securing supplies, the Corn- 
pony's packaging operations in 
Canada. the United States and 
the United Kingdom continued 
Io increase their contribution to 
consolidated net results. 
MacMillan Blonde] Limited's 
t ransportat ion operations 
benefitted from high freight 
rates and sub-chartering op- 
portunities to significantly 
increase the profits from this 
area. The strong market in 
Europe for fine papers and 
hardwood pulp resulted in 
higher earnings attributable to 
ipartly.owned companies. 
The earnings performance in 
tile first half of 1974 has been 
achieved in the face of a con- 
tinuing lower value of the 
United States dollar on foreign 
exchange markets and 
production disruptions at some 
of the Company's major 
.facilities. The labourcontract 
with the International Wood- 
,- workers of America exp red on 
fringe benefits and the adoption 
of a cost of living clause, 
In June the British Columbia 
Government passed enabling 
legislation permitt ing it to 
change the levels of royalty 
payments on old timer tenures. 
While lhe level of the new 
royalties is still unknown, it is 
probably that they will result in 
appreciably higher logging 
expenses. The legislation also 
provides for modification of the 
level of logging tax paid by the 
forest industry in British 
Columbia. 
"Under the revised B.C. Forest 
Service guidelines, there has 
beea an important escalation i  
logging road eosts Accordingly 
the Company has embarked on 
a study to determine whether or 
not its present method of ac- 
.counting for and amortizing its 
logging road construction costs 
should be modified. Pending 
completion of the study, a 
general provision has been 
made which, after related in- 
come taxes, has reduced con- 
solidated net earnings by $1.3 
million in the first half of 1974. 
On July 9, 1974 the Company 
completed a private plaeement 
in the United States. of $75" 
million (U.S.) principal amount 
of long term debentures. The 
debentures will mature in 1994 
and wilt'bear interest at a rate 
of 8:!4 percent. Also in July, the 
Company and INI (Institute 
Nacional de Industria) com- 
pleted arrangements for a 
minority participation by the 
Spanish organization in Mac- 
Millan Hothesay Limited, a 
whol ly-owned newspr ing 
producing subsidiary located at 
Sainl John, New Brunswick. 
Under lhe terms of the 
agreement INI acquires a 35 
percent interest in the en- 
terprise. 
An additional item of interest 
is the agreement reached with 
Brascan Limited to undertake a
joint venture involving a large 
pine and eucalyptus plantation 
in Brazil. The agreement calls 
for the two partners to plant an 
extensive forest that would 
ultimately be the basis for an 
integrated forest products 
complex. The area covered by 
the agreement Ires soil and 
climatic conditions that en- 
courage rapid tree growth witl~ 
ration project and the 
manufacturing phase to follow 
through another company to be 
formed by MB and Brascan, 
Improved profitability over 
the past two years has enabled 
MacMillan Bleedel to achieve 
• an •average return on total 
capital employed of 7 percent 
for the five-year period ended 
June 30, 1974. While the recent 
trend has been more 
favourable, the longer term 
performance has not reached 
acceptable standards and it is 
essential, therefore, that the 
current level of 1o.5 percent be 
at ieasl maintained. Earnings 
prospects for the balance of the 
year appear to be reasonably 
good overall notwithstanding 
uncertain economic conditions 
in many of the Company's 
trading markets. 
Ble~s This llonse 
by Norah Lofts 
Doubleday and Company 
This novel is basically the life 
story of a house. Built in 1557. 
the house influenced tbe lives of 
every person wha lived in it or 
in any way came in contact with 
it. Though this may sound dull, 
it certainly is not. The author 
recounts the day-to-day lives 
and feelings of the principal 
people who lived in the house 
from the day of its completion, 
when the apprentice carpenter. 
murdered a man. until after 
World War II, when a young 
American traced his ancestry to 
the family who first occupie~l 
the house. 
[t is a story rich with history, 
Iraditiun, emotion, and hum0n 
foibles. All the characters are 
sharply drawn with definite 
personalities which clash l 
i~i~i~i~i~i~i~.;.iiiiiiiiiii~ii!~iiiiBi~iiiiii~iI~i~i~i~ii~i~iiiiiii~iii~i@~i:..:~iiiIi~i~ii~iii~iiii!i~iii@iiiiiii~ii~ii 
grind, keeping the story alive tour, beset by all the problems 
and growing, common to travellers - lest 
H. W. Gr ind le ,  sa lesman at  Reum Motors  in  
Ter race ,  has  rece ived  two sa les  awards  in the past  
two years .  In  December  of 1972 he was  awarded  the 
la rge  s ter l ing  s i l ver  t ry  (p ic tured  above)  which  was  
inscr ibed  'Awarded  to H. W. Gr ind le ,  Grad  Sa lesman,  
Woodstock Craftsman's 
Manual 
by Jean Young 
Praeger Publishers 
This book alms to encourage 
readers to learn the joy of 
creating something uniquely 
their own. Whether you'd like to 
try yore; hand at woodblock 
printing, sandalmaking, bronze 
jewelry~ quilting, or 
needlepoint, or constructing a 
tipitent, the authors try to give 
~ ou sufficient instruction to uide you without over- 
whelming your confidence. The 
print is large, the illustrations 
are clear and numerous. The 
authors have tried to limit their 
tools and materials to the or- 
dinary, so that you needn't 
invest a fortune in equipment to 
begin. 
But I Wouldn't flare 
Missed it for the 
World 
by Peg Bracken 
Its reeurt, Brace & 
'•" World Pub. 
Peg Bracken has written 
wittily of the tribulations of 
house-keeping and of follies in 
the kitchen. [n this book she 
amuses as she recalls her world 
Fire Report 
(August 8, 19741 Prince 
Rupert Fores{ District Fire 
Summary for the week ending 
August 9, 1974. 
The fire hazard increased 
from low to high and extreme 
over the eastern portion of the 
district (Hazelton to Burns 
Lake) with the remainder 
ranging from low In moderate. 
There have been l l  new fires 
reported in the district this 
week with the majority being 
caused by abandoned or 
luggage, foreign languages, too 
little leg room in airplanes, etc, 
This book can't be recom- 
mended as a tourist guide, but it 
should provide some en- 
tertaining reading, 
To prevent Formica and 
Micarta surfaces from being 
rubbed the "wrong way, heed 
this hint. Never use an abrasive 
or strong scouring powder 
on these surfaces. Such treat- 
ment will ruin the finish. Pour 
rubbing alcohol on the sur- 
face and spread evenly with 
your hand. Allow this to sit 
Ior a minute and then pour 
bleach. Spread this over all 
stains• Rinse with clear water, 
Efforts to remove fruit and 
berry stains will bear fruit if 
you stretch the material over 
s large bowl and pour boiling 
water through the stains. If 
statm remain, bleachwith y. 
drogen peroxide or chlorine 
bleach. Camphor will remo'$e 
fruit stains from the table 
linens if it is applied before 
the eloth is wet: 
escaped camp fires. For- 
in recogn i t ion  of exemplary  sa les  Ach ievement ' .  tunately all were quite small 
and easily extinguished. 
The second award  came in 1973, a c ream and sugar  we would like to again remind 
service on a small tray. all outdoor enthusiasts that it is 
Salesman in the General Motors chain compile a legal requirement along with 
points throughout he year toward such awards, For  a moral obligation to corn- 
every  new ear  sold they earn  three points, whi le a pletelyex~ln~uishalleampfires 
second hand ear  sale earns them 2t,2 points. (Karen  prior~to l~wng.the site. 
Lang leyPhoto) .  afield and ,rememberT, the toll 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  • :. ~ H~.~;e a' ,pleasant ,weekend 
• . ............................... ~': . .h:ee~!re l:qp0rt nu~e~Zeni th  
~i!~i!~i~!!!!!i:.:..i!!!~!!i!i!i!!!i~i~i!~!!iii!i!~i~iii~i~ii~.~i~!!!!!~!...:.~i~i~i~.!g,.`:`:.:.iiiii~i~i~i~!~!~:.:.iiiiii~!ii~!!i~i!ii~.ii ',ssss:" ". . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' "  
the Unemployment Insurance 
Commission for continuing its 
policy of refusing to idlow 
claimants to have a third person 
in attendance at interviews by 
benefit control investigators. 
• Mr. Guy stated: 
"For  several years the 
Federation has been fighting for 
protection for unemployment 
workers, particularly in the 
face of deception and trickery 
by some benefit control in- 
vestigators. We have en- 
countered many cases where 
benefit control investigators 
have misled claimants into 
making statements which have 
been used as a basis for denying 
just claims. We raised this 
issue with the National Ad- 
visory Committee and that 
Committee. eomposed of em- 
ployer and employee 
representatives, recommended 
acceptance of oar proposal to 
permit claimants to have a 
third person of their choice 
present during interviews. This 
recommendation was rejected 
by the Unemployment In- 
surance Commission- an aet of 
complete arrogance by a public 
body and oiae which showed its 
' lack of concern for justice for 
unemployed workers. 
"We are continuing our fight 
Prince George, B.C. 
BRAND NEWi 
 OONOLINE MOTEL 
RATES: 1 Person '9 
2 People '11 
Twin '13 
3 or 4 People '15 
3276 - lOth Ave. 
Reserv. 562,413 !. 
• Tom',Left'.at" .HW:Y. ,i6 and 97 Follow to 10th Ave. 
"Your Rights as an Employee 
in British Columbia" has been 
iutremendous demand, with 
about 50,000 copies already in 
circulation. We anticipate a 
similar demand for this pam- 
phlet." 
I 
B, O TEL 
IIA.~I I,E A. III':~I','I'EAI! 
J, Ernest P, ichardson. Chairln.n 
;rod Chicl" Executive Olliccr. 
anuounces tile election of 13asile 
A. l l cuc tcat l  ;.Is Prcs idc l l t  al" 
British Cohln|bia "l'clcphonc 
('0111 p~llly, 
A native o1" Windsor .  Ont.. ;llld 
a #raduat¢ n Elcclrical F.n- 
,2inecu'iag l'ruull QUCCll'S Uni- 
~cr~it3', Kingston. Mr. ll¢noleliu 
has becul President and'Chief" 
I;xecutivc Olliccr of Quebec; 
l'cte 'fllort¢ sinL.¢ 1957. Fie V.Jll 
assume h s n~?w (. ntics With ll,C, 
Tel Scptctnbu'r , 'Mr, l~,ichard- 
~on fsil conlinl.lO as ClulirlUlln 
~Hul Chief" E\ccutivu Ollicer oi" 
Itrilish Cohtmbia  Telephone 
( 'O lupa  n.v, 
Mr. IIouct,:au joined Qtlqhet.!- 
l'ch.Tqlone ill 194S 'and 'scrved 
~ th .~ubsidiarv lloiiavcnliuro ' 
;lad (.iasp~ Telt~pbonc Co, L' d, 
l'roul 1953 l'~ 962, w t~ The 
rett r ed to (,)uehec,Tclepl due ' 
as ~icc- ~rcsidcnt opei'atibns). -
Ite became an exccotivc•vicc - 
p "os derd ill 1966 alllrl '%%:a.~ U ~- 
~oimcd president "rod cliid" ex~ 
ccutivc ollicer t be Ibllow'iilg ','c~ir. 
.~1 r. Ilenct¢;.lll v.'as elected tti die 
I',.mrd of  dir¢ctor~ of II.C. 
Telephone iu M.arch. 1973 .'rod 
is z¢ I'ounding member of tim 
Board o1" Governors of the 
t hlivur.,,ity of Qochcc. .. 
Speed Queen 
Washers with 
lifetime guaranteed. 
stainless steel tubs 
We're unloading value! 
Automatic washers now. 
398.88 
This Is the barga in  to get wi th l  
Popu lar  Speed Queen• washers 
have al l  the features  you 've  been 
looking for :  3 cycles - normal ,  
durab le  press and pre-wash soak;  
your  choice of water  temperature  
se lec t ion ,  hot, warm or cold wash 
and warm or cold r inse;  large, 
med ium or smal l  load wash water  
level ;  3-way l int and sed iment  
remo~,al sys tem,  plus a lo t  more. 
]0 year  guarantee  on ent i re  
t ransmlss lom White or  Harvest  
Gold co lor  wi th  l i fe long stainless 
steel tub. Porcela in tub model In 
wh i te  only 368.g8: 
EATO N'S 
4852 Ldtd o Avo. 
T rra= , B,0, 
i/:i}:i: ¸ • :: • i '  :• i 
i!!i ¸ :~i:iy:!i!/!~i?:i: :~ :i;} ~)i: } i/~:i)}}:/, S:i{:i:ili:!~:i(/il/!}!!iii:!!i?i ¸~;ili' i t: :,, •:}~ 
I 
: LLqi:il}~!iil} iiii~! 
ix!i .7;;i 
• :• ,  ><:~lllmm 
it ............... 
7" 
! :i i i:: i:/¸ :: i!i :{iii ! ii{ii! 
¸i:ii/: i ii/ )i  i 
!:{/) ili/ : i 
/11  
i }il}i ili }i 
:248,88 
' .., ! " , 
;This d ryer  is bui l t4o- last ,  that 's  i" 
,why Speed Queen puts a 2 year  • 
guarantee on parts and labor  and ,:; ; 
: , ,  a, 5 year guarantee  on the per- 
macote drum.  And here are  some• 
of the features:  t ime and durab le  • 
• press cycles • plus automat ic  d ry  
, cyc le ;  extended coo l -down In 
• durable press cyc le  to min imize  
wr ink l ing ;  .3 •heat temperature  
selections - normal ,  del icate and 
a i r  f lu f f ;  sa fe ty  push- to -s tar t  
switch;  la rge  In,the-door s ta in less  
steel ' l lnt screen; long  l i fe e lement.  
Ava i lab le  in  whi te  or  Harvest  . . . .  
Gold color.  
< ,•  
Speed Queengs -, 
({ 
i Matching. Dryer }i; i i!i 
i adds to savings! }I::I': 
!i: " " 
635-7121 i 
i 
• i 
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n Min in :  nd 
Exploration R port 
PROPERTY ACQUISITION mediately and it is • President Bill de Jong of Terrace Totem Ford Sales 
Your directorsarepleasedto management's intention to Limited is pleased to announce that the newly 
report that your company has i m m e d i a t e I y i n f o r m been fortunate to acquire 16 shareholders as news is des igned Monarch  will be avai lab le  f rom Ter race  
mineral claims stratigically received from the property. Totem Ford Sales Limited in late September. The C 
located in the Bonnet Plume POLICY CilANGES Mercury Monarch offers compact-car size with the 
area, Yukon Territories. Over the past few months attractive design, quiet, smooth ride and high level of 
During the summer of 1972,, a several significant changes standard features normally associated with more  
substantial discovery was made have occurred within your 
by Barrier Reef Resources Ltd. company and your directors expensiVeture, susp nsionStandard'siZesystemsm°delS'and soun Thepackageb°dy forStrUc'al " 
at the headwaters of the Bonnet feel that this is an opportune HAVE Plume River, 120 miles nor- time to review these develop- Monarchs are  des igned to reduce  road noise,  
theast of Mayo, Yukon ments. Until recently the vibration and harshness while p/-oviding precise 
Territory, causing widespread management of Kendal has handling and maneuverability. The power team for 
excitement and claim staking in concentrated itsefforts towards the area. Barrier Reef has just the acquisition and develop- the Mercury Monarch Ghia is the thrifty six-cylinder 
250 cubic-inch engine and three-speed manual 
recentlyreachedanagreement meat of potential mining Y O U  with Brinco Limited whereby properties within British transmission. The 302-V8 'and 351 V8 engines are  
Brinco has agreed to purchase Columbia. In the Spring of this optional. The Monarch, which will be introduced in 
250,0O0sharesofBarrierat$3.50 year mining legislation was late September at Mercury dealerships across 
per share which will provide enacted in .B.C. which has 
$875,000 towards exploration of created disastrous effects on Canada,  will not require a catalytic onverter and 
Barrier's property in the the mining industry of this wil l  "operate with optimum driveability and fuel 
Bonnet Plume area. Theclaims province. Yourdirectorsllave economy on any type of gasoline - regular, p remium HEARD! 
acquired by Kendal adjoin to spent considerable time and unleaded, (Publicity Feature) 
the south those of Cypress reviewing your company 
Resources Ltd. another posit{off and came to the 
company whichhasmadeas lgn i f i cant  decision that ll mineral claims _ W Ai  l ines Rep rt find and although held by the company in' B.C. p 
only limited work has as yet should be relinquished, Sub- r o 
be~n done some surface sam- sequently it was considered / 
ples from'the Cypress property only ethical to temporarily s~ed have returned excellent zinc withdrdw your:, company's We are plea to submit increase: weighted average 
assays, shares from trading on the herewith the unaudited report effective prime rate first, six - 
Vancouver Stock Exchange of Pacific Western Airlines and months 1973- 6.44 per cent. For 
CONSULTANTS until otherpotenttallyprofitable subsidiary companies financial the same period in 1974 the . ' : :  
RECOMMENDATIONS ventures could be initiated, results and activities for the six weighted average effective ' i ,)! 
The Kendal claims appear to NEW AREAS OF mohth period January 1, 1974 to prime rate was 10.06 per cent 
cover the lower contact of a INTEREST June 30, 1974. for an increase of 56 per cent. ~ " • : '  ' :' '- : 
carbonate formation that is a Agreatdealoftimeandeffort Operating revenues of Notwithstanding these fac- 
favorable host for stratabound has been spent in reviewing $43,051,000 for the six month tors, operating expense as a 
zinc mineralizatibn. On the what direction management period compared to an same percentage of revenue in- 
should take to develop Kendal period of 1973 of $35,987,000 for creased only 3 per cent from 84. 
adjoining claim group ownedby I per cent to 87.1 per cent in 
Cypress ResoUrcesLtd. the zinc into a profitable public vehicle, an increase of 19.5 per cent. 
mineralization i this unit has It was concluded that your Notwithstanding revenue 1974. 
been traced along strike for company should continue to growth, the operating income Had your company not ex- 
22,000 feet. Approximately I review mining situations before depreciation and perienced these major cost 
mile tO the northeast, Barrier provided the properties con- amortization remained the increases, its financial ob- 
Reef Resources Ltd. have corned were located outside same as1973at$5,500,000. Your jectiyes of earnings per corn- 
located a stratabound, pyritic, B.C. The first important ac- company was Mced with men share of $1.02 would have 
I lead-zinc mineralized zone in complishment in this direction several unforecastable and been achieved. There is some 
this dolomite unit. The com- has been the acquisition of your hopefully' non-recurring costs hope for stability in fuel and during the period in addition to bank prime rate' for the im- 
t pany's consulting'g~!ogi~,Mr, company's claims in the Yukon Territories which your direc- the typical inflationary factors, mediate future. Fdi'e increases 
• Gordon C, Gutratn, .  ~.ou., confidentwill vrove to Some eL.the factors affecting went !nto effect'in March 1974 
P Eng has concluded that the !ors are . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  the net earnings before taxes and again recently' on July 21, 
De an impormm ~t~, ,-  j o el'aim groul5 should be.expl0rea . " . '- . . . . . . .  ,ior=~;"m acti~a'~e ?-' 'and .co~sdqut~n~;,the..~,~rnings " 1974: Ho~/6ver, "fate )ndreases 
't" ,in~detail~considering medose  mom.pa, ny ~ r.7o.~..--~i=in~ili:'::~.~,~.COm,}~fi)sh~ ~e~e. ,  . . . . .  are a long proceoura| exercise interests in me mn t~ ", ,v,- - : " • ~ . . . . . . .  - ~ ' ' -'proximity..to~known:zinc.oc-, t~ .  - '- . . . . . . . . . . .  Uild ' ....,,,:i;, :,: ~t  :7  ",, , '~ . . .u  : , ' , , and("c f~nnot . . re~pond im~- "" . . . .  ~" '0 J 
austr in enoeavorlng tuu i]~-ur~.n&sand favorable geotogy "" e cornY" n " i-'om a v'ublic "The'ai['lJ0rtfiremeh ~ illegal niediately to Such matters as 
• ~rne~;t~zntt~ilo:trata~Uonas~alg: t hicle ~vP~l~ will offa:rtPaorf. ~al~iUtc~ndol~:at:~r~e Air Inhcerel:s8 e i~entr~rMagy!IOn fue 
ro ram has been recom- ticipation in a|i segm , • • " P g . . . . . . . . . .  dustr- management has excess of $1,000,0006 , The inflationarY factors have 
• menaea - me nrst. pnasemto recenuym -'Y reviewed many --The increase price variance now been more clearly , . : .. 
~:~:n~;cagleo~g~:~apPa~gd" p°ssibl'e a'cqU'inSi-ti°an:dnmanutactur, g tsh;rlviighet (s:~eV~U|°m(~)P~|f(~e~e~the. ' ~d:t~'~°ia~"/t~'["~!"  
an electromagnetic survey, an~ . . . . . . . . .  a further ($1.554,620 or 24 8 per cent). .considered in the rewsea " 
r entetl corn anleb allu ! the second phase to constst ot o. !ormauon.. Pertammg . . . . . . .  to m~e - .Passenger screening forecast. All cost centres are 
i' dian~ond rilling. A' con!ract i.nf • P" . . . .  : for security ($120,000 for 1974 and a under intensive daily scrutiny 
, ~ ;eewn~t  f~thmeefi~;nase. ~;;tmmnP~ents wtt, uc " ~-over  of $108,000 from tOoen~rees~atntdhe~s~t:fficieen~ 
iw' .. " ' , • " P " " 
:. " . . --Bank prime lending rate effect. 
• , **  . ' | n |  " ' '  
B.C.  Tel Appo ,ntment  I i . . '  t 
i -  ton of Baslle A Telephone Co Ltd a ~.b- J I lOU08 10 i norease  
, assenger Tariff . 
in 1957. 
He was named vice-pi'esident ~ '  
{operations) for Quebec- $SS$ Taxi Ltd.- 3232 Ka'lum Street, Terrace, B.C. have made 
Telephone in 1962, became an application tothe Dept. of Commercial Transport to increase 
executive vice.president in 1966 tariff rates - Rates to be as follows: 95 cent flag - 10 cents 
II and the following year was everyo~e.sixthmile-andl0centsevery30seconds. 
named president ~tnd chief Proposed rate change to I~ effective August 3rd, 1974. 
executive officer of the com- 
pany. 
He is a former founding 
member  of the Board of - • • 
Governors of the University of Obiectlonsmustbe flledwlththeSupt, Mot°r Carriers" Dept. 
Quebec. of Commercial Transport Vancouver, B.C. wlthln14 days of 
' He is also a member of the this adverlisement . . . . . . .  
Canadian Telecommunications L 
Carriers' Association, the 
Genera] Council of Industry of 
, Quebec and the Corporation of SSS$ Taxi Ltd. 
Engineers of Quebec. 3232 Kalum Street 
Basile IL Seneteau He was married in 1948 to Terrace, B.C. 
.~ Margaret Ann Myers and the 
Company was announced by J. couple have four sons. 
• Ernest Richardson. Chairman ' 
and Chief Executive Officer of 
B.C. Tel at a me6ting of the 
company's Board of Directors 
held in Vancouver today. Mr. 
Beneteauhasbeena memberof Distriot of  Torraoe 
the Board of*Directors of B,C. 
' : Tel since March 1973. 
, :  A native of Windsor, Ontario Parks g Reoreation Dept. 
and a graduate in .Electrical " • - "  
• Engineering, Mr. Ben~teau has 
, : been President and Chief [ NOTICE  L:ir ' ~Executive Officer of Queb c- . 
i ,~. Telephone since 1967. He will 
.... assume his new duties with B.C, . • - 
' Te l  September Ist. Mr. l " 
:Richardson will continue as 
Chairman and Chief Executive •,'- UIl|il further n0| J0$~ the sauna will be 
• Officer. of British Columbia / 
:.',Telephone Company. r' " " open  during Adult Swim. ' : : :~ 
~. Mr, Beneteau was born in I 
t 
i: :Windsor, Ontario, on August 28, . 
i~ ~i~1925,' He received his Bachelor, 1 
"of Science Degree in Electrical) Thursday  8:00- 9:30 p .m.  Ladles Sauna On'ly " ., • ~ . . . . . .  " ::i~.i!(', 
Engineering from Queen Sunday 8:00-9:30 p.m. Mens  Sauna Only  : " '~ l '  
~'i!University in Ontario,in 1948.' .. . ' . : • 
":i : He joined Quebec.Telephone Men 's  Hoop Hour sw im.  i !  3o.  1:0o Mon., Wed., F r i . .  ~ ' i I 
, ,:asan engineer in 1948 and was lad ies  Nodn Hour  Swim.  11:30-1:00 Tue., Thurs . . . , :  , .  ;: ,"2 :.. ,. :', ' -  , ,:: I "  ' . . . . .  - 
• " *,appointed district engineer for Also we we lcome a l l  parentsand  pre.schoolers  Mon.~and'  Wed. 10:00. " ~11 " ' :~  
' '.St. Henri de Levis In 1950. He 11:00 a,m, . (1 
was manager of ; ' the t 
l Bonaventure and Gaspe 
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THE HERALD 
IS GIVING AWAY 
CASH . . . . . . . . . .  , " ' ,  - 
r the best news t ip  
photo of the week 
for the best neWs tip 
$10  or photo of the month 
$50  for the best news tip 
or photo o f  the year. 
Prize winners will be announced following each publication, 
following the final publication of each month 
and on the week of December 25, 1974. , r 4 ~ . . . . . .  
The Ed i to r ' s  dec is ion  is  f ina l .  , :~ . . . . . . .  
Just phone 
i ii: : 635-635 
• " r " *L  
your photo tO 
3212 Kalum Ave. 
the herald 
( 
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Injured Workers Test Their 
Following rehabilitation most 
injured workers return 
to their former job. But what 
about the injured employee 
who due to physical 
limitations, finds that he cannot 
return to his ~ormer job and 
must now find'a different type 
of employment? 
As a result of a sawmill ae- 
eident a man from the northern 
interior of B.C. was faced with 
such a problem. The accident 
left him with only partial use of 
his right hand. In addition, he 
was told that he could no longer 
work in a cold climate, 
Once operations on his hand 
were completed he was ad- 
mitted to the Workmen's 
Compensation Rehabilitation 
Clinic in Vancouver. 
After consultation with WCB 
doctors it was decided that a 
detailed assessment of the 
injured man's vocational 
capabilities was necessary. 
The rehabilitation consultant 
assigned to work with hi m 
I 
vocational o!0por tunities open to 
him. 
Jack Edwards, WCB 
Rehab i l i l a t lon  Serv ices  
Superintendent, says, "Our 
eva uatlnn process involves a 
review of'all medical, social and 
vocational information we have 
or able to secure. Factors such 
as age, education, number of 
dependents and vocational 
background are all taken into 
consideration, Then through 
assessment we find out what the 
injured man is most suitable 
for. Armed witi~ this in. 
formation we then ry to work 
out a realistic goal for him," ' 
Jack Edwards ,adds, 
"Although the goal is placement 
in suitable mployment tomeet 
the individual worker's unique 
needs, errors in judgement of 
the injured person's calmbilitiee 
are always possible. The patient 
needs some kind of on-the-job 
assessment o prove to himself 
that he can handle his new 
vocation, or in other cases just 
. . . . . . .  t~ hie nltt inh " 
In this case, the injured 
worker showed a strong 
preference and capability for a 
career in the wood worklng 
In~lustry. Immediately the 
possibilities of placing him into 
such a position were explored 
by his WCB rehabilitation 
consultant, After canvassing 
employers the consultant found 
out that there was a opening in a 
'cabinet factory, Of course the 
disable worker would have to 
prove  to himself and his 
prospective mployer that he 
could handle the job. 
For this purpose the WCB 
Clinic has an extensive in- 
dustrial workshop system that 
allows the injured worker to lest 
his physical capabilities. There 
are l0 different industrial 
workshops that allow each- 
worker to duplicate, as closely 
as possible, actual working 
conditions in his trade. 
The northern interior patient 
chose the WCB carpentry shop. 
Here he could test his skills 
and find out if his vocation goal 
WEDNESDA'/. AUGUST It. 1974 
Skill . "~ I ~ ,+ ] 
was realistic, lie came Ihrough 
with flying colours. 1"<rday this 
relmbilimled worker is p~r+ 
manently employed in a cabinet 
factory. 
Last year 4,898 injured B,CI 
workers were admitted to the 
WCB Rehabilitation Clinic in 
Vancouver. . 
It~ ", ~'¥rl~v~r ~ - '~  t ~' "/''~' l r~  11~" YYl ~, ~gsaT~ I Gt~Ataq. 
('ary (;r:tnl. v..hose real 
ii;tlllt, i~ +~h,×andt, r Ar('}lil~ald 
t, lqi l 'h. II+l~ nl; Idl '  11101"(+ l han  
"t() Illt )','il'~, ;11 't ' l  Ii'{t +lltv tit 
tVc~l'I(I t t , . l ,  Eucycl+q~t'di:~. 
I 'I - I For information about the Bahai Faith phone 635.3675. 
ACCIDENTS DON'T  HAPPEN IN THE OF- .acc ident  can  happen in the of f ice i f  Sa fepract i ces  a re  
; F ICE . .T ry  tel l ing that  to L i sa  Alonzo of  the  Workers '  not  fol lowed. Cast0r -whee led  cha i rs  a re  no subst i tu te  
- ] Compensat ion  Board .  L isa  demonst ra tes  how easy  an ~ for a . sa fe  ladder..'~ . . . . . .  ' .  ......... 1. ..... 
CASSIAR CONSTRUCTION LTD. 
"From the Planning Stage to the Key" 
CONGRATULATES LOPTIC HOLDING LTD. 
On the completion of your new office building at 4656 Laze!!c St., 
We also thank the owners and subcontractors for their co-operation 
• and teamwork throughout the speedy construction Of this project. ~ 
The Subtrades are.~-_-v-_ 
.Windows: Modern Wood & Aluminum ."Suspended Ceilings: Task Enterprises Ltd, 
-,General Building Supplies :A lbert  I McCaffery ,F loor ing  : Roseann Flooring 
.Masonry: C.T.G. Contractors . Electrical Installations: JohnPalahi©ky Electric 
,Heat ing  & Air Conditioning: Northwest 6as lnstallafin_n :ii~i~ )i!i;~iii!!i(~:il;~ , 
S . :  • ,Truss Systems: Omineca Building Supplie Ltd. ... ........ * :~ :~ 
7 
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the herald;  amzly, Llvzng 635.6357 
I I I -- " -- = - . Q, My nameisn't Noah, butl 
know how he felt, A washing 
machine hose broke, and my 
beautiful finished basement be- 
came filled up with water to a 
height of eight inch~s. The 
damage ia around $I,700, At 
the supermarket, a woman said 
that my homeowner's in- 
surance policy covers me, but 
my husband says this ia crazy 
since the water didn't result 
fron~ a fire. Who is right? 
A. Your friend at the market 
is right. File your claim for the 
$1,700. Most homeowners poli- 
cies cover water damage of the 
kind you describe--even 
though the water didn't result 
from cfforts to put out a fire[ 
~-'--$" rill SOCI(f~ OF ¢N~tllnlO inOPlnl f 
I ¢&lUILl i  UllOIIMIli1111 . 
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During 19"/3 there were 129,282 Board, This I s  a 10,3 per cent 
work Injuries reported to the increase from the numberof  
Workmen's Compensation work injuries reP0ried in 1972. 
ii 
You May Be Paying Too Much 
See Lorne at  Reum Motors  
before you decide • I have 
lots of 4 door,  fami ly  type 
• sedans. No reasonable offer 
refused. 
Also I have a good supply of 
1974 Pickups 
1965 GMO DUMP TRUOK 
Mew GM D/esel, New rubber, 
- L()rne .Ma.rtin/' ~..,,m 
$8,600,00 - 
- D 5-O27 
i 
OOULTER SLEOTR!O LTD. 
ResidentiaI-Commnroial- Industrial 
Eiectrioal Contraotor 
APPLIANCES BY:- 
Canadian Genera l  Electric 
Norge Braun Sharp Woods 
Elsa HambleY  of Terrace is playing hostess to two very in- l 
teresting parties, One  of the groups, more  or less permanent  ad- Both are f rom the north-eastern part of England, Elsa and June 
ditions to the Harnbley family, comprises four pure bred boxer haven't seen each other for 5 years. [ puppies, pictured/ibove. The  reason they may look familiar is that The  group above (left to right) fir~: Sarah Hambley ,  Freida their mother,  Mitzi, is the star of the Terrace Co-op's 'Fami ly Creighton, Elsa Hambley ,  June Ba~brough and Nel Hambley .  Affair' commerc ia l  running on CFTK.  With  assorted dogs  of course. " 
The  other group comprises but two very we lcome people. Elsa's 
sister t June J~amorou]~u/al ia ~1 l i  iuliu ui u,~s~., o, ~ . . . . . . . . .  o .. . . . . .  
yOU 
den't ~ 
know .' . li.: 
who to 
t . rn  to .... 
i, 
i~':s:i l 
DRI  LAWRENCE E. LAMB 
:.'L , :. 
I TURN TO US I :;' " " '  " 
..... m W,TH OONFIDENOE I ~':~ " ~:: 
m , • . . . . .  |: . aoKa s 
j [ i :  Funeral PHONE 
"~ : ' ~1 ' , 1. ~ ' " i Home 
Ipot is caused f r0ma sear' | "  Phone 6aS. 635-5431 
From a head injury. Rarely itl 44 
may be associated w i tha  1 Terrace, B.C. 
brain tumor, but. usually it ~ [  
~ccurs with no apparent rea- _ , 
er - -  ~ I" ~ ; : ' ' '  ' : : " " i " ' ' " ' ' i r " ' " ' Phone 635.2444 
Lw: renceE  Lamb MD Would you please comment ply Of tenthe medicalr~ labor to executi.ve positions from a head injury,. Terrace, B.C. " 1 
By a , ' . ^ . . . .  ~ i.~ ~...~a; . . . . .  a i nd iv idua l  s that he might  he qualified may oe assoclazee • ~ ,,. ev,lepsy. What causes . . . . . . . . . . . .  v ~" • ' Serving Kltlmat 4910 W.  f4wy. 16 Ter race  B .C .  
year ; . l  met  a veteran ! for him? What kino ot WOrK t i le is me ignorance anu p|lC" , . ' . . . _ *~ 
assume. to  be 25 years old would be more 'suitable? l jud ic ia l  a t t i tude of. many, or lust. aDou~<an~ng- /  . . . . . .  s°l~,,t whatever the cause ~ ~ "  .:/=N:TE;R',~rl 
(more0rlessi, He.livesinan- imagine he will need train- members  of our society/ . .  ' rBe%~u~'u~.~'*~J~ '~,  #, ca .  he co . :  - JOE'S PRI  
oth~rLstate, l've never, seen ing l am sure God loves this . Epilepsy. can.oe.,a ll.a.nai-..:., o~,,~,,~,~:.~j,~i~?ii, w~o~(i'-l~ trolle'd'dr lieil~ed:medically .' " [  
LI:] 
the: "biing "man He is an ' man nd feel 1974 will, , eap,.,but, n, aepenas,enclrely.-<,--'.-~ ,.~.-~ ........... '"~ "'~ • : ' o these eo le .~Y . • - • " . . . .  ;'. 0tm . a . . . . . .  :~.,~......: ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~;:~.,uit ~ " ..t%atem ...~..liold a mmostcasess  p p. epilept!£, Hay, ing,lost a in  ~ ~[  , . , ~ . . -~bet ter .year :  ~l~ hi.m,.es ...... upon'h°w' _se__~ere'thepi°~le~'-t"'~i] ~ ld~S~~us drivel', can live a happy normal h.fe I~  ~'r~ i "  ' \  .n 2" 4611 Lazelle, Terrace " . 
son mtne service I became nee nis sezurep i sandhow well.centre . . . . . .  ._b . . . .  __ . . . . . . .  " I ~\\~ l ~ l  \H  " ALL TYPES OF COMMERCIAL  PRINTING" :' :~'..'~ ....... ;.'~ • .' '.. L . ecially Sl , .... ~,,-'":'. , " .. . . .  ' .  i~-mo~t'dases. < or'similai"occu zion,-". • ,~-','rne,resz~isusuallyup'zo me. 
: .  mter este.d .nh lsease .  Iad ,  ~avebeencont ro l led ._  is. You are r ig~,  . . . . . . .  The cause oFen iensy  n ind iv idua land the problems I '~k qr~l~ V / "  OFFSET b LETTERPRESS 
• " , vlseo him last year  [nat ~ EAR READISr t  -- can  oe managcu  ~u ~.a~. . r  ~ - "  " "~ ' t -  
• .. " ' CALL. 
• :•...i..,l,,,t.~ . .... e.,  ,.r the vninnel," . . . . . .  young man u" m,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  it ~..nds ~'-r a' all There are even , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pv.n • . on .  you, ,ans,,ons ,o o,, ,•":; '1 635-3024- - ]  
• ' ~ *-~,en l heard . . . . .  -,- ,,- i~ ~c i  ¢nrI U " "w mbihods which show the brain iscapable ofgi I g Lamb in care of this newspaper medicine woo , . ,  liKe you uu. nc .o . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  v disebar es ' ' ' 
: L .; f rom I l im aga in  th!s  nate to have someone like promisingresultsofcont.ro!l -  o f f large oltage . . . .  ion's,: p:O. Box.155,1:RacljoCi,.~.Station, i Res. 635-6411 .J 
Christmas, He says•-ne is •vouforafi' i 'end lng or preventing a seizure :'"~: . . . . .  ,t:vP:.,-,lsto~ ,, 7" Now ron(. .,,. w . . . . . . . . . .  . r  f:~• 
a . . . .  ri . . . .  d has had no- . ,  . . . . . . . . . .  : , . t  . . . .  any- hv -I,,ctrical means  : having an eiec[rica m n of Or. Lamb's booklet on ulcers, ' ~ \ ~ \ ~ ~  a ONE DAY SERVICE ON I~UBBER STAMPS 
• . . . . . .  ~, -'. . . . .  . • ,I uct~--~p-?. ,,,.'- "r " ;  ,~,," -'~,,'," . . . . .  "hi ~'noo lhat ' the. bra n The var otis. re- send•50 cents to the Same ad. • ~':~~-~ ' " .... . .  =more seizures, one .discrimlnateo aga,,,o. ~ ,  ] . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  1 " " " ' " Icers 
: . .  .... ~.: i am angered in this way i because of.a m.edieal Pi~ib" •' ~naa;Y qulaJi~ed ~e~plejh~ve p/~n(~?Jthetb;a~nlar~stG~u" dro::~etsnd ask #or•U .. , ;,,:: • ';:::;-.:':: .,. i,.':;, " "• 
C.W. J oins Fos ter  Paren  ts -,- J'his summer, . • , . :  ._ 
" " ' :  " 'very  special commitment ,'i:.!'.~i~i~ ~ ~ Children (and their brothers affeetionaterelationshpsw~ich . . . . ' ' "  ' : '  " ~ ~ 1 ~  8 ~ " 1 0 0 O t O u k ~ l i G e  and sisters, if possble) must mean as much to the ~2hll~]*as " rp. 1: , ~ i i i l l m l l  • has been made by members of ~i~.~ i~! our community, Guild Unit No, "' attend school. Vdi:atlonal ' the material and fihan~al aid, .' i l l l l l l i i i~ '~ 
tralmn courses are available Foster Parents Plan : is ' ~ ~ : ~ " i ~  1~r~ • 1,  UCW, of Terrace, B,C. have ~ ~;'/,i~ ' " g ten . . . . . . . .  
• joined the Foster Parents Plan ~""= ~ !  ii i~ i !  to Foster Children, their currently working in " " . ; .  __ __ ~. . _ . .ON. . . ,m l l . . ,~  .~B~____ l l  
of Canada. They have'adopted' brothers and sisters and in countries in South America and . ~ ' 
i!i some cases, their parents. The Asia. Over 50,000 children are ! 
little Jung Hee •'Han aged 6 : • aim is to gi~'e the family tihne " 'currently being aided by in- ' 
years, of Korea . This group's 
• monthly contribution of $17 tools to help them become - dividuals, groups and families . ~. 
dependent and se,f-supporting, in Canada,  the U.$,A. and ~ ' ';/i: ~ qArondet'land :assistance"brlngs material a°d financial ~"~'!"! t t o  both child and ~ i  Special prog rams adapted t° Austrajlia. " For more' in- ' '< . "  ~ #  
fami ly  and is aimed at ~~;~ the needs of each country also formation on this non-profit, ~ . ~, 
r strengthening the family unit by ~i;iiii!!i meet these aims. non-sectarian; non-pol tical : 
• ,~helping each member• ~"~1~ , ~ Foster Parents and Festal" independent organization, write , , ~ ,, , .,~ 
1 "$17,00 a month provides the ~'~./~ .~ ~ Children currespned m°nthly F°ster Parents Plan of Canada i ~ ' .  - - ~" :~ " 
• ~family with a monthly cash ~:~ ~ letters are translated by plan) 153 St Clair Ave,, West - ' . " ~:, Sowereboastln~}al~ttle W thh~k our c0r!~e! of the ;:~;:ii"i :'~I 
• and often develop warm and Toronto, Ontario M4V IP8. - ~', ,~ ,:', ,,',- • ~ provlncem a hit ( 
• grant,distribution ofgoods such *~" ~;' ^ _ ~- '~ .&,~"  ,~'~'~11}1~ scenery anti ex( 
' ! :  . " soap and other oserni items, . " . ' " ~ : " :- i' . i t :~ lq~=~}i~l . ,% ~'j~.~ __~'~ This year, wev 
-..: •.medical and dental care, the ~ ~[ V~, ,~,~\ I~ ,~ .~.~ '~ show SOl 
' ,  ~sustained guidance and ~-'~ ~ ' Travel Service Ltd. 
] . :counselling of social workers ~ t , 4722Lakelse .Ave. '  m 6181 I ~oo,,,,~ : .  and the benefit of special : / , , ~ e W ~ ~ ~ l  fealure 
' , r ' k programs, A strong emphasis is m 
: ' '. placed on education. All Foster Jilng Hen Han /.~ "i~ ~. . .~  t ! l . l~ IS - -~T,~ Ray SI 
Meat Price Break . ~- .~ i ,~ , , l l~ . . .~  ' t l ~ ' ~  Reddy, " " " .  ~ ,~#"  .~ k J .~ .~ Th  5th 
" " "~,i][ .~ i l l~  Ed McMal" 
. . . .  Wash ',  o.. oo Uplands Shell Oar ,,,,oooe I /Z" . . - ,   aoc u 
• - ~ And as 
• "~;~" 'P  ~J~i~ ilanUaliniluuniaaanalaniinmnnnnlnialalalamui I , ' •:>.: ' neighb( GASOLINE 5 0 OFF rn i les° f°ceanbeaches '  ~ . . .  ,;, ' • Tsawwassen at tile border :- • ";::. "': ' :~ii  :!...! : ' Enjoy the history el For 
'.. ~ r. ~ .C ' /~ ' , i . '~ '  i • and Vancouverrs Gasto 
mounlains, We'll boast m. 
With meat and poultry (including thefair) ilyou write: 
prices down, barbecue fans . - '  '. :can now look forward to. Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll i ~ MainlandSoulhwestTourislAssocietion... . , -~.-- ,~ 
mo,e tha. the forme,ly hi,- REGULAR fRIOE I : :- : ,  " 
tleipated number of cook- Motor -  Cleaning 
outs. Whether you barbecue Car Wash FREE with i0 gal lons or  
..- over charcoal, gas or. electric, at  i l l  The Price ) 
the '  sauce  is  a l l  Impor tant .  more .specia l  deal for smal l  cars  that  
Here 's  a quick one aa easy won't  take  10 gal  f i l l  up  < 
es o,e th,co. U " H A U  L oo. 
QUICK BARBECUE SAUCE VISIT UPLAND SHELL TODAY --  FOR 
GAS, A CAR WASH, & GENERAL AUTO Trucks and I 
1-'up tomato catchup MAINTENANCE WITH INFLATION AS IT 
114 cup K~o da:k corn syrup Tra i lers  1/4 cnpbottled Italian IS TODAY, IT PAYS TO PROTECT YOUR 
dressing INVESTMENTI Ava i lab le  
Stir together entchup, corn | 
,,.p and ltall~, d,c.i.g. 3504 KALUM- TERRAOE 653-3M6 
~Brush on meat or poultry i , during cooking. Makes 11 /2  
% 
P.O. Box470, Agassiz, BIC, " - :~! 
Mainland Southwest Tourist Association i!i 
Pacific National Exhibition 
q 
. i 
iJ 
~,I,~ ~ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,i 
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FALL-FAIR TIME FOR EATING 
When was the last lime you went for a ride In-the country; 
maybe visited one of those smaller town fall fairs, or spread a 
checkered tablecloth by the side of the road and satisfied a 
warm day's appetite with sandwiches and cool'lemonade? 
It sounds like a great way to spend a family day, especially 
when you know that rural exhibitions really haven't changed 
much since childhood days. Remembe~ the scent of the prize 
smoked hems, the colourful designs of the patchwork quilts, 
and tha sweetness of the candied apples? 
Why not pack.a family expedition lunch and try it soon? Your 
picnic basket might Include Cinnamon Rolls, Orange Fold- 
overs, a blg Jug of fruit Juice or old-fashioned iced-tea, cool 
celery or cerrot sticks, and sandwiches. Ham Salad sandwiches 
are a savoury treat everyone Is sure to like, and they are 
nutritious, The ham itself is full of protein, and the breed, the 
most under-rated part of any sandwich le bursting with 'B' 
vitamins and Iron, The bread is low Io fat, low In calories, and 
even low In sugar. 
This lunch is sure to give you snd yours enough energy to 
round off any day in the countryl 
Ham-Salad Sandwiches  
2 cup diced cooked ham Y3 cup mayonnaise 
Yz cup finely diced celery 1 tbs. prepared mustard 
1 tbs. grated onion 
Blend all ingredients together. Makes 6 sandwiches. 
C innamon Ro l l s -Ups  serves 8 
Blend 4 tablespoons butter or margarine, V2 cup brown sugar 
and 1 teaspoon cinnamon in a bowl• Trim crusts from 8 slices 
while breed; roll out flat; spread with butter mixture; roll up; 
place on a cookie sheet, Brush with melted butter, Bake in 
425°F. oven for 10 rain. o~ until toasted. 
Orange  Fold-overs  4.6 Servings 
Mix 1 package 3 ouncds cream cheese, and Yn cup orange 
marmalade in a bowl. Spread 1 Ibs. on each of 10 slices white 
bread; fold diagonally; press edges to seal. Place on cookie 
sheet; brush with cream; sprinkle .with coconut and sugar. 
Bake in 4OO°F. oven for 10"min. or until toasted. 
i 
DEARANN LANDEPd: Can . Examlnation,dosoatonee.'rtae a load of pennies you want to get hope shegets her chance to be i 
address is: The American rid of. someone's sweetheart or wife. 
Corinne Gaudet models a washable dress from Canadian 
Designer Showcase, a fashion show sponsored by bleach sub. 
slilute Boraieem-lqus which Is touring Canada Ibis summer. 
The show features easy-care garments from seven of Canada's 
best.known desf~,ners. The garment Corinne shows is e washable 
polyester halter dress with stitched pleats by Pat MeDonagb. 
Designers tell ho'w to 
beat r/s/ng clothes cost 
a man get Into the act? l have, 
read your column every day for 
years and although you've come 
pretty close to hitting me on a 
few occasions, you never quite 
scored a bull's-eye until you 
printed that letter from the 
woman who had a breast 
removed and was afraia no man 
would want her "mi~tilated 
body." 
My wife had a beaitufl body. 
Could easily have been a 
brassier model. She was proud 
of her figure and enjoyed her  
womanly curves. Five years 
ago she went tO the hospital to 
havea lump biopsied. I held her 
hand when she came out of the 
anesthetic and relized she had 
had her mal ignant breast  
removed• She shed many a tear 
that week, but I let her know 
that I twas so thankful t6 have 
her alive that it made no dif- 
ference to me--  and I can truth- 
full3, say, it never has. We've 
laughed a lot since about the 
line I used when I drove her 
home from the hospital -- 
"Forget it, dear. All I need ia 
one.'.'.-- In Love 
DEAR LOVE: What a'. 
beautiful letter! You sound like 
a prince of a fellow -- a model 
for all men. And now, I'd like to 
tell my readers that if they 
haven't written for the free 
pamphlet on Self.Breast 
E VERYONE has an opinion on new fashions but little is 
controversial bout the new 
fabrics designers are giving us. 
They're definitely "in". Poly- 
esters with the look of expen- 
sive slub linens or homespun 
cotton dacron doubling for 
fine Swiss cotton, ny on knits 
draping and feeling like French 
silk knits--.-: all these and more 
show more than a touch of 
e egance  h ding d0wn-to-earth 
practicality. 
This year. bleach substitute 
Borateem-Plus sponsored a
touring fashion show featuring 
washables by:major Canadian 
designers.-'The show played 
elites from Vancouver to St. 
John's. 
Called "Canadian Designer 
Showcase" the show featured 
interviews with d~:signers 
Mar i l yn  Brooks ,  Pat  
McDonagh. Tom d'Aurio, 
Linda Verdoni, Hugh Gather, 
Toby Klein and Claire Had- 
dad. The designers spoke about 
fashions' current trends, and 
A central theme of all the 
interviews is that designers to- 
day have practicality in mind. 
Tom d'Aurio, for instance, be- 
lieves that women ow look for 
a dress that can be washed out 
and hung up to dry overnight. 
Designers are conscious that 
clothes that must be + dry- 
cleaned will add many dollars 
to your wardrobe costs. Since: 
clothes themselves will cost' 
more this year, a result of both 
fabric shortages and increased 
labor costs, it's only sensible to 
try and keep those maintenance 
costs'low to avoid bursting 
your budget, the designers say. 
The designers advise con- ",i! 
sumers to select garments care- 
fully for basic appeal "and 
multi-occasion use and to 
check out tho~e labels for care 
instructions before buying. 
For a free booklet on leun- 
dry techniques, or' if you have 
a specific laundry problem, 
write to: The Washday Advice 
Cancer Society, 219 E. 42nd 
Street, Ne~ York, New York 
10017. 
DEAR ANN LANDERs: I've 
been interested in the letters 
desoribingrudeness to sales~ 
clerks and vice versa. Having 
been a clerk in a supermarket 
for ten years, I have drawn up a 
list of "helpful hints" to make 
shopping more enjoyable for 
everyone. ' 
1. Don't use a basket. Rush to 
the checkout line "with your 
arms loaded with groceries and 
ask if you can g9 ahead oLthe 
others because you are drop- 
ping things. They will feel sorry' 
for you and say yes. 
2. When there's a big order 
just ahead of you, put your few 
items on the belt and get them 
mixed in with the other order. 
The checker won't mind 
refiguring after she's rung them 
all up together. It breaks up the 
monotony of her day. 
3. After your bag is packed 
full with al] the cans on the 
bottom, ask the checker if she'd 
mind fishing out that No., 3 can 
of coffee at the bottom and 
putting At in  a separate bag 
because it's for your sister. 
4. Wait Until the checker has 
97 cents worth of change and a 
few bills in her hand and then 
tell her you just happen to have 
5. Wait till all the grooeries 
are rung up and then start 
digging in your purse for your 
checkbook and pen. When you 
can't find your pen, ask if 
anyone in the line can lend you 
theirs. People love to do these 
small favors. It makes them 
feel useful. 
6. Walt till the busiest hours 
of the day (11:00 a.m. and 5:00 
p.m.) and telephone the meat 
L department and ask if they have 
pickled herring. It will give the 
butcher an opportunity to walk. 
the length of the store and back. 
He'll love it! Everyone needs 
exercise. 
7.. When you are shocked 
senseless by the high prices of 
some of the items, •complain 
loud and clear to the checker. 
After all. yon can't get to the 
people who set the prices, but 
the chncker is right here, a 
perfect arget --  so let her have 
it with both bar re l s . -  Veteran 
Of Supermarket Tangles 
DEARVET:  While your 
letter might be amusing to 
many~ I can see why checkout 
people grow old before their 
time. I marvel at their saintly 
patience. Thanks for Writing. 
DEAR ANN LANDERS: 
Thank you for printing that 
wonderful letter from the young 
woman in the. wheelchair. I, 
You missed an important 
' " ' t  opportun.tty, Ann. Why didn]. 
you mage it clear mat ju..~, 
because a person Is in a 
wheelchair doesn't mean he or 
she can't enter sex, Yes, even 
men and, women who are 
paralyzed from the neck down. 
This is a fact that a great many 
people aren't aware of. ' 
It's still not too late to: let 
them know; Please print this 
letter and add a word or two of 
your own. -- One Who Has Been 
There 
DEAR BEEN THERE: 
Thank you for giving me an'. 
opportunity to pass on  thisi 
useful information. Of eourse,~ 
you are right. The medical 
explanation is too intricate to go 
into here. but it IS a fact that ~ 
most wheelchair people a re :  
capable of having sexuatl 
relations. In some instances,~ 
special counseling to overcomet 
psychological problem may I~t 
needed, but physically, they earl:! 
perform as well as anyone lse~.} 
- - - " - ' - -~rn ja red  A total of 4,898 
workers received treatment at,~ 
the Workmen's Compensationl 
Board Rehabilitation Clinici 
during 1973. Average dail~ ;+ 
attendance was 475 and each[! 
patient spent an average of 24.2~ 
days at the Clinic. ~+! 
Unconscionable 
Praclices: ~.;~ 
  Illegal tricks o| the trade. 
i i , ,m,. 1 
~ . ~  .~ A.~ shabb,., high pressure " ~-,~lln"~: "'" - I ~ - +  
:~ .::...-: ~ .+-',T' :~ :- " ..... ~"+ ......... +"+ ~. :~".+~..- ~'  .~  ~ ~  with one r .!ili+' 7, ~:+°!:: 
~ ~[]~ I I ,  U unsuspecting 
_ . . ' Y~ ~X.~!~.,,.~. consumer  and  " "" :° ...,.." ...... ,:" ' 
~ ~.~I !~. .~)  you've g?t an Service Cenlrcs. staffed hv researchers. 
unconscton- investigators ~.nd counsellors will he upel}ed in 
able practice. It's nut a difficalt situatkm to create , Victoria. Vancouver. Kanlloopg and Prince Geo_rge. 
and it'does happen. . Watch your newspuper for announcements o1"their 
• Whether or not a practice is unconscionable openings. " 
"" must be decided by the courts who can fine the 
• basi.ess in ~ue.~t,<.. a.d ru,e ,he,r,t.sacfio. • hrow g ~' 
unenforceable, l in - I itile I ig hi on 
Examples of Unconscionable shady deals. 
The Trade Practices Act was designed not 
Pract i ces .  on~y to halt unfair I~usiness practices but It, give 
consumers new rights to protect hentsek, es front " 
Oneonscionnble business practices becante W h o  can help you? 
• illeeal in Brfiish Columbia after July 5, 1974 when 
:Tthe!~:ade Practices Act  became law. .,. -: :. The Departntent of Consumer Services 
- 'administers:the TradePr:tctices Act and its director, .~ .~ 
,~;,.:. inlZredlents o |  an ~.~ , , . ,  ,:,,,~:..,.~,,:, hiihiJles~cbnsunlere°mplaintsandinvestJgates .... ' : " " :  
Uffcomcienable l~aci  ' ' 
~'~ ° ice.' -. :..- p t  ss ib le~wrongdo i , tgs  .;, ;: . . -~  ........ ~,~ 
being taken in on a business transaction. 
By now you'll prolmbly want to know more 
about the Trade Practices Acl and what i tdoes for 
yon - that's why we've prepared inform:ttive Trade 
Practices Act brochures, one for consumers, one for 
business. For 'your copy write the Community 
Inh~rmation Officer. De panntent of Consumer 
Services. Parli:tment Buildings. Victorht and please 
, specify which hrochure you want. 
Help yuurself to a fair deal. With the Trade 
Practices Act y0tt've gut what it takes. 
It never was fair and now it's illegal• under 
the Trade Practices Act. to take advantage of 
eon,sunters because of their age, infirmity, illiteracy 
or their inability to understand English. When this type 
o f  situation occurs it's called an unconscionable 
practice. 
Some door'to door stiles can also be unfair. - 
Fast talking, persuasive salespersons convince 
consumers they're getting a real bargain. If the 
consumer had known the pr ice was so excessively 
high the transaction would never have taken place. 
Again you have an unconscionable practice. ~ ,//,.ij'~ 
Salespersons who dntw consumers into a . (~'~,~,'~/~ ~,, . 
deal knowing that the person ean•t.keep up payments " \~! i !~ i  '~ ' - , -  
are engaging in an ui~eonscionaMe fr t, When " . ' : :. '.; . ~  ~ ~  
payments areu't met the unscrupulous merchant ' ,:d.[ ' I ~ '~,~:~ 
reeves in to claim the merchandise and any of the : (~  " I L ~ i ~ !  
consumer's g~ods signed over as collateral. The . . . .  * • ' 'i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ' , !  
consumer ends up with noth ng"  just wh~ t the' . - :' ~ ~! i~t~ ~ i ' T J I ~  
salesperson h~id in mind all along,. • ..... "..' .. ,i]~!li'i::~ ~ ~ % ' ~ .  
• , '  ' . . . .  • "~) tl 'h,~ ::'. . We,e glvon~oo~us, a few examp,os, .~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
unfortunately there are many more., ' " " ' ,., ~;" , ~ ~ l l ~ r ~  
• :. . . . . .  ,, ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ,  
. . . .  , . " I~ .+ '~,~:~ - 
~ritish Columbia Department of 
•  ONSUMER SERVICES 
the Honourab le  Phyll lsYoung, Minister 
models showed a boutique col- Bureau, 151 Bloor Street West, 
~i |ect[on from each designer's" Ste. It00, Toronto, Ontario 
', • summer I ne L~./..;' , '. ~:!~:-~,.-~, M5S IS8, , , , :  ! ,.:; ~:. ! 
L & D MOTORS 
Invites you to come in and meet  our f r iend ly  
sales staff. 
I ~ I+!~+ ~ 
: ~'~i~;. '. " 
• , . • 3 -  
'~. . ,Y )lOB 
r ,'-- ., tO¶ 
WAYNE SHAW RON KEREL IUK B ILL  SMITH 
_,_.3ooP.s,.B. 9500 sp,o,alM,,, $69500 1968 Chr'.,,.,, or., .T. $21 1958 Buick , Dr., Sd., 
1969 neteor,s.w $1696" 1999 Ma:$O .9 $1195 oo 
197o Oids ,Dr.,s,., .,r $299500 1999 Ford +''on $1995oo Cocd Stereo Tape Customized Camper 
1910 natr~O~.~or,s $2695" 1970 Olds 4~.,,ow.,..dow. $299500 
~F 
I I ,V&- ~ O~ags  stereo~_~lgl~l~ O0 
1974 El famine ss :zo$4795 °° 1974 I l l k  5 ~  I~WTape 6500 M ~pvlvv  
1973 Datsun PD,oooM..$2750 °° 1972 Ohevelle 2Dr., ..T. $3296" 
1972 Dat,50 .  < $2195 a° 1971 rsO .. ,Or.,sd. $396" 
1971 Oatsun,,oooe,ox. $1896 oo Ford Torino,or..,.T. $2295 a° 
1971 Mazda,~.,,d. $1896 a° 1971 i)riokot,,or.,sd. $10960o 
L & I) MOTORS LTD. iL 
E. Hwy, 16 - 635-6660 or. 635-5500 Dea ler  No .  6491 
. " , -  
3. 
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Playing Fur 
- _  _ _____  Favour i tes :  . . . .  
Wi~ this year's .reluctant percentage figure. The 
summer barely half over, cumulative rise in the price of 
bikinis, summer togs and patio skins 'over the past two and a 
furhiture are beginning to "half years had done no more 
disappear from department than bring prices back to where 
store windows to be replaced they were ten to fifteen years 
with furs. A tacit reminder that : 
good old reliable winter is not 
too far away! 
Once again, high on the list of. 
the knowledgeable fur fashion 
shdpper, is mink, which in the 
last few years has emerged as a 
firm fashion favourite and an 
excellent, fur and  fashion .buy. 
Fro'. fashion designers have a 
!endency to play favouritea 
when it comes to specific furs, 
often preferring to specialize. 
They musL of course, be ex- 
verts, on the nature, use and 
handling of all furs, unlike other 
fashion designers Who need 
only• be fami l iar  with the 
characteristics and per- 
formance of the materials with 
which they work, By contrast, 
the fur fashion designer must 
have fur exper rise in addition to 
design talent. 
One of Canada's-best known 
fur fashion designers who works 
almost exclusively, in mink, is 
Jerw Green, of Toronto. 
The thirty-five year old Gree~ 
is a fourth generation fur man 
whose deisgn design ability was 
developed by  way of ap- 
prenticeship in the family 
atelier. Interviewed recently, 
he admitted his preference for' 
working in mink, not only. 
because of its scope in design 
interpretation as compared 
with long hair bulky furs like 
lynx and fox but because, as he 
says, "it feels so good!" 
Did he think that fur fashion is 
as trendy as fashion generally? 
There wns no question i  his 
mind. He sees fur as an integral 
part of the contemporary 
fashion scene not only reflecting 
trends but adding its own 
special dimension. 
Upperm os'( i n  .dverybody's 
mind at this time is the question 
of rising costs, What did he 
earlier, prior Is the recession i
world • mink prices. 
Meanwhile, pro'dudflon costs 
includlhg highly skilled labour, 
linings, all finishing materials 
and so on, have gone up in leaps 
and bounds. In addition, the cost 
.of' mink also depends on the 
technqlue used. If the intricate 
and skillful "letting -out"  
technique i s  employed, then, 
the cost is higher. He ventured 
to suggest that an increase of 
around 20 per cent might he~ 
anticipated. 
J ambroreeof  
.Challenge 
Over 3,500 Scouts and Ven- 
turers from across Canada and 
. the U.S.A. descended on Camp 
Barnard, Sooke, B.C. for the 
"Jamboree of Challenge" on 
Thursday, August l, 1974. 
This, the second Provincial 
Jamboree held in British 
Columbla, was officially opened 
by former Lieut.-Gov, Major 
General George Pearkes, VC, 
CC, PC, CB, DSO, MC, CD - a 
former Calgary Scoutmaster 
and Honorary President of the 
B.C.-Yukon Council, Boy ScoutS" 
of Canada. Gratings were also 
brought by Mr. fan Roberts, 
Pidsident, National Council, 
Boy Scouts o[ Canada, TOronto, 
and Mr. JLm Gorst, MLA for 
EsquimalbNanalmo-The 
Islands. 
Befdre August 10, when the 
Jamboree nds, the Scouts will 
have the opportunity otry their 
hand at Scout Crafts andSkills, 
Displays and Skill-o-Rama, 
Field• Sports, Friendship 
,Projects, Venturer Activities, 
• Waterfront Activities, Trail 
Bike Riding, Rifle Shooting, 
• .wq 
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: Board Annual, Report figures - periodic teatingprograms'were 
oental Workmen's Codlpensation 1973, pre.:employment , r id  
for 1973 show arising interest in. inititated by 55 emplo)'e~ L for 
indugtHal ~audiometW. During. the 55,000 workers. " :  ' ~ 
Topics 
Did you know that if your 
cldld suddenly had a tooth 
completely knocked out that a 
dentist could rclmplant the 
tooth into the place from where 
it came out, says the Canadian 
Dental Association. Although' 
the tooth will, with a few ex- 
ceptions, eventually oosen and' 
come out is it is considered 
Worthwhile as it gives the child 
that rhuch more time to have 
and use his tooth, TERRACE DRUGS 
The important factors lb the 
success of this treatment are to 12-6 p.m. 
keep the tooth moist and to get 
toadantLst, a~soon~Dle.  LAKELSE PHARMACY 
The child should be glveff the' 
following insti'uetlons; If he has \ 7-9 p.m. 
an accident and one of hl~ teeth / 
is knocked out, he shbuld'Lt~J to ~ , 
i i  I 
find the tooth. He should, then ~1 Filling your doctor s 
keep it moist by wrapping R ih a lip¢oscrlpllon, is our lob OUl~lU/~ia  
weteloth or tissue. If nothing is If Just like him: we want to 
available, he should be told to r se~ you  in top hea l th  at- '  & HOLI DAYS • 
hold the tooth in the side of his ways. 
mouth, lie should e!ther get ~ . 
home as quickly as possible or, 
if he is old enough to directly to 
the dentist's office. 
The dentist will seal upthe 
centre of the tooth where the 
live tissue is, then implant he 
tooth back .in the socket, and 
splint it with wires or plastic 
until it heals. In most cases the 
tooth will re-attach and render 
useful service for a while. 
Got a 
News Tip? 
You 
Oould 
Win-. 
.Gash! 
Specializing in 
Chinese and C'~nadian 
Foods ~, 
For. Take Out Service ' 
Phone 635-6184 . .  . .  • . ,  
• dud Phone Shah Yan Restaurant 
thinkthepercentageincreascin Archery and earn their Jam- 6 3 5  6 3 5 7  
tl~e price of mink coats and herec Challenge Award . . . .  m 
jackets would be this year. Many new and lasting That was not the kind of frielidships will be made and Merry Garel ick of Mont rea l  curves  a ordinated to a sat in  sh i r t  and  matching "Where  the customer  is  King" 
beige wool jacket to new length.., hal Approx, Canadian retail price: the inevitable "swapping" and 
! - -  
question, he replied thought- l i e  fully, that could be answered "horse trading" among Scouts balancing the shape of his proportion- ~[25. Approx. American retail price: The  ra id  
intelligently oreven factually- will .reach a .feverish, pitch flare skir l  From his Par Mor~ ~25. Makeup: Electra & Corrode. ~ . _ ~  Across from the,.Co-0p.~.... : 
by zooming in .on a single .hef°retheend°ftheJamb°ree" coll.ecfion, the fox trimrned:suit,lis..c~!.!.#4]hotd: Serge Beauchemin. - - " - z  ~ . . . . . . .  
. I , ;  
MAYTAG PRICE IN CREA SE 
But Totem T,V Oentre | . 
Choose From a Wide Selecti( - - 
of Mode ls&Features~. .  H O L D S - - - - | | '  °~ '  ~- ' - " - - - |0~ p ,m.  " Save  on Maytag  dependab i l i ty  I 6 : :  : :  ~ 
Today  . . . and  for Years  i~ , ~ • : . '  :~: • : -  
-----PRIUE 
and Years To Comet  __~:~- , _Sat .  Aug. i7174 • 
• Addce~ Reply to: i " . ~ " . 
." -, ¢. W. (BILL) GORDON -. - 
i~? :~ Reglon~! ,~onao~r _ ' : i.~, . . ' "  
11 " p . o. Box 914sn " " i 
Maytag . . . . .  :' 
I l l  15 Ju ly  1974 , " ' " 
Aut°matics.'-- ~ ' , :  1' ALL XA't~ :' ,, :~ . 
a ' l : i ' !~ag;cas"?products  wlll be • , ~ : ' ~1 Top of the line dryers auto: 
• ..'., : :  . ~maticaily sbnse'tho degree'.o! 
farter Ioda~,'sall size modernl°ads * fabricsPermanent* Li tPressfilter Cycle-• P r: ' tnc reasq  s" : iS  fi resu l t :  o f  i i nc=eased  :cos ts , , .  dampness in'* th'e fabric' Itself 
" "' ' " , ; ,  adjust accordingly, EIIm. [orated washbasket gets dirt away from pl im thq ' tncreased ,  by 57. ' '.'., 
'1 " " "." :' f ' : :  ' /  inates any guesswork. 
sops n seconds' when lid is opened *.May: ' ' n'R' ~ i" :,, : '  AUTO-DRY 
tag Dependability, ' ~ ' ' " " " . . . .  . ~. - , ~: h , 1 - I - " ~ l 1- . I ~ . . . .  . degree of dryness ~ the 
I 
~ automatically, :~? ~i; ' 
U., '~ ourl.)5~ek doo- Or :~..:,.::,:~ ,,MER ceNTRe' r own: drying, time. inc[u~loii' [ ,U  , . . in a a te .  PormonontProssandAirFluf, 
Say ...s2 5 off. Roe;  :: ..• .~.,~.~-. ~.;!, . . . .  truly fle×ib,e drying. 
• • : ' . . -  iU  " ' "1 ' '  • 
A20"/ FOB - 409" Ool-  434" Delivered and installed to Approved raOUlltmOl " ~ ,DE40§ FOB - 2"/9" Do I -  304" 
~m FOe-m"  Oo,. ~O" . Roe ,  :PriOe~... . ' om~ FOe- SOe' o,, sOS" . .  i 
A606 FOB - 444" Dol 449" Next week - at. now prioes s4O °° - s6O °° more,., nero  FOB 344.06 eEL. S6OJ ,  '.:I~: : 
Colour $15 more ; :  
z Colour S15 more  
There never was a better time to buy Maytag 
L ~ ' 
i:i 
{. .  
7" 
F 
~L" 
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CLASSIF IED 
I 
14 Business Personal~ 14. Business Personal 19 - Help Wanted: 33 - For Sa le .  Misc. 41 .  Mach inery  49. Homes for  Sale • Sl, Business'• Locat ions 
~ qualified person to perform a ~ TtlEHERALD . ROOFING TIP TOPTAILOR variety of cleaning and Terox Large S bdr. bl.level home Warehouse spaceavallablefor • , . recently completely 2600 sq. ff• "rent, downtown area. Call 635- 
3212KalumSIreel See Your specialist NOWI NOW OPEN FOR YOUR maintenance duties, on a shift TerraceBC CONVEN,E.CE . s , s .  at ,be Cou, House, ,o Crawler Tractors ,,v,ng area R DR LR RR 2 2Va 3282 and ask for Office mgr• 
P.O. Box399 No lob to big ~Open 8:30 a.m. - 6:08 p.m. operate a small motorized . bath 2 sun decks affached CTF 
Phone835-6357 No lob too small sldewalk sweeper and be .82-20 : 180 HP garage with concrete pad large 
See your oldest roof specialist Made to responsible for snow removal 82-30 - 225 HP landscaped lot 9 per cent 52, Wanted to Rent mortgage PIT approx. $280 sub- Wanted By Dlstrlct of Terrace 
• duties required; to supervise 82-40 - 290 HP staotlal CTM~16 HIIIcrest 63S- Employee 2or3bdr.houselnor. 
Subscript ion rates: Single Steve Parzentry Roofln8 Co. Measure Suits staff and order cleaning sup- 
copy 15 cents. Monthly by Ltd. . Terex 3611 (P-34) out of town. Phone 63S.288q 
carrier .70. ' " i General Roofing Br i t i sh  "Roya  le"  plies and equiPment. Requires, For Sale: 
Yearly by mail in Canada !Phone anytime 63S.2724 preferably, completion of a Dry Hay, 70 per cent Alfalfa 30 After 6:00 P.M. (P-33) 
$7.50. Box 338, Terrace, B.C. Woollen Fabr ics  vocational school course In per cent broome, hauled to your Front End Leaden 
Yearly by mail nulsidc (CTF) r Everyday . lanltorlal duties and' several door. $3.00 per bale Phone 635- 3BEDROOMS WANTED TO RENT: 
Canada $15.00 Regular Price $235.00 years' related experience. 3934 anytime. (P.33) 2v. yd.to7,d. FULL BASEMENT Quiet couple wish to rent 
SALARY-(1973 rate) • $710 plus Equipped with Large Lot room with bed & some cooking 
Aut lorized us seoond class Special Price- 175.00 shift premium when applicable. BREVICK BLDG. Grapples "BRAND NEWI facilities for a month close In. 
mail by lile Peel Office Dept. STilAN-STEEL to Obtain applications from the SUPPLIES LTD., " . . . . .  Carpeting &Cushion Floor Phone Skeena-Holel Cliff 
188.00 Government Age.t, ..o. Mountain•Logger Double Carport Whitfleld (P-33) 635-2249 
,Ollawalx)slag e inandcash.f°r payment of SleeIPrefabricatedBuildings Alterations our Specialty Lakelse Avon., Terrace and sk idd ; ;  ' A BARGAIN 
BobsienConstruction (Including leather clothes) return to the PUBLIC SER.  4118HartHwy., , e re  AT$36,o001 Two Bedroom; full basement. 
t I.~.,,;.~IFII.'I).',; I)I.'E It'f io:l)n Box319, Kltimai, B.C. Mens, Ladles & Childrens VICE COMMISSION, 544 Prince George First Mortgage at S30,0OO Side by side duplex. Phone 635- 
a..t..~IONI)AY. Phone632-3474 Alterations" Michigan St. Victoria by Aug. Phone962-7262 " ML1S0 & ML200 (Interest 10V2 per cent) 9042 Vacant as of Sept• 1 CTF 
~,I.'*:D lirsl "~ll ~,~.o1'(1~ .. or635-4886 All types of Zipper fixed 28, 1974 '190 HP 210 HP Monthly $281, plus taxes Wanted to Rent: By Reliable 
.5 celils each word Ihereafter. I':.R. "Sandy" COMPETITION NO• 74:2274. Good Selection of 5109 Mills Ave•, employed person cabin or shack 
1 Coming Event;; Wighlman. P. I~ng. See Gus Llotsakls at (C.33) 80cAlUm'lin.Ribbedft. roofing 24 ga.,- j New & Used Equipment READY FOR OCCUPANCY In need of repair. Must have 
" (Cq_l,)Residence: 635-7730 4617 Lazelle Ave.  " CLERK-STENOGRAPHER Galv. ribbed roofing 30 ga.,- | .  At Our Terrace 3ranch NOW!~ running.water In summer 
Royal Order of Moose Lodge Terrace, B.C. TERRACE 78e lin. ft. and winter. Preferable In quiet 
Freedelivery toSmithersona SAV.MoRBUILDERS location. Phone after 6 5.5298 
No. 1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting DYNAMIC The Department of Labour, 71000.00 order CENTRE LTD. Pete. (P-34) 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 'OARPETS~ ' - HEALTH Provincial Government, has an (C-48) sday every month at 8 p.m . . . .  S 4827 KEITH AVE., Urgent: Wanted a 2 - 3 bedr. 
, Fantastic Select ion Supplements, foods, health qualified stenographer for the For Sale Livestock Pacific Terex Ltd. TERRACE, B.C. house. Please Phone 635-5919 
books, Herbs by order. Apprenticeship and Industrial | 4 Heifers aging from 4 I 5110 Keith ' PHONE 635.7224 (P.33) 
:: 12. MusiC,DancingArt, By "Harding" Open Monday Through Friday Training Branch. To perform | months to 2 years. Price will J Terrace TEACHER A~.~ 
andother Evenings Only 'general apprentices and pre - | bedetermlned at buying time. I 51 Bust'hess Locations COMMODATIOhl 
Famous Manufacturers 6:30 • 8:30 P.M. apprentices and those of | Erlckson Holdings J ,635-7241 " 
:~ Register now for Highland at Any other times by ap- various Committee and J (Old)Brugeman Farm. 1 Eves 635-3258 REQUIRED 
: dancing lessens: Mrs. Jean peintment. Examination Boards also, files J In New Remo. (C-33) J i Warehouse space for rent 
'. Henderson, qualified member t0001.C'OId Lakelse Lk. Rd. of reports, contracts, etc. 43-  Rooms for  Rent  downtown area, approx. 1500sq. Newly appointed members of 
' of the Scottish & Canadian AL ~ ~I~C Thornhlll, Phone 635.5980 C-34 Requires, preferably, Sacon- 36. For  Hide ft. Phone 635-2274 Ask for Off. the teaching staff of School~ 
Dance Teachers Alliance, will dory School graduation and a HILLSIDE LODGE Mgr. CTF Distr ct'No. 88 {Skeena.Cassler 
| ' LANDSCAPING minimum of two years' I~ckhoe & front end loader will be en:lvlng during late . 
be commencing lessons Your | For Free estimates contact stenogr,~phlc experience; good work. Call R. Hartnell 635.5639 4450LIftle~Ave., Office space for rent, 1000 August and early September. 
" beginning in September. All Irly Bird Dealer square feet, second flopr, Furnished apartments, un- 
!~ those Interested phone 635-7842. | Scape Wid Scope. typing and good shorthand after 5:00 p.m. (P-33) S I e e p I n g r o o" m s ,  
(P.35) 635=7284 J '  Phone635-7414 speeds, housekeeping units, centrally downtown location. Available furnished units, houses, and 
J after6p.m. STARTING SALARY: (1973 located, fully furnished. Immediately. Phone 635.7181 room and board will be 
Senior piano student will teach 4805 Hwy. 16 W. J WhyNot BookNo,~v For Spring rate) - up to ~05 per month, : Reasonable rates by day or CTF required. If you have suitable 
beginners in Thornhill area. J (C-35) depending on qualifications accommodation to offer/ please 
Reference given. Phone 635.2122 Terrace, B.C. and experience. Fully papered V2 ~rab Gelding. week. Non.drinkers only. Phone Obtain applications from the Yearling. Bay with white 635.6611. CTF. . NOWlnduslrlaiRenting PlazaMotz BrotherSspace Telephone:Contactthe Shool635.4931 Board Offlce,(c.34) 
(P.351 "We AIsolnstall" Western ~anada Letter Government Agent, 4S07 markings• Fully gentled & Furnished rooms and furnished available for warehousing or 
I !3. Personal Wcbb B.efrigeration Tickets are now available from Lakelse Ave., TERRACE and halter broke. Phone 847.2663 or apts. Cooking facilities Light •business. "54 - Business Property 
Music Festival members or return.by August 2S 1974. 847.3055. (CTF) available. Phone 635.6658 CTF ..Easy Access - -  
4623SOUCIE635-218B ..Served by Railroad In memoriam donations to the " ' 'Terrace Photo. Monies help to COMPETITION NO. 74:2322. 
B.C. Heart Foundation may be ~ support the Pacific Northwest (C-33) 2 yr. old V2 Arab Geldlng. Out of OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE ..All utilities Available ATCO STRUCTURES LTD., 
mailed to the Terrace Unlt, B.C. ~ Music Festival. (C-33) Tan Tin Birch Haven Ranch. Comfortable rooms in quiet For Learning information Has available on site ac- 
commodations, the 8 x 16 skld 
Heart Foundation, Box 22," Openings for assistant manager 635.5288 c-35 residential area. 2812 Hall St., Contact: KarIMotz mounted Super shacks for of- 
Terrace, B.C. CTF 19. Help Wanted Must be 19 years of age, neat, Phone 635.2171 CTF 
Authorized ' willing to work varying shifts, For sale: One Standard & at fices,storage, first aid units, 
ServiceDepot B.C. Hydro Requires Experience preferred but Thoroughbred cross gel dlng. Furnished room for rent. 635.2312 ' lunchrooms, Complete with220 
LOYALSOCREDS Repairsto i~.efr'igerators Automotive Bodymen willing terrain.Apply In person Well trained. Be'st offer 635.6694 Cooking facilities available. In Located at Kalum & Kelth CTF V heat & plantable. Also 
town. Call offer 5. 635.4738 )c- completely furnished units are It has become apparenl Freezers, Washers, Dryers, For accident repair and at Ye-Olde Pizza Place 3208 (p-35) . . 
nembership in the Britis~ And Ranges " general body work. Preference Kalum St., After 4 p.m. CTF 33) ,. Parking space available 2 lots available for Information - rent 
Columbia Social Credit will be given to an adaptable 2.2yr.01d geldings (areof Toby For Rent: One•large furnished on Lazelle for leaseor rent. Call or purchase - call 562-6231 In 
•,  League does not provide (CTF) tradesman with experience. Bookkeeper for employment In . Patch) green broke S125.O0ea. ' bedroom unit at Ka Um ceuH. 635.3282 and ask for office mgr. Prince George. (C.33) 
membership tri the" Social . . . Cr ditParty of Canada. Roto-tllUng, post-hole and Applicants must pass a!'cem- ~'Chai~lel.ed Accountants'. Qfflce, '1 - Welsh.pony well t ra ined,  Phone:635.2S77 CTF ~'~ ~' :~!  :CTF ' :  
basementdlgglng, lotclearlng, p rehens lve  med ica l  Dutes to Include maintaining gentle, $200. Phone 846.5340. . 
Perso.s ,sh,n to proper,y p rK - -a - ' -  establish membership in the and levelling. Phone 635.6782 examination. Wages range clients bookkeeping recordsand Box i2O8e Smlthers, B.C. (C.36) 44 - Room & Board 
from S6.63toS7.05per hour, 37V= payroll preparation. Salary : " " , 
Social Credit Party of Canada CTF " hours per weel~. Vancouver comensurate with experience ' .... INTRODUCING-•- Room & Board required in the 
are invited lo write Box1047 ii~'--~Bm,~,,.,.'--'-~,..,-~--mjworklocatlon. Pension and Apply to McAIplne & Co. 46,I,P Terrace&Klt lmatareas ' for  avenue 
14. Business Personal ; EXOMATIN.6. I other employee benefits. Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B .C ,  "Frolle Bardee" No. 8937216 high school students- grades 8 
Apply to the employment CTF ' Sorrel Quarter Horse from to12. TheDept;oflndlanAf- 
SKEENA ELECTRIC CLA 
I Vancouver, B.C. VSZ 2N5, requlresmaleorlomale, part themostbrlllantyoungSlresln year. For further Information. mited between 9 and 4, Monday fo time or furl time sales people. I "A"  ELECTRICAL PhoneJ  II I Northern, B.C.I ~ Call Dept..of Indian Affairs at 
1 . | write for an application form. for more Into. (C-35) and legs. You'll like whatyou ~ 35-3179 or 635-2058 (CTF) J Friday. Telephone 261-5151 or Car necessary. Phone 635.9069 Fabulous head, neck, body 635.7127. (C'-35) . I  
I ' " I c-35) | SkeenaWelding& ! Pre.school supervisor for Child see and you'll love his Collsl i r k  avenue ter race 
Co~tact: DOn or Sendra 47-Homes  for  Rent  635 497 1 i MarineService I JANITOR Deve lopment  Centre .  Mo*roz Box 624, Houston, B.C. " m 
IGeneral Welding and Marine I loader work l ' Preferably Ilcenced Send Phone 604.045.2836 (P-35). For Rent: New three bedroom 
IService in the Shop or in the I septic tank systems I Needed for cleaning services resume of education & ex- in the hospital and someoutside perlence & to Executive house, carpet throughout, 
/Field. DIRtier 3915 Eby St., Terrace, ~ & calf, 1 yr. old Heifer laundry .& extra room In the 
1 
BLocally In Thornhlll & Cop- maintenance. ~ l 5o25Halliwell B.C. Salary to be arranged. (C- For Sale 5.5006 (C.33) basement, spacious carport. 
.Terrace, B.C. IPermountaln Area. Salary: $749.7S per month. 
Phone635.4500 1 For Personalized-sarvl~e. I Apply: Mr.J. Dykhulzen, Mills 33) " $250 per month available Sept. 
W "BILL"KNIGHT CALL .I Memorial HospltaI. CTF Fol" Sale: 1 Registered V~ 1. Ploase cal13319 Thomas St. or -:~'-;..~i 
25 - Situations Wtd., Morgan Mare , Phone 635.2643. (C-33) ~, 
SGHMITTY'S '1 Babyslfler required 5 days a 2Angus. Herefordcrosecows& ' CTF) ' • Female calls Phone 635.5420 before For Rent: One, bedroom ! ,~ :~.  
W~Iter Well Drilling. I 635-3939 .m week mornings only beginning " apartment near Vocational P t~ September. Straume vicinity. P.M. (C-?) School completely furnished ,.~ 
Enquiries veningsOnly,Phone 635.3091 JB Im' l laB l l lm lmmlmm Ph°ne635"9025CTF Wlllbabysit in myhome. 1063 . . . IncludlngTVPhoneS.296Sor 5. ~ ~ ~ 
Skeena Valley Water Wells . Salesperson male or female for Lakelse Lake Road. Phone 635- 38 Wanted Misc. 2310 (C-34) ~ 
CTF WALU)M"  Terrace area. Some selling 2122(P-3~1) I experience preferred but nat Wanted: Carrier Queensway Side by slde duplex for rent.. 
IN  S l~K!  essential. No door to door 26-  Bui lding Materlal~ area. Timberland Trailer Park Phone 635.3409 (P.33) ... ; 
RALPII'SPI{.ECISION "' selling. An excellent op- . . and area towards Bridge. DELUXE HOME Phone Thursday or Frl, 635.6307 
SIIAItI'ENING portunlty for the 'right person, before 5 p.m. Must start own 48 - Suites for Rent On Westview Drive. 3 bedrooms plus fourth 
Circular Saws . That's At: Phone coiled to Mr.'Lannon or 
I landSaws Mr. Zack 562-4391 )c-33) Price Skeen0 Forest Products route. Be responsible for downstairs; Rec. room with bar; 2 
Lawnmowers ~ Ltd.,have a supplyof Iowgrade delivery. STF 1 bdr furnished suite for rent. ' fireplaces; sundeck; many other extras; 
Axes Say , ,  r Help Wanted: Cook full time or lumber. This lumber Is , Inquiries 5.457Sor apply at,IS20 • Full price $55,000. Make an appointment o 
Scissors, Skates part time Phone 635.6302 Also available for 810 per. thousend Wanted to Buy: Gestetner Olsoh (C.33) view. 
~oi~os Builders Desk Clerk Wanted CTF board feet for 2 x 8 and 2 x 10. Mlmeographlc machine In 
$15per thousand board feet for 2 working order, Call Karen at 
101}l B. Old Lakelse Lk. Hd x 4 and 2 x 6. $40 per thousand 635.6357 before 5 p.m. STF .4 Only self -c ontalned bechleor MUST BIE SOLD suites, no pets, no children. Call 
Thornhill 835-3131 Gonter  Ud ,  B.c. Hydro.and board feet for 1 X 4 and wider. Affractive 3 bedroom home with f i replace 
POWER AUTHORITY Tuesday through Saturday 8 For. Sale: One cordova boat Lou between 6 & 7 p.m. at 635- 
REQUIRES a.m. to 4:30 p.m. All tran- comptetewltha iSHPJohnston 4566 CTF and full basement; Located in a well 
i I ) ICTUi l i~ .F Ib~MES .-  developed area On the bench. Take  a look  
Framing. o[ paintings, pi, I 4827 Kelth Ave. , sections on cash basis only. Motor $600 Boat alone Is $350; . 
ctures, photos, i:crtificates,J Automotive Mechanics CTF ' motor $250 638-4814 CTF 49 Homes for" Sa le  and make an offer. Quick possession. 
needlepoint, etc. Ready Iol Our Transportation Division 
hang. 50 /rame stylcs to| .Phone 635.7224 Maintenance Departmeht Is Exerclsoyour head.walk to the , Young couple wish fo purchase MODERATELY PRICED 
choose groin. Phone 635-21811. I leoklng for applicants who have 28 - Furniture for Sa ,le bus stop end take the 'Kltlmat or lease with option a house with 3 bedroom sma liar home on a nice view lot 
served an opprenflceshlp as an ~ Commuter Co.op Bus. Steve basement.'638-3172 CTF ill Thornhill. Asking only $19,500. 
JtCTF) ' | t Automotive Mecha'nlc or a Maroszek S-6417 ' 
m,~ItNINA SEWING' Heavyl~uty Mechanic end have Furniture for Sale: • --17.5 cu. ft. Inglls For Sale: Reasonably priced 
Uplands Nursery will remain I .~JACIIINES a knowledge of air brakes for quick sale. Slde by side one NEAR SCHOOLS 
open for assistance for the' S:des&Service systems, and diesel englnes. Refrldgeralor • Harvest gold. 1 39 - Boats & Engines 
summer months Monday to ~ AI Nor[hernCrafts Applicants must pa,ss a yr. old, $300 . .. and two bdr. duplex can be a Well kept 3 bedroom home on double lot; • .Transonic component stereo three bdr., two bath residence, has fourth bedroom downstairs; Fenced; 
Fr iday-  5 p.m. to 6 p.m. 4G24(.;roig " comprehens ive medical  Furnished or Double garage. Reasonably priced. Saturday 10 a.m. to S p.m, examination. Wages' range set. V~ price $175. 22' aluminum Jet driven river unfurnished. 635- 
" "" ~.Garage Sale August 17th, boat*l yr.oldln mint tend. 455 .4382 (P.33) 
Closed Sundays. CTF I Phone635-5257 from $6.68 per hour to $7.05 per: 4711 Galr, 635.5877 (P-33) .olds engine," berkley pump, . 
• hour, 37V~ hours per week, 1owing top, running top and For Sale: 3 bdr. house. Full 5 ACRE PROPERTY IN TERRACE 
At'COHOLICS i Are you paying too much for Vancouver work location. Close to shopping, schools and all facilities; 
ANONYMOUS . furniture. If  so try our Iur- Pension and other employee Garage Sale -- Saturday August' 'tandem trailer $12,500 ,00 basement partially . 17th 9:00 A.m. , 5:00 P.M. Phone .469.0310, Ken Ranta finished 3 yrs. old. Carport, 3 bedroom home; large shop and small 
• Mon~,Tburs., Sat., nRuro renting ' plan. beneflls. Leaving country. Must sel l  Edmonton (C.34) fenced treed lot. Phone 635.4430 garage; lots of potential. 
iWe reat complete iiousehold Apply to the employment everything. Good prices on all CTF 
Phone 638.5820 63S.86:36_ furniture including ¢.V. with section, Oakrldge Transit ttoma Including small furniture 41 - Machinery_ for Sale "Fnr Sale: 3bdr.room splitlevel INVESTMENT PROPERTY 
the option to buy.. Center, 949 West 41st. Avenue, & eppllancos, fools, garden 
~LCOHOLICS .ANONYMOUS Fred's Furnttur0 Lid. Vancouver, B.C. VSZ 2N5~ 1968 2010 Joh'n Doere trac homeneor1600sq, ft, 300x180 21/~acresiteonKalumStreetwith2houses. 
supplies, toys, etc. 471! Galr. loader, 1971 400 John Deere lot. KalumLk. Dr.lve Phone635- Golx'! subdivision potential. Call today for 
-. Phone035.3030~ between 9 and 4, Monday to 'Ave., 635.5877 (P.33) backhoe, 196418001nternational 2326 (P.34) 
)loneer Group Meet" everyl ~34Lakelse Friday. Telephone 261.5151 or , more particulars. 
;alurday Nice at 8:30 p.m. In write for an application form. Michigan2 ycl. loader with For.salei 2bdr. house, 1.8acres the Kalum River Roo  In (CTF) (C.3S) One Large chesterfield set. tanden. Dump 1964 75A 
Terrace Hotel (NC) ' $65.00 635.2819 (P.33) grappel. 1956 they single axle of land. 7 mllea east of Terrace. Ed Diessner. 635.2089 
, , ' ' Horst Godlinski - 635.$397 . . . .  : Weselloadarshekes andheavy woRKERBUILUINGSERVICE : dump truck. Call after 635-62S1 Phone 635.5513 (P-34) 
Golden Rule • Odd lobs for the cedar shingles and we would TERRACE For Sale: Automatic washer-. (P-35) House for sale. on over 3acres Ron Earl - 635-2612 
. dryer combination In one For Sale: Joh~ Deore rubber on Kalum Lk, Drlve.(C-34) " Frank Skidmore - 635.5691 
Iobless. Phone 635.4S35 3238 like to buy an older model ' Th~ Department of Public machine, Dries clothes com. fire loader with backhoe. 63s, Mrs,'Schottenklrk~ RR2 Kalum Hans Caullen- 638.3708 
; Kalum St., over Kalum Elec- loader, Preferably with rubber Works, Provincial Government, d)letely. Price I775, Phone 635, 6941 or 638.3124 CTF ~ : 
, Irlc. CTF fires. Phone 635.5190 (C.35) has an Immediate opening for a 4330 (P.33) Lk, Dr,, . . 
wEDNESDAY,  AUGUST: H, 1974 -. . - :  THE HERA[  D, TERRACE,'B.C. 
5;I. Busilless Property 57,-),utomobil~s ' " 58. Trailers Legal f'- .......... " Legal -. 
B.C. V6C3L7, before the 6fh day NOTICE TO CREDITORS AND 
--  ,' " of September 1974, after which S 
2200sq. ft., building for rent FORSALE: Se r~g 3 IxIr. El Monte Mobile thedate the assests of thesald OTHER . , 
4641 Kelth Ave., Next to Nor. ..1971 V= ton Chevrniot pick Home fully furnished fencedlot,' :Esteto(s)wi l l  be distributed, ~'  - ~ - " * 
thern Magneto 635.0334 or 635. up, has small camper. Phone skirted & winterized large sun having rega~'d only to: claims " IN THE MATTER OF THE 
2831 after S p.m. CTF 635-7834 STF CTF deck & factory built porch. Can , 'that have been received,* ESTATE OF CHARLES LOUIS 
be viewed at No. 35 Timberland Clinton Fonts, ANDRE DAUMONT/  FOR- 
55 - P roper ty  for Sale and Trailer Park or Phone 635- Public Trustee, (C -33)  MERLYOF 5311 HAUGHLAND 
5393 (C-33) . . . .  AVENUE,  TERRACE,  
Smilhers Area. 30 stall MobileI - -  - -  LAND REGISTRY ACT PROVINCE OF B.C. 
I ome park. Laid out in a cul-I . l~=- .ml~ I ! Cosmopolitan Homes Notice Is hereby given that 
de-sac with playgrou~id Ful l[  I I ,,, I vd ,  11111:_¢ I Re ~. Certificate of Title $7943- creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of ~¢eupaney year round withl  | 1 1 ~  ', ' "~='v I  1. One only, full price - I, 
wailing list. Lal Ihis properly| | ~ ~ E ,I,999.00 ; Including delivery. *The Seuth Va of Lot 7, being CHARLES LOUIS ANDRE 
F:Y for itself. Asking $71,000] ~I : I Brand new Premier 24 ' x 36' that portion lying South of a DAUMONT, late of the District 
C)ntacl Norlhcounlry Real ly|  " - double wide moblle home. Can stralght line bisecting the East of Terrace, B.C. are hereby 
Lid Box 2588 Smithers Phone| r ' / '~ /n  ~AID ' '  be furnished to your choice of and West boundarlesof the said required to send: them to 
p~7.3217 • I I "" vu=.e ~,,rt~ four deluxe decor options. 100 . Lot, Block 20, District Lot 360, Kenneth David Grant, care of 
O per cent financing available. Range S, Coast District, Plan Grant & Co., Borrlsters and 
~- -  " SHAKEY? D, O.A.C. Cosmopolitan'Homes 1064. Solicitors, 3 4635 Lazelle 
LAKELSE WEST SIDE L. Ltd., Mile 2, Vanderhoof Hwy. WHEREAS satlsfactoryproof Avenue, Terr0ce, B.C., before 
Prince George. Phone 562.4391. of loss of the above Cortlflcate the 21st day of August, 1974, 
Free hold lot for sale - 110 ft. 5 Dealer License No. D.7141, of Title, issued in the names of 
frontage with 2 cablns road & 5 2. Whypayhighrent? Aslow Terence McDonagh and Mary 
boat access. 635.7058 CTF 7 as $100 down can arrange McDonagh,hasbeen filedin my 
completepurchase and delivery office, I hereby give notice that 
Small acreage for sale at 1 of a fully furnished single or I'shall,on the expiration of two which we then have notice. 
woodland Park (4 and 5 acres) • hNln mobile home of your weeks from the date of the laM Grant & Co., " 
Phone 635•5900 or 635-3395 CTF choice. If yOU purchase during ',publication hereof, issue a .Barristers 8, Solicitors 
the month of August you will Provisional Certificate of Title 4635 Lazelle Ave., 
For Sale: An Attractive Land- receive at no" extra charge a to the above named in lieu of Terrace, B.C. 
soaped acre of rental property freezer and 100 Ibs. of prime said Lost Certificate, unless In (C.33) 
In Thornhllll. consisting of ~ beef. Call collect anytime the meantime valid objection is 
duplexes, electrically heated, Cosmopolitan Homes Ltd., made in. writing to the un- DEPARTMENTOFLANDS 
completely furnlshed and in A.1 Phone 562.4391. Dealer License derslgned. FORESTS, AND 
condition. 4 - Two bedroom 4 - N ENTERPRISES "~, No. D-7141. DATED at the Land Registry WATER RESOURCES 
one bedroom units. 3. From $4,995.00 25 Used and Office, PrinCe Rupert, British 
Prlce 5'/z tirqes 512,240 Gross We have a large near new mobile homes can be. Columbia, this 281h day of June Timber Sale A06519, 
Take over nice 9V~ per cent Sealed tenders will be 
mortgage&earnanetcashflow se]ectJon of  exper ienced moved to your area. 100 per 1974. cent f nanc ng avai abe. received by the District 
of 14 per cent on your In- cars & t ruc~s . O.A.C. For further information . E.J. Raven. . , Forester at Prince Rupert, 
vestment of $29,000 CTF PLUS please call Cosmopolitan REGISTRAR British Columbia not later 
Apply Skeena Estate#, Ltd. 635- Homes Ltd. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. at' (C-34 then 11 a.m. on the 3rd day of 
2577 Winnebago Kap Covel .$62.4391. Dealer license No. D. Sept. 1974 for the purchase of. ; 
For All Trucks---- 7141. Nicley Treed lot: 4800 Block Notice to Creditors Llcence A06519to cut 2,474,200 
Dairy. (BenchArea) 78x 127on Campers -- Toot Trailers 4. Repossession. 12 by 66 ~*.- • cubic feet of Hen'flock and 
• Canadian made 3 bdr. mobile Estate of the deceased: other species, Balsam, 
water - no sewer Phone 635•7895 CTF Phone 635-4373 home equipped with every Alexander Lament, Late of Lodgepole Pine, Spruce, 
possible option. Can be pur- Dawson Creek, B.C. Cedar, and Cottonwood, 
PORSALE 10,t9 HWY.  16']~ chased by reliable party with Creditors and others having located at Cullon Creek, 
TELKWA Terrace, B.C.CIT: 100 per cent financing O.A.C. claims against the said- Casslar Land District. 
For further information please estate (s) are hereby required to Five (5) years will be allowed 
60 Acres, Approx. 45 cleared, call collect anytime 562.4391. sand them duly vsrlfied, Jo the for removal of timider. 
piled, ready for burning, on 1965 Chrsyler Newport. Ex- Dealer License No. D.7141. Public Trustee, 635Burrard'St., As this area is within the 
Bulkley River. Phone 047.3172 cellent condltlon..$800 after 6 CTF• Vancouver, B.C. V6C 3L7, Skeena P.S.Y.U., Which is fully 
CTF p.m. No. 11 Timberland before the lath day of Sep- committed, this sale will be 
Trailer Park. (P.33) tember 1974, after which the awardedunderthe provlslonsof 
For rent or sale a lot In Copp. Chinook TrailerSates assets of the sald estate(s) will section 17(la] of the Forest Act, 
permountain subdlvlslon. Priced for quick sale 1971 2 dr., Ltd. be~dlstrlbuted, having regard which gives the timber.sale 
Fenced In lawn & garden area. Vega Hatchback. 28,000 miles 5506 Ilighway 16 West only to claims tll,~'t have'been applicant certain privileges. 
Phone 635.2941. (P.33) Body and Interior in excellent received. ' '~ ~"s Particulars may be obtained 
- condition. Phone 5.2927 iP-33) D5-387 from the District Forester, 
Clinton W. Fonts, Prince Rupert, B.C.. or the 
56. Business OppBrtunityo _. GMC PRES~..NTSTOCK • Public Trustee, Forest Ranger, Hazelton, B.C. 
V~ ton plckup for sale. Good , ,,, 
Spectacular rubber low mileage, good I MOBILEliOMES . (C-35) (C-33) 
NEW INVENTION: running condition. Phone 635- | Two new ]2 x 68 Vista villas SECOND MORTGAGE 
The world's most advanced 5775 (C-33} |set up in Kitimat ready for DISTRICT OF KITIMAT 
Idea in beverages, t~en and 1974 Ford Econollne superv~n, lOCcupaney. NOTI:CEOFTENDER 
women required to opei'ate this All customized Interior, stereo | One new 12 x 68 Nor Western WATER LINE DISTRIBUTION 
revoluntlonary Drink System tape deck, chrome reverse SYSTEM ' ~ 
part time or furl time. No ex. rims. (C.33) 635.9453 Iset up in town. " 
perience necessary. All meier CABLE CARSUBDIVISION_~:., __ 
locations sup#led by Company. 
Start • phil time in your own 
business w th as t te as $!,295 
for stock and equlpment, or 
earn full time income with $4900 
investment, Limited Dealers. 
For' Personal ntervlew write 
Redy.Cup, 50 Electronic Ave., 
Port Moody, B.C. Include 
Phone, (C-33) 
57 - Automobi les  
I'm gofina get another car 
from Reum Molors before 
the old clonker comes 
completely apart. 
Roum Motors 
4517 LAKELSE 
635-4941 
I I I  I I  I I  
MUFFLER SERVICE  
For Sale: 1970 Buick Lesabre, 4 
dr .  sedan, Dk.-green, In colour. 
"Dr. green'lnterlor. & r,~d!al 
tires. Excellent cond. S2,800~00 
Phone 5.51~ (C-35) . 
1956 Chev dr ,  :repa nt. and 
all 'new chrome. '63 Chevelle 
motor all trans. Needs some 
work. Skeenavlew Lodge, Room 
A.1. (P-33) 
For Sale 1972 125 Suzuki En- 
duro. $,100 
1960 International 3V~ ton flat 
deck. $800 Phone 5.9459 (P.34) 
73 Dodge pickup. Excellent 
condltlco. Phone 635.7848 (P-3S) 
For Sale: 1973 Nova SS 350, four 
barrel, 4 spd. , console with 
special Instrumentation, strafe 
bucket seats, tinted windows. 
Vinyl roof, new engine, and 
many extras. Immaculate 
condition, 
Resonable price. 
Phone 635-7650 anytime. (P- 
35) 
For Sals: International BD 264 
cu. In. Motor new rings, valve 
grind Phone 635.2453 (C-34) 
For Sale: ,67 Ford Galnxle 
'500 sports model, One owner. 
P.S.P.B. 390 4 barrel engine 
Extras. Phone 5.9991 or 5.7949 
(P.34) 
1967 Mustang convertible V8 
auto. 2000 miles on rebuilt 
motor. New tires, nlca shape. 
Best offer, Phone 635.9168 (C- 
33) 
1972 Cellca, good condlnon. 
1972 Statesman.12x63 Mobile 
Home 3. bed. W & Dryer .in 
utility rdom,. Prdpert#i seCtip 
in Sunny Hill Trailer Court. 
Fully skirted & ready to for 
immediate  occupancy.  
$10,5(}0. 
1970 12X68 Diplomat. "3 
bedroom, front kitchen, 
Large addition .set  up in 
town. $12,500. 
~ew 1~52 2 bedroom Nor: 
Western set up in Kalum 
rrailer Court. Ready for 
amediate occupancy 10,900. 
Chinook Trailer Sales Ltd, 
5506 Highway 16 ~.est 
Steve Butler or Hill S~'hoeps 
635-2033 
D5-397 
C~,F 
1973 Canadlsna Trailer 12 'x 60' 
Fully furnished with washer 
and dryer. 10 x 14 addition. On 
85' x 260' lot. Partly fenced and 
seeded to grass. 635.4692 [P-33) 
For Sale 1971 12' . x 62' 
Paramount raller~ W to W large 
sundeck, enclosed porch, tully 
Insulated. 035.6017 CTF 
62 • Properties Wanted 
LAKE FRONT 
PROPERTY WANTED "' 
Large acreage with at least 
one mile of shoreline. Must have 
good fishing. Send detalls to J. 
Jones, Box 852, Station K,  
Toronto, Ontario. 
:" 1 Sealed tenders marked 
"T;~r~d~r.~ for ,Water:~ L Ine  
~I,~-'lbdIl'6~ S~;terd':~.able Car 
:.Sub~l'lvlslon ''~ will be ac(:epfed. 
by'the undersigned until' 2:00 
p.m., P.D.T., AU~.t  23, 1974. 
Tenders most be £'ccompanled 
by a Certified Cheque or Bid 
Bond In theamount of ten (10 
per cent) ~f the BL d 'Amount and 
a consent of  S(~rety for a fifty 
~0ndP.er. cent). Pm;formance 
The work Include~ the 
following meier items and other 
related work. 
..Trenching, laying, and 
backfill ing al~proxli~htely 
16,500 I.f. of 8" asbestos-c'e'r~ent 
pipe of 1,500 I.f. ()f 8" du~ctlle 
Iron pipe. 
• .instolllng "valves,  f ire 
hydrants, and flfllngs. 
.-Trenching, laying, and 
backfilling approximately .4~000 
I.f. of service connection lines. 
.-Other related work. . :~.  
-.This contract covers 
primarily Installation of all 
major material whlch will be 
supplied by the Owner. 
Plans, specifications, and 
Tender Documents msy be 
obtained from the office of the 
Municipal Engineer by making 
~a 325.00 deposit, to be refuneded 
if the Documents and Plans are 
returned in good condition, 
before Aug. 30, 1974 to: 
Mr, J.A. Currle 
'Municipal Manager 
District of Klnmat 
Box 3000 
Kltlmat, B.C, 
Lowest or any .Tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
Auto Supply Stores 
4910 Hwy. 16 W. I " 
Pllone 635-6555 
For Sale: 1973 Ford Pinto 
Reasonably priced, Low 
mileage, 25 MPG Phone 635.6942 
CTF 
1966 Meteor Le N~oyn~ Con- 
vertible*. 390 Englne.-P,S.P.B., 
Good: :rubber including .two 
snow.tires one owner 635-7970 
CTF 
Phone 635.2632 after 6:30 p.m. "-'~ 
(C.33) LAND WANTED 
58. Trai lers  . Suitable for hunting or 
N~blle Home 12 x 60 In a good 
trailer court completely set up 
and furnished. Reasonable for 
quick sale. Enquire at 635.2771. 
(P.331 
For Sale: Parkwood Deluxe 2 
dr., laundry room, sundeck and 
storage area, Set up In .No. 39 
Timberland Trailer Park. 
Reasonably Priced Call 635. 
~26 evenings. (C-33) 
For Sale: 12 x 52 Safewny 
Trailer No. 35, 3604 No, Kolum 
Phone 635.2436 CTF ) 
fishing. Large or small acreage, 
Wltho;Jfbulldlngs. Send details 
of size and other Into. to M, 
Taylor, Box 586, Station K, 
Toronto, Ontario. 
LANDWANTED 
Sportsman wishes to buy land 
suitable for hunting or fishing. 
Will purchase-large or small 
acreages without buildings. 
Send details of size and other 
Infm'mntlon to L. Tailor, Box 
852, Station K, Toronto, Ontorlo. 
(C-32,33,36,37, 40, 41, 45, 49, 50, 
1, 2; 6;7,10,11,14,15,10 9, 20, 23, 
24, 27. 28. 
73 - 808 Mazda 2 dr Coupe, Low FoP Sale: 12x 56 Parkwood 
mileage and In excellent con- Deluxe Mobile Home, 2 bdr. 70 - Lega l  
dlton. 635-.7025 (p.34) laundry room; Jooy shack and 
sun deck, can be seen at No. 39 N O T I C E 
Timberland , Roosonably 
For Sale: 1972 Impala 2 dr. orlced, call635•4826afterbo.m, Estate of the following deceased: George McCLURE, 
hardiopvlny roofgood i~ubber 2 
winter tires 20,000 /nlles. Cell REPOSSESSION late of Mammefle Lake' B,C. 
. * . . .. . -  - Creditors and others hnv'lng 
635.5839 or 5116 Grohem st.; 1~9i0 Canadians mike fu l ly  claims against the said 
CTF furnished end equipped mobile estate(s) are hereby required to 
g l's"o n ;°r'ks PUHL,C TRUSTEE, ,3, • - -  : , . . ~. send them duly verified, to the 
0 6 I $60 phons 5.2547 (P.36). -0114 Dealer No. 121 CTF Burrard Streel, Vancouver~ 
(C-33) 
THE DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
NOTICE  
Notice is hereby given that a 
Public Hearing will be held on 
proposed Land Use Contract 
By-law 02.4027. The proposed 
By-taw Is as follows: 
To enter into a Land Use 
Contract for the parcel of land 
known and described as: 
Remainder of 99.75 acres 
parcel, D.L. 363 (except part 
subdivided by Plon 4753 and 
5227), Range, 5, Coast Dlstrlct, 
Explanatory Plan 1918 being 
3502 Kelum Lake Dr., 
The proposed By.low may be 
viewed during regular business 
hours at the Municipal Hall. 
The Public Hearing shall be 
held in the Council Chamber of 
the Munlclpol Building on 
Monday, August 12th., 1974 at 
7:00 P.M: 
All persons having any In- 
terest In the proposed By.law a 
forementloned shall take notice 
and be governed accordingly., 
Jack Hardy 
Clerk-Administrator 
District of Terrace, 
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Obi tuary  
i 
Li l l ian E. Bennet t  
Mrs, Ltlllan E. Bennett, wife Acting as pall bearers were at Mills Memorial Hospital 
of Mr, Robert L, Bennett of 946 Bob Gray,. Jack Fraser, Ray Mr. Robert Bennett 
Desjardins Road in Thornbill, & Family. 
passed away July 4, 1974 in 
Mills Memorial Hospital attar a REPOSSESSED 
lengthy illness. 
Funeral services were held, 
July 8, 1974 from Knox United' 
Church at Terrace with 
Minister Dave Marten of- 
flctatlng, 
Mrs, Bennett was born and 
raised in Nelson, B,C. and was 
the youngest in a family of five, 
Lilllan Bennett served in the 
Canadian Women's Auxiliary 
after which date the estate will Corps from 1941-,15. During this 
be distributed among the time ~e met Robert L. Bennett 
rmrtles entitled thereto, having and they were married March 
regard only to the claims of 31, 1974 in the Christ Church 
Catheeral In Vancouver, 
Lllllan Bennett was a long 
time. res ident ' .of  Terrace, 
arr iving in the winter of 1963, 
She is survived by bar loving 
husband Robert, three sons, 
Robert Jr, of Terrace~ Terry of 
Kitimat and Bruce of Terrace 
and one daughter  Jeanette 
(Mrs,- Arnie Anderson) of 
Terrace and five grandchildren, 
Llllian also leaves to mourn 
her~ passing one sister, Mrs, 
Lorne (Winnie) Bristol of 
Nelson, B.C., two brothers Earl 
St. Thomas of Slooan, B,C. and 
Stan St. Thomas of Nelson, B.C, 
Inches Slimmer! 
Rates as low as 
14.98% . . . .  " 
• Simple Interest 
• Cash available now 
• Up to$10,000 " :. 
• No bonuses or hidden charges 
• Pay off at anytime 
• No prepayment penalty 
• e Enquiries Welcome :L - -  
H()usEHOLD'REA • " 
' ~Corporatlon Limited 
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE 
Corporation of Canada 
4600 Lakelso Avenue• 
• Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7207 
• C-27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43t 
.46, 47, 49, 51. 
PRINTED PATTERN 
ZIP the neckline of this 
INCHES SLIMMER Style high 
or low! Top stitching in the 
same or a contrast color points 
ul~ the lean lines. 
P r in ted  Pat tern  4854: 
Misses' Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 10, 
18, Size I2 (bust 34) takea 1% 
yards 60.1heh, 
$1.00 for arch pattern--cash, 
cheque or money order, Add 
15~ each pattern for first.class 
mail and special handling, Ont. 
residents add 7~ sales tax, 
Print plainly Size, Name, Ad. 
dress, Style Number. Send to 
Anne Adams,(Name of Paper), 
Pattern Dept,, Address, 
DOUBLE BONUS! Choose sne 
pattern free In New SPRINO- 
SUMMER Pattern Catalog. 
Gut one free pattern printed 
Inside. 100 beautiful fashions, 
all sizes, Send 75~ now. 
Newl esw + Knit Book~ 
has basic tissue pattern $1,25 
Instant Sewing Book ........ $1.00 
instant Faeh on Book ,...,$100 
r 
~ . 
i~]~ 
~ i )  i ::(: #~ 
I f  you're 
NEW IN TOWN 
and don't know 
which way to turn,- 
ca//the 
hostess at "~3 ~' .&  
. . . . .  ' , 635.zuo3 
YOU #oe gla-d you did, 
WHY PAY HIUH 
RENT! 
WHY PAY HIGH RENT 
As low as $100.00 down, can 
arrange complete purchase 
and delivery of a fully fur- 
nished single or double wide 
mobile home of yuur choice. If 
you purchase during the 
month of July you will receive 
at no .extra charge A 
FREEZER AND 100 Ibs. O F 
PRIME BEEF. 
.Call collect any time 
Cosmopolitan Homes, Mile 
Vanderhoof Hwy, Prince 
George 562.4391 
D-7.141 CTF 
• TO g~H0XL~ T~PE OF HOUR ~P ~f • . ~.~ ~:~,~ 
• • #,, ~.i~:~ 
suit come to Mantlquo #~%~:~#~i::! I I 
, - 
F l 
TONE' ONLY FULL ~"~qB; ~ii~:~ 
PRIOE $11,999 ,00  
(includes delivery) 
Brand new Premier, 24x3d 
double wide mobile home. 
Can be furnished to yam 
cholc~ of 4 deluxe decor op. 
finns. 100 percent financing 
O.A.C. Cosmopolitan Homes, 
M i le  2, Vanderhoof Hwy. 
Prince Georga 562.4391 
C.7141 
WIN 1 CASH ! 
Bdng Your Photo to 
3212 Kalum 
The herald 
Atchison, Lawrence Ketter, 
Ray McBryan and Sam Sob- 
chyshyn. Honorary pall bearer 
was William Hutchison, 
CARD OF TIIANKS 
We wish It express our sin- 
cere thanks to the Thornhill 
Recreation Commission and the 
boys of lhe Thornhill Softball 
League for cards and flowers of 
sy~npathy on the loss of adear  
wife and mother, Mrs, Lillian 
Bennett• Also a special thanks 
to Dr. Strangway, Dr. Dowdl 
and assisting doctors and staff 
12x68 Canadian made 3 
bedroom mobile home. 
Equipped with every possible 
option. Can be purchased by 
reliable party , with 100 
percent financing O.A.C. For 
further into. please call collect 
any time 562.4391 
D•7141 
HAY 
Bales for sale inField 
Alfalfa, Clover, 
Timothy Mix 
$2.00  per  65  lb .  Ba le  
Telephone 846-5334 
WANTED 
CERTIFIED HEAVY DUTY MEOHAmO 
Must be familiar with Detriot or Cat Engines, 
Excel lent  work ing  condit ions. Top Wages. * 
APPLY  SKEENA DIESEL  LTD,  
4534 KE ITE  AVE. ,  OR 635-7277 
CTF 
I . . . .  
4702  /AKELSE ST .  
PHONS 635-6302 
TERRACE SLUMBER LODGE 
BUTCH DELL RF.MAUINI" HOURS 
MONDAY TO SATURDAY 7:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M. 
SUNDAY 6:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M. 
:IT'S A-GREAT PLACE TO EAT 
T r 
RETAIL  SPACI  
One Unit leftl 
960 sq. ft. in enclosed mall 
Smithers Shopping Centre, 
Smithers, B.C. 
Join the Bay, Canada Safeway in  
, established 15.store ce-nfer" 
Phone 668.4596 
3100.Three Bental l  Cent re° , i l  
P.O.  Box 49001, 
Vancouver ,  B.C. VTX 1B1 i /  
DOllllnlon I11AnAGI=I111='I 
Government of Caneda 
LABORTARY TEUHNIOIAN 
.. $9,507 - S10,734 
Environment Canada 
Fisheries Service 
PrlnceRupert, B.C. [ -~  
THIS COMPETITION IS OPEN TO BOTH MEN AND:~/ 
WOMEN who ara residents of Prince Rupert, Klfimat, 
Terrace' end locality. 
..DUTIES: To schedule end carry out ell routine blc. 
tariological inspections in the laboratory, assist inShullfish 
quality surveillance. Supervise Junior tochnlclens, prepare 
medio and solutions for experimental work, end melntaln 
detailed records. 
..QUALIFICATIDNS: Demonat reled knowledge'and ebillly 
related to quality Inspection asqutllned above, lnormally 
obtained in microbiology, chemistry or biochemlstry~ plus 
related experience. 
:. If no fully qualified candidate Is found, the appointment 
may be made at a lower level. 
.. Appointments as • result of this competition are sublact t'o 
the provisions of the Public Service Employment Act. 
.. Forward "Application for Employment" (form PSC 367. 
4110) available at Post Offices end Canada Manpower 
Caatres, berore August 23, 1974 to: Mr. T. Perry, Fisher .'~ 
Services, Department olthe Environment, 109 • 417 2nd Ave.," 
W., Prlnca Ruports B.C. Pleasoquote refsrence]4.V.DOE. 
101. 
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Sure, and It's Himself He'll Be !i entertainment • !iiiil " • , i!ili 
!i Serving Terrace and Aries ] Iilli 
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season gets underway in Sep- 
tember. 
In the meantime, the initial 
series that caused all the stir 
will be re-run at 7 p.m. each 
Saturday, beginning August 24, 
on BCTV. 
Belfast-born Marry has had 
only one really big problem 
during the 14 years in which 
he's steadily increased his 
popularity as a TV, radio and 
nightclub personality. Various 
people have kept trying to 
create an "image" for him, 
which has made him try all the 
harder to do his own thing. 
What really gets his Irish up 
is any suggestion that he appear 
to be anyone but himself• 
That's why he's so happy to be 
the singing host of Banjo 
Parlor. On this program, the 
public sees the real. Marty 
Giilan - a nice guy with no axes 
to grind, who'd rather sing than 
eat. 
"It was pretty rough until I 
learned how to handle it," he 
recalls. "Naturally, when 
you're just starting out you try 
to heed advice and I guess alot 
. of people really thought hey 
were helping me. Still, after 
being told what o wear, what o 
do and what to say so much, I
started feeling synthetic at 
times• So, I made up my mind 
• to counteract the image- 
building whenever I could." 
At CBC-TV in Vancouver they 
still remember what happened 
several years ago when Marry 
felt he had to make a dramatic 
move in this direction. On 
location at a West Vancouver 
beached, bugged by both his 
costume and .his lines, he 
suddently stripped and went 
skinny-dipping - much to the 
consternation of the director - 
especially when a cameraman 
and a makeup girl followed suit. 
Although Marty no longer feels 
• the need to take such drastic 
action, he still skinny-dips - but 
at Vancouver's Wreck Beach, 
which is reserved for that kind 
of recreation. 
Since becoming the star of 
Banjo Parlor, Marty's been 
getting fan mail'from viewers 
aged 15 to 80. Most of them 
mention the wide appeal of the 
music, the peppy pace of the 
program or the warm, friendly /" Marty Gi l lan  
feeling it generates. Gillan 
himself likes the informality, -~ " the easy, naturalway everyone swered an audition call for the hostess. They first met in 1969, not much of a bookworm, but " 
works together, which probably network .TV series, LET'S GOI when he was singing at the Top when he does read it's likely to 
explains the feeling, and got the job. Next came a of the Marc in Vancouver, and be a whodunit• '
The biggest blooper of his stinton HITS A-POPPIN'and were married a year later. In Another thing that gets his Dine andDanoe 
career came during the early, eventually 'the mini-series, one way, they're complete Irish up is lack of consideration 
production of the series, when Sounds '67, en Which he worked opposites. Marty's a physical on the part of others, par- I 
he was supposed to say the with Englarld's Matt Mufiroo type-going in for weight-lifting ticularly other drivers. He 
screwball ine, "65 New Things and Bill Kenny. of Inkspots and Hung Fu, doing pushups believes the world is in bad The Terrace Hotel's zlew 
You Can Do With A Bent fame. The latter led to par- while watching TV and making shape today and that the ~olame "Augie Dine and Dance Room" 
Finishing Nail" but got only as tic(pat(on in The Bill • Kenny regular visits to a health spa. lies largely with governments, will open next Monday 
far as "65 NewThings YouCan Show and he also appeared on "Marlene doesn't do any of He'd like to see "more people featuringBaronofBeeffor$5.00 
Do.. (expletive deleted)Y The Mike Neun Show and was thissortofthing,"hepelntsout, learning to live together and music for your dancing pleasure styled by Terraee's 
"I like performing live," he host of After Noon, a radio in- "but she's always in better peacefully and working to ownSlihon Sterritt. The room is 
says, "But that time I was glad terview program, in 1971. shape than I am!" improve the world - that's.trRe, located d0~snstalrs in theefor: 
• but it's the truth." 
we were taping and it could he The Gillaas live in an older done over again," What gave him the greatest. . While this, his 30th year, has met beer parlour. 
personal satisfaction was ranch-style home in .Lynn been Marty's biggest, it could 
John Martin Gillan got his sharing the spotlight with Valley, on Vancouver's North have been bigger. With the 
elementary school education in Haven Magnussen on the 1973 Shoi'e. It's one that has been instant national popularity he GRAVlT~ 
his native Belfast, where he was "Schmockey Night", annual added to off and on through the. achieved when the first Banjo 
born onMarch 5, 1944. His charity ice show at the Van- years and now has rooms fo r  Parlor series was aired came '~ 
father, an electrician, moved couver Coliseum. They were a every purpose, including a den requests for him to make 9~ooslderine your insurance 
the family to Canada by the elick combo when she skated as where Marty can lndulge in two personal appearances,across )roblems is the rule at the 
time Marty had reached high he sang, "My Way". The of his favorite hobbies, drawing the country, including being a }'BRYAN INSURANCE 
school and he completed his number worked so well that and painting. He's liked to do headliner at the Calgary AGENCIES LTD. Despite 
education in Elliot Lake and Karen got him to record the heth aslongashe'slikedtosing Stampede. Committed Lo the thesegoofy ads our unwritten 
Geraldton, Ontario. song so that she could skate to it and could probably succeed as a production of more Banjo 
The next step was the start of on tour. professional painter. Parlor programs "during the r LAW 
his career on the West Coast. He's an inveterate doodler summer, he was unable to 
Actually, getting started wasn't Marty's wife, Marlene, is a accept many out-of-town 
leo difficult. He merely an- Pacific Western Airlines andhisdnodlesoftenevolveinto compelsa serlousapproschto elaborate works of art - in- assignments, but did manage to the business of protecting 
.. . , credible animals and birds, entertain at two big cenventions other people's properly. We'd 
especially - and he finds - the Association of Canadian like people 
Advertisers and the Canadian - executing them to he very 
@ ~ . ~ ,  therapeutic. He also paints on Association of Broadcasters. " 
impulse. He once saw a color Now there's no doubt he'll be TO BE 
i '~ .  photograph of an old lamp post, making, appearances in major shot against a sunset through cities as his schedule permits awareofthat unwritten law ot mottled glass. It made such an and he's also hoping to have'an ours and to know that it will 
~ i ~ ~ ~  ~ impression that he later painted album in release before the end neverbe ' 
it in oils from memory, Not of. the year. in any ease, he'll llEPEiLED l 
sure how good it was, he showed remember 1974 as the year in 
it to his doctor = who promptly which he finally stopped being 
purchased it to add to the decor concerned about his image. 
Banjo Parlor has made him a J ~5.6371 of his waitingroom. " household face and it's the same 
Both Marry and Marlene like one he looks at when he shaves.- 
to take walks, usually ac- I 
companied by Temujin, their 
four-year.old Afghan hound, 
RESTAURANT which !'sleeps. in a bed but is 
• otherwise no remarkable." 
They also enjoy spending 
<:BllfEgE b CANADIAN FOOD spare time redesigning and 
redecorating their home, which 
they've been doing constantly 
.~RIVATE BANQUETS' ORDERS TO ever since they moved in. Like 
PARTIES FAST SERVICE TAKE OUT many do.it-yourselfers, they've had some unnerving ex- 
• perienees. Like the time the 
' The Food that gives you Taste & Appetite matching wallpaper didn't and 
they ended up with something 
, Dining Lounge & Banquet Room unique - a two-design wall 
cover)ng. Or  their efforts to 
rcnovote a bathroom, when the 
plaster labelled white dried to 
Business Hours an'odd shade Of green. 
10 am to I am Monday ;Saturday 11 am to 10 pm Sunday When he Isn't working on the 
house, Marty likes to listen to 
635 6111 .= ,oo , . , . , , ,o . .  Barbra PHONE " = streisund Elton Jol|n, Rober ta  • 
• Flack, Gordon Lightfeot and 
The Beatles are among the  
singers he digs and his favorite 
film stars Include Jane Fonda, 
4642 kazelle West of CFTK Terrace Henry Fonda, Sarah Miles, 
Peter Sellers, Anthony Quayle 
and Donald Sulherland. lie's I l l 
Ti l l icum Twin Theatres Ltd., 
4720 Lakelse Phone 635-2040 
ONE SHOWINg IIIOHTL¥ 
AT 8'00 P,M; T i l l i cum Theat re  
I 
Aug.' 14, 15, 16, OLO YELLAB AND 
17 & Matinee INOBEDIBLE JOURNEY 
Aug. 18, 19, 20 
Aug. 21, 22, 23 
24 
MAN CALLED NOON 
Richard Krenna Mature 
BLACK BELT JONES 
Jim Kelly & Gloria gendry 
HAIDA THEATRE s,ow.. s  :oo & 9:15 P,M, 
Aug. 14, 15, 16, CORNAQK 
17 John Voight & Paul Windfield 
Aug. 18, 19, 20 EXECUTIVE ACTION 
Pi;esident John F Kennedy 
Aug. 2i, 22, 23, UP THE SANDBOX 
24 Barbara Streisand 
TO BE ANNOUNCED 
DI STRICT OF TERRACE 
PARKS& RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
OFFERS 
EMPLOYMENT OPFORTUNITIES 
Join the par t - t ime staff of the most advanced and progressive 
Recreation Department  in the Pacif ic Northwest.  
We are accept ing appltcatlor)s for Instructors In the fol lowing areas: 
TINY TOTS PHOTOGRAPHY 
CERAMICS ARCH E RY 
ARTS AND CRAFTS* FITNESS 
BATON SKIING (including X.country) 
DOG OBEDIENCE YOGA 
GUITAR BRIDGE 
VOLLEYBALL TABLE TENNIS 
FILM PROGRAMME SUPERVISOR KARATE 
GOLF DANCING 
ART PAINTING 
Plus cny other Interest that could be worthwhi le  wi th in  our program. 
FEATURES 
..~en (10) - twenty  (20) weeks of Fall and Winter Prograrhs. 
• excel lent salary rates. 
- average size classes. 
Wr i te  stating Age, Position Applied For, Experience and. Qualif icatibns 
to: 
Mr..Jan Gurban, Recreation Director,  " 
Distr ict  of Terrace,  
3215 ELy Street, 
Terrace,  B.C, . 
Appl icat ions must  be received no later than Friday., August 30,1974. 
[ 1 . . . .  
The ned n'or 
PRES[NTS ' 
NIgH11J 
The Jacks , ,  
~'  Aug. 19 - Sept. 7 
.,;/ The Duvals 
//itnrobatlo Uanoers From Paris Franoo 
L i ;  9 p .m,  to 2 a.m. Monday to Fr iday 
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday 
" * For  R tions eserva  
Call 635-2231 
